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FOREWORD 
This is the  annual  ~eport of the  ~Jropean Social Fur1d  for 1981  presented 
by  the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council  pursuant to 
Article 6  of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  858/721  ~  which reads as follows: 
"Every year  the Commission shall,  before 1  July,  sul:mi  t  to the European 
Parliament and to the Council  a  report on the activities of the Fund 
carried out during the past financial year giving inter alia a  breakdown 
of the appropriations committeq for operations during that financial  year~ 
The  report shall also cover foreseeable developmffi1ts  in the coming three 
years regarding  a~nditure relating to actions undertaken pursuant to 
Articles  4  and 5 of Decision 71/66/EEC" .. 
The  report is based on the format adopted in 1980  which was  approved by 
the Council  .. 
In order not to deJ.ay  presentation of this report,  the Corrrrnission's 
forecasts  of  Social Fund  expenditure over the next few years  (which 
have yet to be made)  are not included :Put will be given in tl1e  preliminary 
draft budget for  1983  (see Annex  to Volume  7  - Triennial Financial 
estimates  1983-1986)~ 
Under Article 5 of Commission Decision 78/706/EEC2,  Member  States were 
required to forward to the Commission not later than 31  March  1982  their 
reports on operations assisted by the  Fund~  When  all the reports are 
available,  they wHl be incorpora·ted in a  separate annex to this  report~ 
1
0J No  L  337~  27,12 .. 1977,  pq  5" 
2
0J No  L  238p  30~8~1978p  P~  2lq - 2  -
INTRODUcriON 
During 1981,  which  is the subject of this rep::>rt,  the European Social Fund 
found i·tself acting against the background of an employment situation 
characterized by an even greater deterioration and by a  narrowing of the 
differences noted hitherto between most Member  States~  At the end of the 
year,  more  than  ten million unemployed were registered in the Community, 
representing  942%  of the working population,  as against  6~8 million,  or 
642%  of the working pop1lation,  in 19804 
This deterioration in the employment situationp  which has persisted for  .  . 
several yearsp  explains the con·tinuing increase in  applications for 
assistance from  the  Fund~  The overall volume of applications amounted  to 
1  924~21 million ECU  in 1981,  i~eq an increase of  18~4% over the previous 
year..  Applications suhnitted by Greece,  which became a  full member of t.he 
Community  on  1  January 1981,  amounted  to 30  .. 25 ·million ECU. 
At  the same  time,  the volume of available corrunitment.  appropriations was 
1  108  .. 38  million ECU,  represe.11.ting an increase of only 8 .. 46~{, over  1980~ 
The gap  ~between applications and budget resources  thus continual. to widen 
in 198lF  the total volume  of applications exceeding that of resources by 
74%  (in 1980,  applications exceeded resources by  59%)~ 
The  Commission  took decisions on the applications,  wh.id1  were divided into 
two  series  (April  ar1d  Sept:ember) P  after consu~  ting the European Social  FL:.n.C: 
Commit-tee..  This was  done  in conformity with the Guidelines for the 
managen1ent of the Fund in 1981-83., 
These Guidelines are cited in respect of each area of intervention in 
Chapter Vi  of this reportq 
As  in 1980,  the  Commission,  while t.aking into account  the. social and 
econcmic situation in the  Camrm.m:i  .. t:y,  took  the  vie~v tha·t i·t was  necessary to 
give priority ·to  training opera:ti.ons closely 1ink(.:rl  to ernplo:';_lffient  and to 
promote  prcgrain.lles  for  t..raj_ning  skilled workers  in those regions of the 
CO!Thlll.mi ty which  are in decline,  so  CJ.S  to attract invesbnent  ... - 3  -
Faced with  the  I1E:E:d  to avoid exceedinq the e;ppropria-z.:ions  and at  ~he 
same  time to bL:ild  up a  reserve to cope  \vi  1:.h  une:;.qx:cted  fluctuations 
in exchange rates,  the  sum  of  996~17 million ECU  in available 
appropriations  was  commi~ted in 1981,  i~e. a  utilisation rate of almost 
9  O'.'lo~ 
As  in 1980,  nearly 80%  of Fw1d  assistance was  allocated to operations 
carried out under  the regions field of intervention  (42.2% or 
422~36 million ECU)  and  the young people field of intervention  ( 37~3% 
or 373.38 million ECU).  At  the  same  tD~e,  87.4% of the assistance 
granted  (873.98 million ECU)  was  allocated to operations in regions 
eligible for European Regional  Development Fund aid;  of which  434~57 m ECU, 
or  43.5%  of total Fund assistance,  was  for operations in the six absolute 
priority regions  (Greenland,  the French overseas departments,  Greece, 
Ireland,  Northern Ireland and the Mezzogiorno) ..  In 1980,  some  33%  of Fund 
assistance  (334  million ECU)  was  granted to these areas.  It may  be 
noted that absolute priority regions qualify for a  rate of intervention 
.10'/o  higher than that applicable to other regions in the Community  .. - 4  -
I ..  THE  EMPLOYMENT  SITUA.TION  IN THE  CCMMUNITY  IN 1981 
L.  Employment 
Employment fell more  sharply. in the Community in 1981  than in previous 
year.s,  while the existing gaps between most Member  States in this field 
tended to narrow  .. 
There was  no  improvenent in the Community's depressed economic situation 
in  1981~  with  GDP  declining in real terms by about  0.,5%  and dutimt  f~ling 
in most countries..  At the same  time, net job losses amounted to about 
one million..  over the same  period the number of vacancies fell by more 
than  30%  to an all-time low., 
In the fanning sector the slow  declin~ already evident prior to and during 
1980, continued,  with agricultural  jobs accounting for only 7  .. 3%  of total 
employment in the COmmunity as against 7  .. 5%  in 1980,  7  .. 6%  in 1979  and 
8  .. 6%  in 1975  .. 
Job losses in industry accelerated,  some  1 .. 4 million jobs being lost during 
the year..  The decline was  even sharper· than in 1980,  an:i  jobs in this 
sector now  account for only 37.,5%  of total employment as against 38 .. 5%  in 
1980., 
'!he services sect6r,  too,  was  badly hit and  the creation of new  jobs slowed 
down  to such  an extent that the increase  (645. 000)  was  the lowest since 1976  .. 
2..  Unemployment 
There were more  than 10 million people registered as out of work in the 
Canmunity at the end of 1981,  i .. e ..  9%  of the working population.,  'l'his 
represents a  further deterioration over 1979  and 1980  when  the 
corresponding figures were s  .. 7%  and  7%  respectively  .. 
The  number of people without  jobs rose by 28%  in 1981 as against a  27% 
rise in 1980., - 5  -
Leavi.ng  a<  i_de  Greece~ differences in the employment situation between 
Mer:UJ"':  s-~~·tes ncu:cowed  in 1981  compared \vith  1980~ when  the m.:unber  of 
jobles;_~ rc,_  ·~  most steep1y in the United Kingdom  (+66%),  Derunark  (+56%) 
• and  -:--J1e  Netherlands  (+49%) 9  1,1ith  the highest unemployment rates being 
recorded jn  P~lgium (0,.4%)p  Ireland  (8~4%)  and Italy ~~1%)~ 
'fue  1:,:\.ggest  increases in 1981 were recor.Ja:. in Germany  (+52.,4%)  and the 
NetherLmds  (+46q9"/o),  f:;Jo  countries vmose  ur•'' 'f:.  ''"•'fnPnt  rates were well 
below t:he  Cornmw-1i ty average  .. 
Young  f.."€0ple  under  the age of 25  continued to experience particular 
difficulties on the labour marketq  Youth unemployment now  stands at 
38~5% of the ·total  jobless figure as compared wit".h  40%  in both 1979  and 
19809  despite measures  taken in a  number of Member  States to improve  job 
prospects  for  this group  .. 
For the first time since 1976  the number  of young men  out of work exceeded 
the number of young  \.\Omen~  However~ despite this relative declinep 
young  ~en  - in view of their lower activity role - continued to suffer 
an exception?.lly high unemployment ratep  accounting for more than  50"/o 
of total female  jobless in France~ Italy,  the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom .. 
Finally,  although young  job-seekers are better qualified than ever before, 
most of them have had to accept insecure  jobs for which  they are 
overqualified., 
Women  continue to be at a  disadvantage on  4.:.J.1e  labour marke·t.,  trfuilst 
their unemploymen-t rate has dropped ove.r  the last three years as  a 
. po...rcentage of the overall total  ( 41.,4%  in 1981 as against 45%  in 1980 and 
45.,8%  in 1979) P  they  a:J~e still encour.1.tering par.ticular. difficulties in 
finding  jobs  .. 
In the present situation <memployment is no longer simply a  problem of 
mismatching,.  Th.e  economic crisis and the complexity of· the problems 
facj.n.g  the COmmunity wil1 have to be tackled wi  t.h  measures  aimed at 
promotJ.ng  econan:ic growth and employme>.r.:rt  21.nd  at reorganising  ~vorking time., - 6  -
In the light of all thiap  t.lle  Commission,  which is concerned to do what 
it can to remedy this serious situationp stated its position in a  number 
of papers presented to the Council in 1981: 
- in the context of the Mandate of 30  May  1980,  the. communication 
concerning priorities to be adopted in the field of job creation1  was 
designed to promote measures aimed on the one hand at creating 
employment and providing vocational training for young people and on  the 
other at encouraging small businesses to create new  jobs; 
- in the field of work  sharing~ the Commission stated its position on 
part-time work2  and the age of retirement3  .. 
1C<M(81)  638  final,. 
200M(81)775  fina14 
3COM(Bl)  779  final4 
.  . - 7  -
IL,  NE~'i .MEASURES  RELATING  TO  TH:§  MANAGEMENT  OF  THE  FUND 
1~  ,tligher rate of intervention for Greece 
On  13 July 1981  the COuncil  decided1  ~  following a  proposal  from  the 
') 
Comrnissi01"'- p  to apply to operations carried out in Greece  from  l  January 1981 
the  100/o  higher intervention rate provided for in Article 8  of Council 
Decision  7l/66/EEC3,  as  amended.  by Decision  77/80l/EEC
4 ~  1his higher rate 
is alre~dy applied to operations in Greenland~ the French Overseas 
DepartmGnts.  Irelandp  NorthP  ..  ..rn  Ireland and  the Mezzogim:no5  ~ 
2..  Guidelines for the Management of the Fund 
The  Guidelines drawn up for the period  1981~83 have been retained for 1984 
(OJ C  119.  l4~5~1980p  p~  2)  for  the simple reason that while they should 
reflect changes  in the  economic  and social situation in the Corronuni·ty, 
experience has  shqwn that the national authorities and project promoters 
need a  degree of stability to be able to adapt ·their programmes  t.o  ·the 
priori  ties laid down..  Fut'therrnore  •  the fundamental.  problem of i...rnbalance 
between  the volume of applications and.  t..he  appropriations availablep  whid1 
is illustrated by the figures given in this report. cannot be resolved 
satisfactorily simply by amending the Guidelines.., 
3..  SuJ:mission of ..§2Elications for assistance 
On  10  November  1981  the Com.mis.sion  adopted a  Decision  6  antencling Decision 
78/742/EEC on the sul:rnission of applications for assistance a...rrl  claims 
for payment from  the Eu.ropean SOcial Fund., 
'Ihis Decision provides for the use of new  fonns  for claims for advance 
payrnentsv  additional  paymen.ts  and paymen·t of balances from  1  January 1982 
onwards., 
The  new  format W:ill  make for more efficient management of the assista.i!.Ce 
granted and will reduce or even eliminate the too nulllerous  requests for 
suppleill.ent...-rry  information 'made  necessary af·ter an appraisal of the dossiers" 
The  new  forms will also pave the way  for a  gradual  in.troduction of data 
processing methods  in the management of the Fund  .  .., 
~Council Regu1ation  (EEC)  No  1989/81 of l3.,7,rnp  OJ  NO  L  194p  17.,7.,8lp  p ..  4 .. 
3crn(80)  742  final of 17,.11.,1980., 
4UJ  No  L  28~  4.,2.J.97lp  p,.  15., 
50J No  L  337p  27~12  .. 1977p  p..,  8,. 
6eouncil  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2895/77 of 20.,12,1977@  ibid.,p  p..,  7., 
Camnission Decision  No  C(81)  1650 final of 10.,ll.,l98lr  OJ No  r....  360pl5.,12.,Bl  .. - 8  -
III4  FINANCING  AND  BUDGET 
A~  COMMI'IMENTS 
1~  Available appropriations 
'!he Corranibnent  appropriations available to the Fund in 1981,  which 
amounted to 1  108.,38 million ECU,  exceeded the total amount available in 
1980  by 86.36 million ECU  (8~46%). 
The  to·tal was  largely made  up of appropriations under Chapters 50,  51  and  52 
of the general budget of the Cbmmunities  (963 million ECU  as against 
909.,50 million ECU  in 1980), with the addition of a  further  145.38 million ECU 
. made  up as  follows:  unused appropriations amounting to 6  .. 91  million  ECU~ an 
amount of 38;. 70  million ECU  from cormnitments made prior to and during 1981 
and made  available for re-use following currency realignments decided in 
October  1981,  and 99 .. 77  million ECU  in unused approp.t'iations available for 
re-use. 
In addition to the abovementioned  appropriatior~ released for re-use,  funds 
amounting to 116.,01 million Ea.J  were made  available but could not be re-used  .. 
These were appropriations returned to the Fund out of commi bnents entered 
into prior to 1  January 1980  and released for the most part in connection 
with final claims for payment submitted on winding up the operations 
concerned  ..  These appropriations have consequently lapsed  .. 
2,.  utilisation of appropriations 
OUt  of the commitment appropriations  available~ only 996.,17 million ECU 
were corranitted,  leaving 112.,21 million ECU  to be  carri~ over to the next 
financial year  .. 
'Ihere was  a  marked contrast between the rate of utilisation of 
appropriations in 1981  (89  .. 88%)  and that in 1980  (99  .. 3%)  owing to the fact 
that measures were taken in 1981 in response to the observati,)ns made by 
the authorities responsible for the administration and financial control 
of the Fund on the need to ensure that appropriations are not exceeded, 
as happened in 1980. 9  -
In ord-.=r  +o  take positive steps to allay the fears expressed by the Court 
of Auditors in its report on the financial  year  1980P  the Fund administration 
set up  a  J: ,:serve of appropriations in 1981  amounting to 8 .. 9  million ECU  to 
take accow1t of any fluctuations in the exchange rate of the  ECU  against 
na-tionaJ.  currencies·  ..  This amount,  which was deducted from  the total of 
appropriations still avai1ablep  was  not drawn on when  tlte decision 
relating ·to  tJ1e  last batch of approvals was  made  in September  1981  .. 
Moreove.r: p  tl1e  rule according to which  the Fund may  p  for any new corrnni trnent, 
use only those appropriations which have already been re-entered in the 
accounts after being released for re-use before the written procedure for 
granting approvals is introduced,  effectively prevented the utilisation of 
a  batch of appropriations released for re-use when  the approval decision 
was  taken on applications subject to the weighted reduction procedure~ 
Finallyp quite apart frcm  the effects of these measuresP  it should be noted 
that parity changes in 1981 had the opposite effect to those they engendered 
in 1980:  total  cormnitments~ which  stood at 1  028.,89  million ECU  in July 
1981  p  underwent a  net reduction as a  result of ·t.lte  realignment of currencies 
within the European Monetary Systen in Octoberr  falling to 996.,17 million ECU 
at the end of t:..'le  year on  the basis of the new exchange rates  (December 
exchange rate)  q 
3.,  Volume  of applications 
Applicat:Lons  fox:  assistance frcm  the Fund in 1981 amonnted to 1  924~21 
million ECUP  18,,4%  up on 1980.,  Available appropriations rose by only 
8" 46%  compared with 1980"  so that the gap between resou;cces  and needs 
widened  further over the year., 
The overall volume of appl1cations exceeded available resources by abc:ut 
74%  compared with less than  6Cf/o  in  1980~ 
In absolute termsp  the vo1ome  of applications was  highE,st in respect of 
"young people"  (692,.29 million ECU)  and  "re;rions"  (660,51 million ECU) .. 
In p.<:!rcentage  tenns~  "young people'!  (+49<'/o)  and "agricu1ture/textilesu 
(+37<'/c.)  recorded  ·the  largest increases.,  FinallyP  the o::l.iscrepancy bet.1r1een 
applications  C~XJ..d  resources was  most. marked for  11mig-.cant lftJorkers 11  am.·  1'women" 
(506.,9'7~  and 313,6%  respectiv-ely) .. 
·. - 10  -
4..  Classification of aJ.?plications. 
An  amount of  219~82 million ECU  (alx!ut  11%  of the total volume of 
applications suhnitted)  wa.s  classified as inadmissible,  not eligible or 
non-priority~  The  ranainder  (l  704~39 million ECU}  was  ~nined for 
priorityp classified according to the Guidelines for the Mill1agement  of 
the Fund1  and  taken into consideration for financing within the limits of 
available  appropriations~ 
The  table below sets out the applications for assistance by field of 




1  2  3  4  5 
Total 
·- -·----~· 
5000  Agriculture  17~42  - - - - 17  .. 42 
5001  Textiles  20~14  12  .. 28  - - - 32 .. 42 
5010  Young  People - Training  118~  78  95.,86  221~01  - - 435 .. 65 
5011  Young  People - Employ-
ment  9.,84  50~59  68 .. 82  - - 129  .. 25 
5030  Migrant WOrkers  l38q02  - - - - 138.,02 
5060  Women  17~05  87  .. 02  - - - 104  .. 07 
-
I  50  321~25 245 .. 75  289~83  - - 856.83 
!---'· 
5100  Regions  288 .. 86  11.,67  62,53  27 .. 53  254.,53  645 .. 12 
5101  Groups  of finns  12 .. 24  - - - - 12 .. 24 
5102  Technical progress  28 .. 69  13  .. 78  - - - 42 .. 47 
5110  Handicapped persons  35 .. 60  112  .. 13  - - - 147  .. 73 
51  365 .. 39  137.,58  62 .. 53  27  .. 53  254.,53  847  .. 56 
5200  Pilot schemes  - - - - - -
50  - 52  Total  686 .. 64  383 .. 33  352 .. 36  27  .. 53  254.,53  1,704  .. 39 
%  40 .. 29  22.,49  20.,67  1.,62  14.,93  100  .. 00 
It will be noted that the overwhelming majority of applications deemed 
eligible for Cbmmunity  financing were placed in the first three levels of 
pribrity (83%  of the total corresponding to 1  422 million ECU)., - 11  -
Member  States'  au·thorities have clearly applied a  selection procedure 
before presenting applications for assistance to the Commissionp  but a 
substantia]  proportion of the applications had to be turned down  Ovling  to 
the considerable shortage of  funds~ 
5  Q  Weighted rednction 
Appl i.cab ons  c;lassifie:l as p:r iori  tj  es represents-.::.  a  total of 1  704  ~ 39 
million ECU,  exceeding the c-vailable approp.ciatio.1.s by  some  :i96  million ECU., 
The discrepancy between needs  a.nd  resources was  thus quite considerable, 
representing  53%  of  availaJ::~le appropriatiom; as against  19~5% in 1980. 
Under  existing rules the ;,reighted reduction procedure had  to be applied 
to narrow this gap and achieve a  balance between resources  and  needs1 .. 
As  set out in the Guidelines for the Management of the Fu11d  the weighted 
reduction procedure is applied wherer  at the lowest priority level for 
which appropriations are still available~ the vohnne of applications  exceeds 
that of appropriations.,  The weighted reduction coefficient for each Member 
State is ca.lculated on the basis of the average unemployment rate and 
gross domestic product per capita at current exchange rates.,  This  takes 
account of the unemployment situation in the various Member  States and 
the financial  resources available to each country to deal with  it~ 
The  total amount  to be deducted is obtained by applying the appropriate 
coefficient to the applications for each Member  State classified at the 
priority level subject to weighted  reduction~  The  amount thus obtained 
is apportioned by the Commission between the individual applications after 
coniultation with the national authorities4 
~or the reasons set out in paragraph  2  aboveP  the availability of 
cormni tment appropriations in 1981 was  affected by measures designed to 
reduce these appropriations..  This is why  the amount refused. on the basis 
of the weighted reduction proce:iure amounted to 704., 23 million  (and not 
596 million ECU). - 12  -
The  bvo  tables below  ill·Jst.rate the effects of the c:.ppli.cation of  thto 
weighted reduction procedure by field of  inte:cvenl::ion and by cotmtry: 
(a)  Amounts  aPEroved by  fi~bs_of intervention after apDlication 9-f  the 
weighted reduction procedure 
(in million ECU) 
Total  Conunitted  Amount  sub- Amount  of  Amount  of 
Field of  conunitted  without  jected to  III  weighted 
intervention  weighted  weighted  approved  reduction 
reduction  reduction  (III-IV) 
I  II  III  IV  v 
!Agriculture  5  .. 69  - 17  .. 42  5  .. 69  11  .. 73 
Textile  15 .. 48  - 32 .. 42  15 .. 48  16 .. 94 
Young  people -
training  269 .. 72  214 .. 64  221 .. 01  55 .. 08  165 .. 93 
Young  people  -
employment  103  .. 67  75 .. 61  53 .. 65  28 .. 06  25 .. 59 
Migrant workers  30 .. 55  0~33  137  .. 70  30 .. 22  107  .. 42 
:Women  22 .. 66  17  .. 05  87 .. 02  5  .. 61  81 .. 41 
Regions  422 .. 36  390 .. 58  254 .. 53  31 .. 78  222 .. 75 
Groups of firms  8  .. 11  - 12  .. 24  S  .. ll  4  .. 13 
Technical 
progress  32.,14  28 .. 69  13., 78  3  .. 45  10 .. 33 
Handicapped  89 .. 78  35.,60  112  .. 13  54.,18  57 .. 95 
Total  1,000  .. 15(*)  762.,49  941 .. 90  237  .. 66  704 .. 23 
; 
(*)  The discrepancy between the figures relating to  "amounts committed" in 
the various tables stems  from  the use of a  single exchange rate - that 
applying in December  1981  - for the  "non-budget"  tables..  In order to 
simplify the presentation of these tables,  the monthly updatings for 
accounting purposes reflecting the effect of exchange rate 
fluctuations on the amounts of the appropriations still to be pa.id 
have been disregarded  .. - 13  -
(b)  Amow1ts  aDproved after application of the weighted reduction 
procedure by countJ.y 
,.------------·r:----::-:-----:- .,---_-..,,-,--::------_j· in mill  io  __  n.  ~E.c_.u_  ..  ) 
!
Applications-Weighted  .  1  Am01..mts  Amounts  J 
Count:ry  weighted  indicator  I  (  *)  percentage  !
subject to  reductior.  approved  a.Llocated  as I 
1-------------1-r-ed-·  _u_~_·c_i_o_n  __  ~  II  ~~_L£  I  IV  j 
Belgium  20.,41  I  1.,24  6  .. 56  32 .. 1 












2  .. 29 
173.,54 
0.,63 
22 .. 77 
170  .. 75 
941.,90 
0.,42 




0 .. 73 
1 .. 57 
8.,35 
25  .. 76 
5L.22 
1.,91 
78 .. 06 
0  .. 02 
3 .. 91 
61.,88 
237  .. 66 
26 .. 7 
9,.0 
21 .. 8 
83~4 
45 .. 0 
3  .. 1 
17  .. 2 
36 .. 2 
25 .. 2 
{ *)  The  amounts  approved do not depend solely on the application of the 
weighted reduction indicator to the volume of applications submitted 
by each country and classified at the lowest level of priority  p  but  . 
also on the degree of mismatch in each field of intervention 
between the total volume of applications  by each country and 
available  appropriations~ - 14  -
These  two  tables show  that in 1981  the v:e.ighted reduction procedure had to 
be applied for  the first time  to all fields of intervention.,  The  overall 
amount  affected was  704 ... 23  million ECU  {as against  234~14 million in 1980), 
,  i~e~  41~~/o of the total volume  of applications classified as priorities 
(as against  18~5% in  1980)~  This was  an increase of more  than  200%  over 
the twelve month  period~ 
The  weighted reduction was  highest for  "regions"  and  "young  people" 
(222~75 million ECU  and  191~52 million ECU  respectively)~  However,  the 
proportion of applications to which it was  applied was  highest for 
"migrant workers"  and  "women",  In both cases,  the amount of the reduction 
was  far in excess of the amount  corrani tted., 
5q  Article 9(2)  of Council Decision 71/66/EEC 
This provJ.slon requires that at least 50%  of the budget of the Fund be 
reserved each year for operations carried out Under Article 5 ( 1)  of the 
above Decision in the European Regional  Development  Fund regions  .. 
The  effect of this provision in 1981 was  as follows: 
I ..  Budget allocation 
II., Commitment  appropriations entered in the budget 
for operations under Article 5(1)  of Council 
Decision 71/66/EEC 
III  ..  Commitment  appropriations to be set aside pursuant 
to Article  9 ( 2)  of the abovementioned Decision 
(SO%  of total) 
IV  ..  Remaining commitment  appropriations available 
for use under Article 5(1)  of Decision 71/66 
for operations outside ERDF  regions 
(million ECU) 
963 .. 00 
518  .. 00 
481 .. 50 
36,.50 
As  a  result of this calculation,· only 36,.50 million ECU  were available 
to finance operations in the categories "technical progress",  "groups 
of finns"  and  "handicapped persons" in regions other than ERDF  regions  .. - 15  -
B.,  PAYMENTS 
lq  Appropriations avail&ble 
Pa:yment  appropriations  dffiCunted  to 819.,08 million ECTJ  in 1981,  made  up of 
the budge·t ;;;llocation of E  20.40 million ECU  ;?lus  198  .. 68 million ECTJ 
carried uve1.·  from  the previous year,  Total 3ppropriations,  therefore, 
were  12~35~ or  114~  78  miJ lion ECU  be~.m,r t:1.ose  avai~able in 1980., 
The  significant carryover of appropriations into 1981  ( 198,., 68 mH1ion ECU) 
represented the unused part of appropriation-;; made  available under  the 
supplementary budget approved on  23  December  1980  when  the Fund was 
credited with paymen·t appropriations  amounting to 326.,4 milli0n ECU,.  The 
Commission had requested only 100 million ECU  and  "~<~as  able to use only 
127~72 million ECU  before the end of the financial  year~ 
Transfers of appropriations durirg 1981 were made  witl1in individual 
chapters.,  Accordinglyv  although the amounts  available undex each budget 
heading may  have d1anged  ·the  transfers did not alter the overall amount 
of appropriations allocated to each chapterq 
2q  Utilisation of appropriations 
An  amount of  745~85 million ECU  was  used in 1981 out of a  total of 
819~08 million ECU  available
1 ~  The bulk of the appropriations remaining 
at the end of the year  ( 73q23 million ECU)  was carried over to the 
follo1-11ing  year  ( 73,.01 million ECU) I'  whilst a  very small part of the 
unused appropriations was  cancelled  (Oq22  million ECU)~ 
1The discrepancy between the figures relating to  "amounts paid" in the 
various tables is due to the use of a  single exchange rate - that of 
December  1981  -' for 
11non-budget"  tablesq  ':fhese tables have been set 
out in a  simplified form disregarding monthly updatings in the accounts 
and  taking into account the amounts paid at the exchange rate for the 
month concerned  .. - 16  -
These figures  show that the rate of utilisation of available appropriations 
(91  .. 06%)  was  lower than in 1980,  when  appropriations available at the 
beginning of the year were used up by November  necessitating the sub-nission 
of a  request for a  supplementary budget  .. 
Utilisation of available appropriations was particularly low in the 
categories "pilot schemes"  (chapter 52)  and  "regions"  (heading 5100),  at 
less than  45%  and a  little more  than  80%  respectively~  The latter area of 
intervention  (with some  69 .. 25  million ECU  unused at the end of 1981)  had the 
greatest impact on the management of appropriations dm::-ing  i:he  financial 
year~ 
Paradoxicallyp  whilst  73~23 million ECU  were still unused at the end of 
1981,  a  volume of applications for assistance amounting to  85~91 million ECU 
could not be satisfied for  lack of appropriations under the budget  headir~s 
concerned~  These applications concerned in the main claims for payment of 
advances relating to corranitments made  in September 1981..  Of t...•lis  total, 
over  63  million ECU  related to "young people"  .. 
In normal  circumstances it would have been possible,  by means of transfers 
between chaptersp  to provide the budget headings concerned with at least 
a  large part of the appropriations required..  However,  this could not be 
done as the bulk of these claims was  not suhnitted to the Commission until 
Decanber and it was  therefore not possible to complete the necessary 
procedure before the end of the financial  year·  .. 
3,.  Payments made 
In  1981~ payments relating to commitments made during the year amounted 
to 289,.99  million ECU,  about  29%  of the appropriations committed, 
This figure might have been higher if there had been an adequate volume 
of appropriations to meet a  final batch of claims for payment submitted 
at the end of the year,  amounting to 85,.91 million ECU..  Of this total, 
same  69 million ECU  related to commitments made during 1981  .. - 17  -
The  tai'Jle  belo•; gives a  breakdown of :payments  made  in 1981 by Member  State 
and year  .in  which  appropriations were  COtcmd tted: 
(million ECU) 
r--·-~·-· --------···-r-·----r--
Total  I  Country  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980  1981 
------
4•  ~- -- --· 
!Belgium  0,02  1~64  7  .. 21  4~97  13~84 
!Denmark  0  .. 16  2~51  5  .. 32  10 .. 57  18~56 
!Germany  0  .. 14  !  2.,77  7  .. 96  9~02  27  .. 37  20 .. 77  68~03 
!France  0.,16  0  .. 02  1.,67  9  .. 84  62 .. 44  52 ... 27  24 .. 43  150  .. 80 
~eece  6.,64  6  .. 64 
Ireland  1 .. 11  2~70  4  .. 74  3  .. 63  48 .. 36  60 .. 54 
Italy  0.,01  6.,70  43 .. 50  32 .. 28  54 .. 73  74 .. 73  211 .. 96 
il-'uxembourg  0.,43  0  .. 07  o  .. so 
~ether1ands  0  .. 28  0,03  3,.32  8 .. 41  2  ... 21  14  .. 25 
Pnited Kingdom  0.,39  1 .. 48  2.,26  55.,24  35  .. 33  97..,34  192  .. 04 
Total  0 .. 16  0.,56  4  .. 01  66 ... 47  171.,62  194.,34  289.,99  737 .. 16 
4..  Pattern of payments 
The  following  n,;o  tables illustrate some  of the most significant trends in 
th~ pattern of payments in recent years: 
(a)  Annual  variation in appropriations corrrrnitted  and  unclaimed balances 
at the end of each year  (1977  to 1981) 
-· 
Year  Appropriations 
corrrrnitted 
1977  616.,63 
1978  568.,08 
1979  774.,45 
1980  1,014  .. 93 
Ll981  996 .. 17 
1 



















+  28 .. 09 
+  9,.81 
+  4~24 
- 0.,30 - 18  -
An  analysis of these  two  tables shows  that payments of balcmces  and 
additional  payments are being made  at a  satisfactory rate~  l\?prop;·iations 
used in the form of payments of balances or additional paymen+:s  have 
increased regularly from year to year bo·th  in terms of  :.rolume  anc 
percentage  (see table  (b)  above)..  Horeove..rP  over the i.ast three ·yeats 
there has been no abnormal  accumul::;.tion of a.ppropriatioPs committed  an:l 
unclaimed a·t  the end of each financial  yea\:'  (see table {a)}, 
There has  .in fact: been  a  marked re\  ers:;~l  :ill  the ovex·alJ.  trend~  Up  to 1978 
the volume of appropriations remaining unclaimed at the  ~1d '  .. •f  t:he  year 
1-vas  rising roughly in p:r·oportic.:1 tc the wlume of appropriations committed 
, each year..  Moreover  P  at the end of that year  P  a  siqni "ican·t increase in 
unclaimed appropriations vvas  rec:ordro even though  ·theJ:>~ had been a  decline 
in appropriations committed  .. 
From  1979  the above  trend w-as  reversed:  the a'tlount of appropo,:-iations 
unclaimed at the end of the year has risen much  less steeply over the pas·t 
two years than the amo1mt  of appropriations committed.,  ll.t we:::--st,  the 
;.rolume  of ur:cla.imed.  approp:~.:-iations is likely to follow the  tr~nd in 
appropriations committed,  as was  t..he  case in 1981., 
It is worth noting that this re'.;re..rsal  in the respective t-rends  of 
appropriations committed and appropriaU  .. ons remaininr,J  uncJ a:i.Ined  coincided 
with the introductl.on in 1979 of  a  rule setting a  t:iJ11e  limit of 18 months 
.  .  1 
for the suhnission of claims for payments of balances  ~  This  time  limit~ 
which begins at the end of the scheduled ccmp1etion date of the operations 
being carried out1  has significantly expedited the sub:nission of such 
claims..  Payment of balances  now  no longer poses the .same  p:::,bJ..ems  as 
in the past and payments are beirig made at a  satisfactory r2  ~:e~ 
As  for advance  payments~ the state of affairs is less sati.sfactc.·y  ,,  Whilst 
29%  of appropriations committed in 1981  werr~ paid during tbe  jeaJ.  (as was 
the case in 1980)  ~  the rate of J:.>ayment  of advances  has not p.rogresssd 
significantly in rec:mt years..,  In factP  these payments  haVG  tended to 
diminish both in volume  - as was  the case in 1981 compared. with  1980  -- and 
in percentage  - as was  the case in 1980 and 1981 compared with 1970  {see 
table  (b) ) 2 .. 
1
Article 4 of Commission Decision EEC/78/706,  27., 7ql978  (OJ  ~:o L  238/20, 
. 230.,8 .. 1978) 4 
The situation as re;:rards  payment of adva.."lces  would have been quite different 
in 1981 if it had been  pos~;ible to meet claims for rs3.yrr.ent  sul:mitted at the end 
of the year for an a'!lount of  85.,~1 m  ECU~ as explaine:i at the end of para 2 
above..  · - 19  -
This  si  ~·Ja ' .  .1.011  r ·oh3bl /  ... :tsns  from  under-u·tilisa·tion of the second advance 
proced~1::e~  J:·.  more  sy:; temalic recourse to this procedure by the Member 
States cou  ··.ct  help acce3 2rate the rate of payments and reduce the size of 
balance~ unclaimed at  t.h.e  end of the financial year" 
These  conclusions are  b)l~ne out by es·tima·tes according to which,  in 
addibon t,J  payments actually madep  an ::1mount  of  376  .. 7  million ECU  could 
have be•  .. :1  claimed in 1981  (see the  follo~dng table): 
- Appropriations unclaimed at 31  December  1981 
~: 
- Probill)le volume of cancellations 
- Commi·!:ments  made prior to 1  January 1981 
relating to 1982/83  (estimate) 
- Canmitments made  in 1981  for Which  payments 
could no·t have been claimed in the same 
year  (estimate) 
- Requests  for payment of advances not met 
owing to lack of appropriations 
- Unused  appropriations released for re-use 
in 1982 out of appropriations committed 
in 1981 





1,395  .. 00 
100 .. 00 
500~00 
.85  .. 90 
80  .. 00 
52 .. 40 
376.,70 
This state of affairs notwithstandingp  tl1e  payments situation in 1981 
represented an  improvement on 1980 given that· the t.mcJ.aimed  ba.lance of 
payment a_rpropria-tions  "~as about 20%  lowe:-..r  ( 376 million ECU  as against 
472  million in 1980) .. 
ON-THE-SPOT  CHECKS 
1~  On-the-spot checks were carried out on  50 dossiers in 198L.  This 
e..ntailed scrutiny of support.ing documents  and  an E".Xarn:i.na:tion  of the way 
in which operations receiving  ESP  a.ss:i.sta~~ce were bej_nq  conducted..  In 
some  inst.c:mces it was  necessary to collect addiU.o.nal  infonna.t:ion for an 
appraisal of  ot~her applicat:!.ons for assist:ance or.  claims for pa.yTHent 
.submitted by the organisations in question, - 20  -
Where  checks revealed significant discrepancies between  the nature of the 
operations  and the description given in the relevant approval  decision~ 
the COmmission  took steps to reduce  th•~ amount of assistance granted a.nd  to 
recover part or all of the  advances  :improperly claimed  .. 
The discrepancies concerned. for ·the most part insufficient grounds  for 
expencli  ture  •  non-compliance with special criteria applying  to certain types 
of operation and  time scales at variance with  those proposed..  Time  lags in 
completing projects would  appear·  to be one of the main reasons  for failure 
to use appropriations committed  .. 
On-the-spot checks carried out by Social Fund staff arid Financial Control 
related in the main  to projects where claims for paymen-t were inccmplete or 
gave rise to  doubt~ In :::onsidering such discrepancies no general conclusions 
should be inferred for  the rest of the schemes being financed  .. 
2..  Financial Control,  in conjunction with the authorizing depart~nents and 
the Court of auditors,  is 'analysing the management and 
financing systems used by the national authorities and the main 
organisations receiving.Community aid.,  In l98lp  four .Member  States' 
systems were analysed:  Belgimn,  France,  Italy and the Netherlands  .. - 21  -
IV.,  ACTIVITIES  BY  FIELD  OF  INTERVENTION 
1 ..  Persons  leaving agriculture. 
yolume of applications  §1-Dd  commi tme..11t  appropriatioro..s_ 
The rise noted in tl1e  volume of applica·tions for assistance from  the Fund 
subnitted under Council  Decision  72/  428/EEC1  to assJst persons leaving 
,agriculture tended to level outf  the total amounting  to  18~1 million ECU 
compared with  16  .. 3  million  ECU  in 1980  - a  relatively modest increase  (11.,8%).., 
Once again the largest volume of applications was  sul:mitted by France  (over 
51%  of -t,;e  total)  and Italy (over  34%  - a  50"~ increase against the previous 
year)..  Applications sul:mitted by the Fede:r:al  Republic of Germany and  Ireland 
represented  6%  and  ~lo respectively  .. 
other countries4 
No  applications were submitted by the 
For  tl1e first  time~  the budgetary· appropria-tion for  tl1is field of 
intervenbon was  distinguished from  that for textiles!  i,t amounted  to 
5  million ECUn  The  antotm·t  not is.ken  u'p  in 1980 brought the available 
·/·:?- ;  >·.~~ 
appropriation to  !?~8 miLlion EcO.;:  :·  ... 
As  in 1980  r  only one level of priority was  accorded in  tl":t.e  agricultural 
sectorp  to operation..s: 
- coming within  the  frame\oJOrk  of specialised measures for  the agricultural 
sector or for  tl1e rural  envirorunent; 
- taking place in disadvantagoo areas  (with an income below the Cornmuni ty 
average  P  or certain hill farming areas) 2  intended for persons who  have 
left or are leaving  agriculture~ 
1 
OJ  No  L  29lp  27~12~1972~ p ..  158;  aJ No  L  337p  27  .. 12..,1977p  p ..  10 .. 
2  Areas specified in COuncil Directive 75/268/EECP  OJ  No  L  l28P  19.5ool975p 
. p ..  L, 22 
'l'he  O)_:){:::rat:ions  tv~:ce  ~:imiL·,_,·;  ·::o  0"lO~,,~  .1.mp1Q·m""'"'.t(.;,~J.  :1.>1  1980,  n:.-,;-,,AJ.y  t-..re:,:~r::LDIJ 
fo1:  w-orkers  h:oavin<]  ag:r:ic,_llture,  P.ssel1t.:i.3.lly  for  o<.:cupa';::ions  in  the 
tow:-ist  ind:.1st:.ry  and to meet  t.he  needs of Dn2.ll  a:nd  msdit<m--siztY}  f·irms  or 
for agricul  ture-relaj.:;ed trades  (for example,  repairing rnachinev.1) ... 
A.ssistc:m.ce  grant:ed equalled the  ·i:o·tal  appropriation ava.ilabler  nar;:ely 
5 .. 8  million ECU.,  Since the voJ.mne  of prio:city applicatiOi1S  t:otaJ.lEd. 
17  ~ 9  million ECU.  a  >veigh  ted reducbon had to be applied for  the first 
time  in 1981.,  It concerned an amount of 12 million  ECU~  i  .,e~  67%  of 
't±Ais  total  .. 
Beneficiaries 
Bearing in mind the fact t.hat the weigh·ted reduction me)d1od  had ·to  be 
applied.~  ·the  program.'l\es  approved in 1981 should benefit about 5 P 822 
people~ - 23 
2  ~  Persons working  _:i.n  the  t:e.xtile  and cJ.cithinq sec.tors 
'l'he  volumz  of applica·tions for assistance s.1hr.i  t·:ed for workers in the 
textile and  clothing sBctors as  prov2.c~ed for ur\der Council  Decj sion 
76/206/EEC1  arrountec'!.  tc 36,6 mill.i'm ECU  against 22  ... 6  million ECU  in 
1980  -·  a.  6L9)~ increase~ 
The budget.ary provision for this .sectc·r vJas  13 million ECTj',.  HovJever  p 
taking refunds  into acc:ount  the tot.al  available appropria·Cions  arnou..''1:ted 
to 16.,06 milJ.ion  ECU  against 18  .. 9  in 1980..  In o-ther words,  resources 
amounted  to 84.,9%  of those available the previous year while the voh:rrne 
of applications was  62%  greater  .. 
·For the first timep  there was  a  shortfall in ·the resources available to 
finance eligible operations  .. 
Selec~cion criteria and general characteristics of ae,olications 
As  opposed to previous years when only one level of priority \vas 
· established,  in 1981  two  levels were applied: 
A  ..  First level priority was  accorded to operations for: 
persons  leaving the sector bi areas with a  high unemployment rate; 
persons remaining in the sector  p  when  the operation fonned part of 
a  conversion or restructuring  programme~ 
B..  Second level priori'cy was  accorded to: 
otl1er  or:;2ra·cions  P  either for persons remaining in the sec-tor or 
leavir.g  it~ where training corresponded to the require"Uents of  job.s 
assured in adva..1ce  by employers  .. 
ll.bout  60%  of  t:J:,e· operations classified as first priori·ty concerm:'Cl  ·crair-"ir::.g 
:for workers  leaving the sector in textile-producirg areas where  w"1e::,ployh'.<2Y'"·(~ 
is higher  tha.."l  'c..."1e  national ave.:t"age.,  These workers selec·t a  wide. ra..J.ge  of 
sec1::ors  p  i::1  particular construction~ metal or woodworking"  t.'l.e  d1emicals 
&r.d  phai~naceu~icals  industDJ~  Forty percent of these applications rela:ceG. 
to vocational retrail':'.ing for viable activi'c.ies within t:he  ·textile  sec'i:::.or~ 
iou L  39  1~  2  1  7  ~  ""'  ..  9  9p  p,.  39.,  OJ  L  337~  27  .. 12  .. 1977P  p ..  10  .. - 24  ~-
l~ll  t11ese  applicaticns fo:c  assist.ance  Yl.P.J:"'e  associate:) \·lith  th.:.?.  :1'2::·C:.  fc·:· 
creation of new  jobs  and reorqanisation of \vorkA 
Given  the extremely high influx of applica'cions in the textile sector in 
1981  a."!d  the requirement to alloca·te  t~o priority levels,  in exa:nining 
applications consideration was first given to conversion and restructuring 
operations with V-?ide-ranging  a."'ld  significant implications,  frequently 
entailing transition from  one type of pr~uction to  another~ 
Applications classified as first priority alone  ~~ounted to abOut 
20~8 million ECU~ '  On  the basis of the weighted reduction method,  financing 
was  approved for 16  .. 04 million ECU  - 77%  of total first priority  .. 
Applications classified as second priority co-uld no·t be financed., 
Beneficiaries 
Programmes  approved 'n 1981  are  t'  ted to be  f'  t  abo  t  8  800  k  ·  ~  ~  es 1ma  .  ne  ~  u  ,  wor  ers~ - 25  -
3.,  ~1igrant ('lorkers 
Volume  of__::'!P.Qlica tions 2nc1 corruni·qnent  aJ?_P.lJ?Eriations 
In 1981,  there  W3.S  an unprecedented gap betwE-en  tte v::>hnne  of applications 
for SociaJ.  Fu·1c:  a.ssist::.n::E  for  r.ligr~.mt worl<ecs  and tltGir familie.:::  under 
Council  f>eci s:.:..rm  77  /303/EEC  1  and tht!  a~::>propri.ab  Oil  for  t."1is  sector..  The 
total vohune of 3.ppJ.ication.s  r:cse  iro1.1  1'33  million ECU  in 1980  'Lv 
189 million ECU  in 1981  WtlilE:::  t.,"!e  appropriatio:r>.s  earmarked fo.c  ·this field 
of intervention were cut from  38  mi.l:.ion in 1980  ~:.o  30 mi.llion in 1981.. 
Nor was it pJssible - as  i ~ had been in previous years  ·- to tra"lsfer funds 
from other fields of intel:ventionj,  with the result ·t.."::at  ·the resources 
availa.?le represented 16.,5% of the total volume of aJ::•plica'tions  .. 
Faced with this exceptional budgetal;r situation and having consulted tl1e 
Fund Committee,  the Commission requested a  group of experts to carry out a 
study on  Fund aid to migrant  workers~ 
It is already known  t."lat  the increase in the volume of applications 
is not due to an increase in the number of migrant workers in the 
Corrnnunity.,  Statistics show no substcmtial change in the total  m.:rrr.lY=>.x 
of migrants workers  i11.  the Corrm•uni ty since 1980,  returns to the country of 
origin being offset by the arrival of families in the host countries and 
refugees  from  non-member coUntries  .. 
It is' clear  v  however  p  that with the increase in unemployment in the 
Community affecting all categories of workersp  those who  have been hardest 
, hit are the migrant workers  and particularly their children~ many of whom 
are unqualified and  swell  'b'Ie  ranks of your.g  job-seekers  .. 
This accounts  for  t.'te substantial increase in the volume of applications 
following Member.States
1  efforts to deal with the ever more acute probleus 
facing migrant workers  .. - 26  -
Three  types of action are eligible under  Council  Decision 77./B03./EEC1: 
- integrated programmes,  defined as measures' necessary to ensure the 
effectiveness and continuity of action throughout successive phases 
of migration,  and limited to migrants moving  from  one  Commw1i ty country 
·to  a..'1other; 
- integration measures  i,e,.  programmes  to as.sist integration into the 
social and working environment. whichp  although not part of an ints-graJced 
progranune,  facili·tate the social and occu.pa·tional  irJtegrat:ion of miqrant 
workers  and  their families"  and ar.e  not Limited to migration within 
the Community; 
training of teachers and welfaxe  vJOrkers~ 
Given  this contextp  the gui.delines  contained a  single level of priority to: 
integrated programmes covering at leas·t two  phases of the mig-.cation 
process; 
- training of social workers  and teachers; 
demonstration project5,o aimed at improving the standard of special 
teaching for migrants  1  childrel{. for  a  maximum  of three years; 
language tuition or vocational preparation whic..'l)  includes a  substantia]. 
element of language  teaching4 
'Ihese provisions also applied to migrants arriving in the Community  in 
emergency  conditions~ 
Tintegrated programmes 
As  in previous  years~ int.egrated programmes  were suhnitted mostly by Italy 
and  Germany~  while a  small  Irish progranrrne  approved in 1980  to assist ·the 
return of emigrants to  t.ake up employment in key sectors at home  was  continued  .. 
The  Gerrna.n  applications related to Italian and Greek migrant workers  and 
their families  .. 
J.. 
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The  Italian programmes were mainly geared to assisting adults and their 
cl:.ildren to re-integrate on their reti.Irn to  Italy~  Teaching of the mother 
tongue  corn.i::>ined  with courses peculiar to the Italian school system leading 
to  certificatr~s such as the "licenza media"  were:  emphasisoo..  These courses 
are given :'.n  four private institutions abroad ·that are recognised by the 
Italian  Gover.'li!lent~ 
.  The developnent of interest in revP..rse migration was  illustrated by 
t~e increase jn the numbf>..r  cf prog;~ammes to facilitate the reintegration 
of migrant workers in their  ~ountry of origin sul:mi tted by v:rrious 
regional autht)ri  ties~ 
The  programmes  subnitted by Germany,  on the other hand,  were designed  to 
further the integration of migrant workers  j_nto  the German  labour market., 
The measures  aimed at improving working conditions and  the life-style of 
the persons concerned as well as arousing interest in the concept of the 
environment;  therefore~ tuition in the GE'.rman  language became  a  key 
element in the operation..  Another aspect worthy of note was the emphasis 
on receptionp  information and guidance activities to be carried out by 
groups of counsellors set up to facilitate ,..;orkers'  adaptation  .. 
The  total cost of inteqrated programmes  amounted  to  27  million ECU.  or 
19.,6%of the total volume of priority applications., 
Integration measures 
Most of the applications submitted under this heading and given a 
priority rating included vocational  training courses with a  substantial 
element of language  teaching~ 
The  French applications covered a  wide range of vocational preparation 
measures..  Some  programmes began with elementary instruction  (e  .. g ..  reading 
and writing)  while others were entirely devoted to vocational training  .. 
Vocational preparation programmes  aimed at young migrants were also 
sutrnitted by Germanyp  Belg~tnn and Denmark  .. - 28  -
Examination of the programmes  subni  tted to the Social Fund  shows  that the 
Bundesanstalt flir  P..rbei t  (the Federal  Labour Office)  has  expanded its 
concept of vocational  integration for  the youngmigrantq  Following the 
lead given by this bodyp  th2 applications sul:mitted by public and private 
bodies concerned special programmes devised by each  promoter~ 
Only  a  few  demonstration projects were  suhnitted~ mainly concerning the 
children of migrant  workers~  They were mostly the product of private 
bodies  in Germany,  Belgium,  France,  Greece and the  Netherlands~ 
One  Greek  programme  was  designed to improve the integration of the 
children of returning migrant workers by exploiting the experience gained 
by the children during their stay abroad,  notably via the follow-up to 
tl1e  German  programmesQ 
On  the other hand,  other programmes  in this category tende<j  in the main 
to emphasise.the adaptation of children to life in foreign countries,  either 
by concentrating efforts on environmental measures or tlrrough the forma·tion 
of groups  to take action beyond the purely educational  tasks  perfo~med by 
the  teachers  .. 
Applications in this area classified as priority totalled 110 million ECU, 
or  80~3% of total priority applicationsq 
Training of social workers  and  teachers 
Applications under  this field of intervention reflected a  keen desire to 
supplement traditional teacher training by training more  adapted to the 
needs of migrant workers'  children4  This was  particularly true in the 
case of certain Lander in Germany  and in France and the Netherlands  .. 
Greece  submitted a  programme  of this type mainly designed to prepare 
teaching staff ror the education of Greek children  abroad~ 
Programmes  specially designed for staff in charge of preparatory training 
and language courses for migrant workers  and their children were also 
subnitted by France and  the united Kingdom .. - 29  -
The  integrated programmes referred to earl.ier slil::mi tted  by Italy included 
this type of action4 
In the United Kingdomp  certain programmes  included on-the-job training 
for workers  .. 
Lastly,  some  projects included training especially designed for social 
workers  and language teachers to help instruct migrant workers  employed 
in Germany,  Belgium and Denmark 4 
Programmes  approved in this cabagory were estimated at one million ECU .. 
Beneficiaries 
It is estima·ted that Fund operations approved in 1981 would contribute 
to  t~e education of some  87,000 migrant children and assist courses 
adapted to the linguistic and occupational needs of 169,000 young 
migrants and adults and specialised training courses for 2p300  teachers 
and social workers  .. - 30  -
4  ~  Young  people 
Vohnne  of applications and commi'bnent  aprropriations 
The  volume of applications under council Decision EEC/75/4591  for 
assistance for young persons reached  68S  million ECU  in 1981,  a  13% 
increase over the previous  year~  Of  this,  520  million ECU  concerned 
training programmes  and 165  million ECU  concerned  emplo~nent promotion 
under Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  3039/78
2 ~  A spectacular increase in 
1980  was  followed by a  slow-down in the growth of the volume of applications 
despite the rising rates of inflation and  the number  of applications sub-
mitted for the first time by  Greece~  '!his is particu1arly true of 
applications relating to training  schemes~ which  increased by approximately 
10"/o  between  1980  and 1981  as against 30%  between 1979  and 1980., 
The  budgetary allocation of 372  million ECU  {264 million ECU  for ·training 
and 108 million ECU  for employment  aids)  was  augmented by refunds of 
37  million ECU  to bring total available appropriations in this field to 
409  million EOJ,  i~e4  6.3%  higher than in the previous yearQ 
General characteris·tics of applications and selec·tion criteria 
'!he  inten"tion to achieve  simplificatio~ and harmonisation,  which  was  the 
hallmark of the reshaping of the Guidelines for the management of the 
Social Fund in 1981,  was  given practical effect in the following way 
with respect to assistance for young  people: 
(1)  with regard to the geographical scope of priority "young people" 
regions3,  ordi,nary applications for assistance v;ere classified 
according to the following  three levels: 
(a)  six regions qualifying for  the higher rate of intervc.ntion  4 
(Greenland,  French overseas departments,- Ireland, Northern 
Ireland,_ Mezzogiorno,  Greece); 
1 
OJ  No  L  199 of 3047  .. 1975,  p~  36;  OJ No  L  337 of 27.,12 .. 1977,  p ..  10  .. 
2
0J No  L  361  of 23 .. 12  .. 1978,  p ..  3  .. 
3see list published in OJ No  C  42  of 27  .. 2  .. 1981,  p ..  3  .. 
4 
OJ  No  L  337  of 27,.12  .. 1977,  p ..  7;  OJ  No  194 of 17  .. 7  .. 1981,  p ..  4  .. I' 
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(b)  areas wi·th  weak  economic structures affected by restructuring or 
conversion measures; 
(c)  otl,er regions and  areas for operations identical to those 
~lassifiei under  (a)  and operations which,  though  eligible~ could 
.. -1ot  be classified under  (b) .. 
Priority  "~'oung people"  regions are established on the basis of 
unemplo;_'f~ent. among  young people as revealed in the biennial  labour force 
survey produced  by the Statistical Office of the  Communities~  They must 
have an unemployment rate over  30%  higher than the national average in 
countries  i;J  which  the regions overall have a  rate lower than the 
Community  average  .. 
Restructuring and conversion areas are defined on the basis of per capita 
gross domestic product and unemployment rate  (to assess the general 
economic and social situation)  and  the degree of dependence on employment 
in four  sectors  (coal.  iron and  stee~ textiles/clothing and shipbuilding) .. 
Following discussion with  the Member  States concerned,  a  list was  drawn 
up of the areas in which employment showed  a  concentration in several 
of these four sectors or a  high concentration in one of  them~ 
{2)  Certain applications were  exempt from  the geographical conditions 
defined in  (1)  above~  Subject to certain conditions,  these involved: 
{a)  programmes  for the training or re-training of yotmg women  to 
promote a  more even mix of job opportunities in new occupations 
and  jobs in which  women  are under-represented; 
(b)  programmes  financed exceptionally for  a  maximum  of Urree years 
with the aim of either: 
- improving local  training structUres; 
- providing new training/work experience schemes1  on an experimental 
basis for  a  limited m.nnber  of p=>-.rsons  (not more  than  200) .. 
1
0J No  c  1~  341~1980p p ..  1  (COuncil Resolution of  18~12  .. 1979 on linked 
work  and training for young  people)~ - 32  -
Lastly it should be noted that in ail cases the operations figuring in 
the application had to have a  link with  the labour market4  Moreover, 
training operations were reserved for first job seekers and,  in 
restructuring or conversion  ar~as. were  to support conversion and 
restructuring  programmes~ 
Training programmes 
In general,  more  than 90%  of approved applications related to major 
national  programmes~  National public authorities  (notably in Belgium, 
the  United Kingdom,  Frill1ce  and Ireland)  or public or private bodies with 
national  scope  (Italy)  were  involved~  In other cases  (Germany  and Italy), 
the regional authorities ensured the implementation of national programmes 
while also organising t.heir  own  proqrammes~  Lastly,  there was  an increase 
in the number  - still modest  - of programmes  implemented by local 
authorities  (e  .. gQ  in Denmark  and  the United Kingdom) .. 
First priority was  accorded: 
- in the six regions receiving the higher rate of intervention: 
~  to vocational  preparation and pre-training programmes conducted to 
fill non-skilled or semi-skilled jobs or for admission to skilled. 
training courses  (including ur::grading and active vocational 
guidance measures); 
~  to training or re-training progr~nes  .. 
- Throughout  the Community: 
..  to training schemes  for young  wome..11 .. 
As  in the preceding  years~ the
1programmes  submitted were principally 
concerned with vocational preparation for disadvantaged young  people 
without training  •  who  make  up the large majority of the long-term 
unemployed~  Most  of the Member  States experimented with measures  and 
gradually set up reception structures for this category of young people, 
who  were unable to make  use of traditional channels to obtain 
preliminary training4 - 33  -
'!'he  training programmes  for young  'f.olomen  involved approximately 18,000 
persons,  i~e~  41%  more than the previous year;  those sul::mitted by 
Germany 1ve:-e  on  the largest scale.  It was  possible to distinguish betv;een 
three types of prograrnme  in this country,  according to the level at which 
they were  promoted..  The national authorities financed multi-skill 
programmes  in the regions according  to the  type of technology involved 
(mechanical or electrical  engineering~ forging,  etc~)  leading 
subsequently to various specialisations related to labour market 
needs~  1he programmffidirectly financed by  the Lander were more 
influenced  b~l the  job vacancy situation and were consequently more or 
J.ess  specialised~  .Lastly,  at local  level,,  there were small specialised 
programmes  linked to jobs specified by  employers~ 
The  s<.Jms  involved in the programmes classified as first priority amounted 
to  ll8~1 million ECU .. 
Programmes  implemented in restructuring or conversion areas with weak 
economic structures were  accoLcled second  priority~  In the case of 
vocational preparation or pre-training,  the schemes  had to be linked to 
labour market needs.  Training and reb:aining schemes had  to 
support conversion or restructuring programmes., 
In both cases it appeared"  when the applications were sutmitted and 
examinedp  that the Member  States had particular difficulty in meeting 
the selection cri·teria mentioned above,  especially where it was  a  question 
of completing the  s:Lrnple  calculation based on  the estimates for the 
applica·tion of national meast.rres  in these  areas~  ~lhile leaving the 
Member  States to choose  the means,  t-l1e  Commission vm.s  bound  to ensure that 
·the operat.ions it supr:o.r-ted  were  well--adapted to l2.bour 
market  nes>els  in these areas where  employment is threatened by the 
decline of dominant industrtes i:o  a  degree which has resu.l  ted in the 
implementation of Community policies., 
Programmes classified as second priority amounted  ·to  93.,5 million ECU .. 
Programmes classified as third priority amounted to  222~3 million ECU,.  A 
weighted reduction of 166.,9 million ECU•  i  .. e.~  32%  of the total volume of 
applications relating to training schemes,  was applied to this last level 
of priority., - 34  -
Experimental  training schemes 
- Improvanent in local training structures 
Among  the operations financed on  ar1  exceptional basis to promote an 
improvement in local training structures,  the pilot schemes at Arhus 
and Strorstr¢rn  ( "amtskamnuner")  in Denmark are worthy of mention..  These 
operations were  implemented on behalf of 1,950 young  long-tenn 
unemployed..  The girls were particularly interested in training for  jobs 
traditionally occupied by men~  The originality of this operation 
consisted in the guarantee provided by the employment board on 
completion of the guidance and preparation period..  This guarantee 
covered either: 
- advanced training  (long courses) ,  or 
- short training  periods  alternati~ with practical work experience 
in a  firm,  or 
- a  job under normal conditions in the private sector for at least 
nine months  .. 
Linked work  and training 
The  new  training/work experience operations related to the Council 
Resolution of 18 December  1979
1 ~  In this Resolution,  the Fund was 
requested to cooperate with the Member  States in the spirit of Ar·ticle  7 
of the Regulation with re:Jard to preparatory studies and pilot schemes  .. 
In application of the guidelines referred to above under item  2 (b)  second 
indentP  the Commission approved 18 applications  in\~lving approximately 
3,000 young  people  .. 
These applications covered a  varied range of  operations~  For the most 
part they were programmes  implemented  by the local authoriti-::-s  -'- _.r 
particularly disadvantaged young people..  This was  notably the  c-o>.:>e  in 
the United Kingdom,  with schemes  for small groups which mac",e  it possible 
to provide individual  follow-up~  These groups received theoretical 
traini:rg of  360 hours  adapted to the specific features of occupations in 
four sectors  (distributive trades, hotel and catering trades,  tourism 
and travel agencies,  printing and paper manufacture)  besides various 
manufacturing industries..  In particular, the experiment was  concerned 
with adapting theoretical, training through the adoption of a  modUlar 
1  .. 
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sy.3t.cin  Je..,igN:;<J  to enu.ble  each  young ·person to attain the highest level 
of  ~·ai1.i:1g withi.n his  c:dpacity~  In France,  in the Rhone-Alpes  region, 
a  prog.  amn<~ ,,,as  set up for young  peopJ.e  from rural areas wishing to find 
jobs in the catering :i.nd.u.s'try  or in connection with mountain  sports~ 
The ·'Jbjective in this ce;.se  was  to provide an officially recognised diploma 
and  a  <;juarantee of emp1.oyment in the region  .. 
In Northern Italy,  the problem was  one of upj.ating teaching methods  and 
meeting the specific needs of sectors in which  thPxe was  no  training 
appropriate to the  jobs on offer4  For example,  cartography,  illuminated 
advertising signs,  cinema and television trades  (Lombardy)~  textil~s_, 
electronics and  electrical engineering  (Tuscany),  wli1e-growing, 
horticulture"  animal  husbandry  (Thlilia Romagna)..  In some cases training 
was directly linked to measures  to improve the living environment,  e.g  .. : 
renovation of the historic centre of Pa_rma,  safeguarding the nature 
reserve in Ticino  (Lombardy)4 
Last~y, in the Netherlands,  linked training and work  experiE-nce was used 
for girls to help them  to embark on courses of training customarily 
reserved for boys  ·- two-year  training for skilled jobs in the construction, 
metal  and woodworking sectors  .. 
The results obtained by  these experimental prograrrunes will be set 
out in  fut~re annual reports. 
~ployment aids 
The  number  of beneficiaries under this heading is estimated at 
approxima.~ely 141.460.  d:i.vided as follows:  two--thirds under recruitment 
subsidies to fi1ms  providing additional  jobs and one-third under 
job-creat.ion measures relating to co!flll}unity  work projects  designed to 
meet  unfu.lfilled needs~  In volume  termsp  France and the United. Kingdom 
{each with  42%)-accounted for the  greatest shares of applications relating 
to recruitrnent subsidiesp  vvhile Germany  (12%) ~  Belgium  (22%)  and the 
Unit¢ Kingdom  (48%)  were  j_n  the lead as regards  cornrnunity work projects, - 36  -
First priority was  accorded to operations in regions qualifying for the 
higher rate of intervention (referred to under l(a)  above)  which 
received  9~89 million ECU,  representing respectively  6~8%. (recruitment 
subsidies and  2~8% (community work  projects)  of total resources available 
for employment  aids~  Second level priority was  accorded to operations 
in the areas referred to under  l(b)  above;  the total granted was 
49~5 million ECU,  representing respectively 35%  for recruitment subsidies 
and 13.2% for community work  projects. 
Third level priority was  accorded to operations in the remaining priority 
'  "young  people"  regions referred to in 1 (c)  above;  in this case the total 
granted was  43~17 million ECU,  representing respectively 27.3%  for 
recruitment subsidies and 14.8% for community work  projects. 
A weighted reduction of 25.82 million ECU  was  applied to third level 
priority recruitment subsidy operationsp  while the appropriations were 
sufficient to enable all applications concerning community work  projects 
to be approved. 
Beneficiaries 
It is estimated that operations approved in 1981 will help to train 
295,300 young  persons  and  find employment for some  141,460 young 
people under  the age of 25 .. 
Application presenting special problems 
The  public authorities of a  Member  State decided to implement a 
' measure  aimed at set.ting up additional local structures for pre-training 
and vOcational  preparation organised by local authori-ties - 01.  groups 
of local authorities - for young  long-tenn unemployed  .. 
The  features of"the operation are as follows: 
tripartite  management  high quality of staff and facilities -
integration of the preparatory arrl guidance stages; 
- guarantee of an appropriate outlet for individual capacities  (long 
training course;  short training periods alternating with work 
experience;  semi-skilled employment  for nine months) .. - 37  -
Before  c:;_  ;"ore general application of this measure,  the Fund was requested 
to cont  ... :ibute to the financing of a  first experimental application in two 
COITanUi'1.'2S ~ 
In view of its limited geographical  scope,  this kind of scheme is 
genera_11_y  accorde:d third level  priority~ 
The  problem was whether  the measure was  innovatory  •  and if so,  whether 
the ap;_:-•l_ication  for assistance could con..c;equently be given first 
priority~ 
'Ihe  ESF  Committee  was  consul  ted and gave  a  favourable opinion  .. 
The  Commission exceptionally accorded_ this application first priority 
since i·ts aim is to set up at local level an original training structure 
for  a  category of disadvantaged young people while at the same  time 
providing an opportunity for each of them  to escape unemployment 
permanently  .. - 38  -
5..  Women 
Volume  of applications and commitment appropriations 
The  volume of applications relating to measures  for women  provided for 
by  C~uncil Decisjon  77/804/EEC1  reached 103 million ECU  in 1981,  i .. e ..  45% 
more  than in the preceding year  .. 
This  increase is attributable on  the one hand to the Commission's 
continued promotional work  as regards opportunities for assistance from 
the Fund  and,  on the other hand,  to the  attempts of Member  States 
to implement a  greater number  of schemes eligible for first priority 
classification  .. 
Germany  alone submitted applications amounting to 89  .. 9 million ECU,  or 87% 
of  the  total  volume  under this headingq  The  budgetary allocation for 
this area of intervention was  22  million ECU,  while refunds  amounting 
to 0.,5  million ECU  brought the available appropriations to  22.,5  million ECU, 
an  increase of 6 .. 6%  over  1980~ 
There was  therefore a  more marked shortfall in the funds  available to 
finance eligible applications  than in preceding  years~ 
Selection criteria and general characteristics of applications 
The  Commission  had fixed  tl1e  same priorities for 1981  as in 1980,  namely: 
A~ - first priority was  accorded to: 
operations to promote  a  better mix of job opportunities in new 
occupations and occupations in which  women  are under-represented; 
B.,  - second level priority was  accorded to: 
- operations concerned with  jobs traditionally occupied by women,  but: 
..  intended for women  who  were victims of mass· dismissals,  or 
.,  enabling women  to obtain more highly skilled jobs  .. 
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An  increase in the volume of first priority operations,  already noted in 
previous years,  was  again recorded in 1981., 
This rise was  p._-:rrticularly marked in Germany,  Belgiurnp  Italy and  the 
United  Kingdom~  Greece  - a  new Member  State,  admittedly -·  and Luxembourg 
made  no applications under this  heading~ 
The  training programmes  accorded first priority, while more  numerous, 
did not differ appreciably  from  those of preceding years,  vvhich 
reflected a  consisten·t approach  on the part. of the promo·ters to the 
problems of women  job-seekers., 
This stability also ·resulted partly from  the fact that for most operations 
approved,  the promoters  and organisers were the same  as  in 1979  and  1980  .. 
Moreover,  the fact that identical guidelines ha.ve  remained in effect from 
year to year has  facilitated. the running-i..1 necessary ·to  the implementation 
of operations in a  relatively new  sector., 
Among  the first priori·ty  applications~ an innovatory programme  in the 
Uni  t.ed  Kingdom  is worthy of  note~  Among  other things,  this programme 
included a  requ.est for assistance with respect to the remuneration of a 
nursery nurse in charge of a  nursery used by the children of >crainees  q 
There is no  need  to. underline  t  ....  ~e advanta.ge of a  prograrnme meeting in 
this \vay  - for the first time  •  it must 'be  emphasised  - the 
increasingly urgent demands of women  confronted by the dual  responsibilities 
of work  and  family  .. 
The  Italian applications were mainly lodged by private bodies or 
regional  authorities~  They  concerned the txain:i.ng of  women  for various 
occupations such as s·torekeeper  ~  industrial accountant.  hotel  industry 
employee  (porter  v  receptionist, manager¥  book-keeper·)  or for 
administrative m1d  managerial  activities~ - 40  -
Others,  continuing the trend which energed in 1980,  were based on  tL? 
creation of cooperatives aimed  at. training women  for managerial  jobs  in 
craft  industries~ 
In this respec-t mention should be made of a  programme carr·ied out by  a 
private body to ·train some  50  women  in the Mezzogiorno  in crafts 
occupations or for  p:::lsitions  of responsibility in small hx:al  finns~ 
These cooperativ•2s,,  situated in Sardinia,  Campania  and in the A.'Jruzzi 
were set up by the promoterp  prior to the training courses.  to guarantee 
e-nployment., 
In Belgium.  a  scheme  to provide training for administrative posts and 
positions o E responsibility has been launched in the small  business 
sector~  Apart from  t:he  motivation stage  ~n which  individual aptitudes 
are developed,  this operat.ion comprises  tl-1eoretical  and practical 
training supplemented by prepara·tion fc·r  ~vorking in a  self-employed 
occupation~ 
Also  in  Belgium,  pre-'craining schemes  were set up in line with models 
which  have been tested in France over  some years.,  They consisted of 
t  ...  'lree stages:  assesc-.ment of individual aptitudes and the devf)lOp-f\ent. 
of basic skillsF  infonna1:ion on the labour market and  the acquisition 
of practical on-the-job experience in the chosen occupation  ... 
'I'he  "l't.'O  promoters  included psycholo.-:Jical  back-up a.nd  individual 
assessment of progress for tbe trainees in their prcgranunes  .. 
It was possible to finance  the applications accorded first priority in 
their entirety,  involving a  sum  of 17 million ECU  as against 
14 million ECU  i.n  1980,  an increase of 2L, 4%,. 
It is worth  noi::ing  that lit.tle use has been made  of the OPl-lOrtunity  to 
benefi·t from  tbe hjgher rate of intervention,,  Operations carried out in 
absolut:e priority rer:Jicms  accounted for only  9~3% of corrnLibnents  :in  1981., 
Apart  from  Ireland.  an abso.lute priority couil.t.:r:-y,  Italy aJ.one 
j..rnplernented operations in the Mezzogiorno  accounting for  42%  - a  not 
.insignificant proportion·-- of tt,e total volume of a.pplj_cation-s  as 
against 58%  for- the ;:est of  tbe coun·t-ry  o, - 41  -
Second  level priority operations to prepare women  for more highly skilled 
jobs totalled 84  ~ 6  mill  Jon ECU..  Since the resources available after the 
first priority aoo.licat.:..ons  had been financed  totalled  S~S million ECU, 
a  weighted reduction of  93  .. 4%  had to be applied to the total amount for 
this category of appJ.ication  .. 
G€crmany  remain8d the principal ceneficiary of the assistance granted, 
rer:eiving  1?. .. 9  million  I~CU as agair1st 14  .. 1  millic•n ECU  in 1980,  i .. e ..  57% 
of available funds as against  66'1q,  followed as  in 1980 by Italy and  France  .. 
Beneficiaries 
The  number of women  aged over 25I estimated ·to be benefiting j.n this 
intervention field  was  approximately 10,900.,  Among  these~  7, 000  were 
channelled into new occupations or occupations in which  women  are 
under-represented..  It should be noted that women  are also beneficiaries 
under other fields of intervention., 
As  \vas  pointed out in part 4  (Young  people),  approval  was given under 
the heading of aid for young people to schemsto train young women 
under  25  for occupations  in which women  are under-represented or for 
.new types of employment accessible to both male and  female workers, 
amounting  to expenditure of 23  .. 59  million ECU  and involving 18,500 
young  women .. 
In the other intervention fields of the European Social Fund,  men  and 
women  are of course placed on an equal footing;  figures provided by the 
Member  States show that, as in 1980,  a  little over  3~~ of Social Fund 
beneficiaries are women .. 
•. - 42  -
The  volume of applical:icns for assisi:ance relating to measures for  the 
benefit of workers  in less-d.eveloped or declining regions  sur.xaitted under 
•  l 
Article  5  of Council Decision  71/66/EEC'- amounted  to  6 75  million ECU  in 
1981,  a  12~5'% increase on  l980q  The  1980  increase on  1979  was  almost 
identical:  12%~  The budgetary provision devoted to  "Regions"  in 
1981  amounted  to  395 million ECU,  t.~e  same figure as  for  1980;  the 
latter figure,  however~ also included appropria·tions for  technical  progress 
and groups of  firms~ 
Taking  into e>,ccoun+:.  refun:=ts  which,  as in 1980,  were very substantial, 
the total volume of commitment appropriations available came  to  46G  m ECU 
as aqainst  455 million in 1980  ·- i  ~en~  a  sligh·t increase  ( 2%)  ~ 
The relative short-...age of fur1ds  available ·t:o  meet eligible applications 
vJas  therefore more marked  than in previous  years~ 
As  in the pre,iious year  p  tJ:-,e  Gttidelines for  1981 included five levels of 
priority: 
14 First priority 
apo..._rations  for  persons  with inadequate skill levelse  training operationsp 
recruitment operations where  jobs were created.,  and resettlement 
operations following  recruitment decided in advan.ce by employers, 
for the benefit of workers  in Greenla.ndp  the, French overseas departments, 
Ireland,  Norb'-tenl.  Irelandp  the Hezzogiorno  and Greece.,. 
opera·t:.ions  for une.nployed workers 1.-;ere  to be lin.l<ed  to labour market 
requira'Tient.s.,. - 43  -
2~  Second level  prio~ity 
Resettlemen~ oper~tions following recruitment  decided in advance by 
employers;  training operations for unemployed  workers or workers 
threatened Hith  unemployment..  '!'hese operations were carried out in 
connection wit.1  recruitmer.t  decidec~  ~"n  advance by employers or ajmed at 
maintaining employment  .. 
The operations were for the benefit of workers  in regions  and.  areas 
eligible for assistance from  the European  F.egional  Developne~1t Fund  (ERDF) 
and affected by serious industrial restructuring or conversion problems 
with regard to which  Community p:>licies have been  adopted~ 
3~ Third level priority 
Operations identical to those classified as second level priority,  for 
the benefit of workers in other regions and areas eligible for assista.1ce 
from  the European F.egional  Development Fund  .. 
4  ..  Fourth level priority 
Operations  to provide training in basic skills,  training schemes or recruit-
ment programmes  involving job creatio4 for the benefit of workers  ,~employed 
for more  than  6  months;  recruitment programmes  involving job creation 
for the benefit of unemployed workers recruited by finns employing fewer 
than  25  people..  These operations were for the benefit of workers in the 
regions and areas referred to under ( 2)  and  ( 3)  above  .. 
5 ..  Fifth level priority 
Other training operations for workers either unemployed or threatened 
with  unemployment~ and recruitment programmes  involving job creation,  for 
the benefit of warkers in regions and areas referred to under  ( 2)  and  ( 3) .. - 44  -
Of  the  466 million ECll  available, it has been possible to commit  only 
434 million ECU,  a  figure which  takes account of the late notification of 
refunds-
As  in 1980  ,,  all tl1e applications classified under  the first four 
priori  ties were  funded  in fulL  However,  only  12~  7%  of ·those classified 
as fifth level priority were fwided,  as against  34%  in  1980~ 
First priority was  accorded  to applications relating to measures carried 
out in the six reg-ions referred  to~ 
The  vohnne of applications·classified at this level rose in 1981  to 
300  million ECU  as against 228  million ECU  in the previous year.  i.,e~  an 
increase of  31~6%~  Consequently,  the share of cornJT1itment  appropriations 
allocated to  t.hese six regions  in relation te>  the total available under 
this head.ing  in  1981  represented  69%  of those appropriaU.ons  c.s  agCJinst 
52"/o  in 1980  p  64%  in 1979 and  62%  in  1978~  The fact that Greece  has  now 
been  .::!dded  to ·the  f.i.ve  ot:her regions does  not explain the sharp increase 
in first priority cipplic<>.tions  since,  excluding Greece,  t.he  share of the 
:five regions  stood at.:  66%  of total aid available under  t.his heading, 
'l'his growtJ1  has been continuous since 1978 and corresponds,  in national 
currency,  to nominal  annual  increases  of~  Greenland,  30"/o; 
Mezzogiorno,  25  ... 7'!6;  Irelandp  2L.4%;  the French Overseas  Deparbnents,  17% 
and Northern  Irelandp  2~1%~ 
Thusp  the first priority regions have for years been receiving sizeable 
sums of aid corresponding to  40"/o  of the appropriations available for  the 
entire Fundp  although they accounted for only  8%  of the Community's 
working  [XJpulation~  The  Commissi.on attaches very great L11portance  to 
the concent..ration of aid in those  regions~  It now  has  to hand  a 
study - on which consultations were begun in 1981.  - showing the impact 
of this aid., - 45  -
Of  the operations financedf  two merit special attention: 
- one,  ca...·ried out in CreenlanCl.,  was  a  t>:aining  scheme for Greenlanders 
designed to give  them  &ccess  to  jobs so f:rr  he.Ld by Danish staff 
in view of the la·tter s' qualifications; 
- the other,  c::.rrried out in Grec'Ce,  was  aim2d at giving about  70,000 
pe..<~sons  a  brief period of instru::tl.on  involvin;~ elements of vocational 
training and adult educationq 
Second level priority was granted in the ma:i.n  to operations carried out 
in France and  the United Kingdom  and aimed  at  helping toward the 
conversion of the steel industry4  The training programme carried out in 
Lorraine,  for example,  was designed to assist the conversion of 
subcontracting firms to the  field of electrical equipnent repair..  The 
sum  granted in respect of these operations amounted to 12 million ECU  as 
against  7~49 million ECU  in  1980~ 
Applications classified as third level priority concerned training 
operations with guaranteed  jobs for the successful trainees, carried 
out in the other ERDF  regions1  ~ 
Measures  satisfying this requirement  received assistance amounting 
to  64~4 million ECU,  i~e  ..  36%  less than in 19804  This drop is due to the 
fact that a  considerable number  of applications initially classified at 
this level of  priorit~were faun~ once the documentation had been studied, 
not to provide the  job guarantees required;  hence,  they had to be 
re-classified as fifth level priority4 
l 
i.e.,  the  "DATAR"  areas of metropolitan France,  the "Assisted Areas"  of 
England,  Wales  and Scotland,  the  "depressed or mountain areas"  of 
North or Central  Italy,  the  "Gebiete der Ganeinschaftsaufgabe"  of the 
Federal Republic of Germany,  the districts in receipt of regional 
aid in Belgium,  the assisted regions ·in the Netherlands,  the 
. "Afraensning af egnsudviklingsomr:lderne"  in the case of Denmark., - 46  -
It should be rernember.,-,(1  th21t:  t:J1e  applicat.ion of the GuJ.del.Lnes  .:~s  rc.~·'~rds 
guaranteed re-employment.  J'_equires  a:n.  undertaking on  the part. of Employers 
to recr.u:Lt  .u  m.v11.ber  of v.1orkers  at 1ea.st equal  ·!:o  the  m.trnt  ... r:>r  of  tra.inee::s 
in?olved,  which  must be (Jiven  in advance of t.he operation..  It is worth 
comparing and contxasting operat:ions accorded first .level priori·ty ;·Jith 
those classified as  third leveL, 
In  the first case,  the Fund makes  an overall contribution to the 
devel0p11ent of the six first priority regions;  in the second case, 
it provides aid in tJ1e  other ERDF  reg-ions  for the execution of selec·ted non-
continuous operations intended either to create new  avenues of develo1::ment 
or to  link vocational  i:raining more closely with  job creation measur-es~ 
These operations Y.Jere  conduct.ed· in.  a  variety of sect.ors cha.racterist.i.c. 
in most cases,  of the main  lines of economic  developnent cf the regions 
concerned.~·  The  two  forms of aid complement each other:  they were  made 
possible in 1981  OJ"'ll:y  by adopting a  rigorous  approach  to the management 
of the  ope>::ation.s~ 
The  programmes classified as  fOLlrth  priority accounted for a  tote:<J.  of 
27  ~ 7  million ECU,,  Le-o  a  fall of 16%  as against  1980~  However,  this 
decline was  by no means  un:Lfonn;  from  yeax  to year  p  operations present 
very diffe:cent  features~ 
Operations  aimed at providing basic skills arnounted in 1981 to 12e 8  m  ECU 
as against  31  ~ 4  m  ECU  in 1980  q  The~{ chl.efJ.y concerned  Germany  •  Belgium,. 
France and  the United Kingdom  .. 
Attention should be d-ca·wr1  to  the operations carried out: in Belgium  in tl1e 
declining regi_ons  of Liege and Charleroi and,  in ·t'he  !Jni ted Kin;;dom,  :in 
the iVlerseyside  regionq  The  provisio?:1 of training in rosie skills i.s  proving 
to be  a.  fonn  of aid which  i.s  part.icul.a.rJ.y 1.vell  sui  te-d  Lo  tJ-,c  problems 
occurrinc:~  in  t.hf0  older  r:ent:re.s  of employment  as  a  re.suJ t.;  of  indust-.r].aJ. 
conversion measures.., 
Or:lerab.cns  conc·~crning 1-Jaqe  .subsj_cU.es  {Ai.c.i.  E)  showeci  a  m;,{r\.ed  and 
continuous  r.1ec:l.jne.,  In.  19tH  they accounted  for only  3 .. 9  mllLi_on  ECl.: 
agai_nst  J.5.,3  m:i.J.lj_on  EG.i  in  J.980  ar:cd  25  !P.~_11.:i.orJ  ECU  :i..n  19T).,  This  .Ea].!_, 
\d•ich mainly affected the  Un:i ted Kingdom"  .Ls  exr>l;cJin·':>d  by  the ending of 
only a  modest  ·3ITIOun.t  of ,:;,.=;sj_stance  fr;.:r:n  L)Cal  .::..uthoritj_c.s~ - 47  -
It should be pointed out,  however,  that an additional  sum  of  3~3 million ECU 
in aid to wage  costs was  granted in respect of first priority regions, 
mainly to  Italy~ 
With  regard to operations concerning workers who  have been  unem~loyed 
for more  th<m  3ix monthEj.  ·chese  concerned. onJ.y  C'.enaany  in 1981  ~  ;1.\.pprovals 
relating to sur:h  programmes  totalled 6.,3 million BCU.,  Mention should be 
made  of a  prog:r·amme  car1·ied out in Berlin for the benefit of young  people 
who  had been unemployed  for more  than six months,  oriented towards 
communal  work,  notably  thTot1gh  a  coop~ativ~ engaged in renovating public 
or private buildings  .. 
Improvement of local training structures 
The  Guidelines  for  1981  provided for  "assistance  (to be)  provided  (in 
exceptional cases and for a  maximllffi  of three years)  towards operations 
aimed at improving the effectiveness of local  training  structures"~ 
Projects submitted on this basis received assistance amounting to 
4.,6  million ECU  for  the continuation of programmes  already under way, 
mainly in the paramedical  sector in Italy and for training/local 
developnent operations carried out in rural and inc·.1strial regions in 
France  (Languedoc-Roussillon-St  ..  Etienne)~ 
Action in this area,  which goes beyond the traditional idea of training, 
seems  to be an avenue worth exploring, given the present job market 
crisis  .. 
'Within this framework,  the object of training is to stimulate the 
inhabitants of an area to devise and 01;ganise projects aimed at launching 
new  economic activities or develop existing activities..  This type of 
"training/deve1opnent"  scheme,  by mobilising local activities, results 
in the creation of new  jobs  .. 
The  volllffie  of applications classified as fifth priority amounted to 
257 million ECU  as against 203  in 1980~  Appropriations available 
amounted  to only  33 million ECU  instead of 69  million in  1980~ - 48  -
Hence,  the  v<eighted  reduction had much  more  severe effect.3  than  ir::  prvJious 
years- In agreement with  r.he  MErr.ber  States,  this reduction was often 
applied to major national  programmes;  however,  special treabnent was 
accorded to regional  progr~nes with  the aim of sparing small-scale 
public or private bodies  the  cons~~ences of a  cut-off in Fund 
commitment during the year while programmes  submitted were already in 
progress~ 
Beneficiaries:  It is estimated that 500POOO  people will benefit from 
programmes  approved in  1981~ 
Special measures for the Mediterranean regions 
Under  the Mandate of  30  May  1980  •  the Commission laid dovm  the lines of 
action for  programmes in aid  of n'!e  Medite.rranean regions  .. 
It is \-Iorth  pointing out that many  operations which benefit :from  the 
Fund are part of this developnent,  both in soutlJ.-weste.rn France and  t:he 
Nezzogiorno.,  E.xamples  include the major effort being made  in the 
foodstuffs,  fisheriesp  refrigeration,  aquaculture and biological 
restocking sectors.  and combined activities in :r:-ura.l  areas geared to the 
creation of  jobs or additional  jobs  in the tourist and craft indus·tries~ 
Finally  p  in the context of the developnent of new  sources of energy 
(solar  p  geothe:rrnal,  biomass)  and microelectronics ·technolorJY,  the Fund has 
participated in many  training operahons for  the benefit of small  and 
medium-sized undertakings  in these  regions~ 
~lications presenting special  problerus 
Applications  from  the Greek Ministry of Educa·tion 
'I'he  Ministry of Education is organising courses  t.P  ..  roughou·t Greece lasting 
on average  120 hours  and covering vcu.-ious  trades  (building and construction. 
timber i..JOrkp 'etc.)  and activities  klressmaking,  weaving  p  embroidery  p 
ceramics  r  etc) •  This is a  major ol;,'?.ra tion since 14  r 000 persons are 
following these courses in Athens  and Thessaloniki and  56r 000  in tl1e rest 
of the  country~  These courses fall  r,:ertly  w~  thin the field of vocational 
training  (long training for a  skUled  trade)  and are partly oriented 
towards  lej_suce0  free b.Ine  or life enrichment  (short courses)., - 49  -
The  problem raised was  whether,  in view of Greece's  economic  and social 
situation~ this programme,  which,  the Min:i.stry  maintained, 
met recognised needs  in rural areas  and  could be developed into a 
series of skilled or oosic training coursesp  could be wholly financed 
by the  Fund~ 
With  tl.e  aim of encouragl.ng GrfOecE. 's gradudl  adjustment to the Fund's 
pri0ri  ties,  the entire programme,  v.vi i.h  the exce;)tion of tl1e  training 
courses geared towards leisure activities, was classified as first 
priority for 19814 
Aid to promote better conditions of employment  (Aid  E) 1 
TI1e  object of wage cost subsidies is to cov~ expenditure on allowances 
paid by firms  to newly-recruited workers for a  maximum  of six months, 
representing  30"'/o  of the gross average wage paid by the firm  in question 
for corresponding  jobs~ 
The question arose as to whether  the ceiling of  30",.(,  applies to ESF 
assistance or whether  p  since Rmd assistance is limited to 50"/o  or 55%  of 
eligible expenditure,  the proportion payable by the Fund should be limited 
to 15%  or 16r5%  of the related wages~ 
Although,  from  the legal viewpoint,  a  broad interpretation of the 
legislative text is possible, hitherto the level of intervention has 
always been 15%  and the ESF  Committee held that this rate should be 
maintainedq 
1
council Regulation  (EEC)  No  2396/71 of 8  November  1971,  as amended by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2893/77q 
OJ  No  L  249,  1041141971,  pq  54;  OJ  No  L  337,  2741241971,  p4  14 - 50  -
7q  Technical  progress 
The  volume of applications for assistance subnitted in respect of this 
field of intervention,  in accordance with Article 5(1) (b)  of CouncH 
Decision 7l/66/EEC1,  as  amended by Decision  77/801/EEC2,  was  55  .. 47  mil].ion 
, ECU  as  against  26  q  72  in the previous year  .. 
The  fact tha·t  ·this volume has more than doubled was  undoubtedly a 
result of the deepening of the crisis which,  for several years,  the 
Community as  a  whole has been experiencing  ..  Workers  found  their  jobs 
increasingly threatened,  while competition forced firms  to modernise 
their methods of product.ion management and to seek ways of .squeezing 
energy costs to a  minirnum  q 
The. budgetary allocation for this area was  25  million ECUF  to which 
we.re  added  2 .. 5  million in carryovers from  1980  and  2~S million in refunds., 
Appropriations  available finally came  to 30,5 million ECU,., 
This was  the first time that a  separate budget· had been allocated to  tl1e 
"technical progress"  field~ 
Selection cri  te.ria and characteri.sti cs of applications 
Although four  levels of priority had been recognised in previous years, 
in 1981  the Commission decided to establish only two; 
A.,  - first priority was  accorded  ·to: 
1 
ope.rations which contributed towards safeguarding employment in 
sectors of economic activity in which  the introduction of nev1 
technologies or production techniques  jeopardized employment 
levels  ( t..hreat of unemployment.) ; 
OJ  No  L  28,  4,.2~1971,  p,.  15  .. 
2
0J No  L  337~  27~12~1977p p,.  8~ - 51  -
operations  implemented to encourage  the mcdernisation of production 
and management  techniques in small and medium-sized undertakings; 
B  ..  - second lzv=l priority was  reserved for: 
- opera·:ions  designed to apply,  for the firs': time in a  Member  State, 
a  new  tE.chnology capable cf benefitting an entire sector; 
- opera-tions  implemented in expanding  branch:!s of €conomic activity# 
where  the introduction of  ne~ technologies or production techniques 
leads to the creation of new  jcbs,  in so far as the skills in 
demand  were innovative and  there is such  a  shortage of labour that 
the developnent of new  technology was  liable to be  jeopardised  .. 
Operations  referred to above could be designed to retrain workers or 
keep them  in the  same occupation  (training in ne\v  skills) ,  but in either 
case they should not involve simple routine adaptation measures  (in 
particular  p  training courses had to last at least 200  hours for those who 
are unemployed,  threatened with unemployment or underemployed) .. 
Technical progress was  assessed on relative terms depending on the 
siting and size of the firms  concerned  .. 
First priority applications relating to sectors of economic activity in 
which  the  introdu-::::tion of new  technologies  jeopardised job  levels were 
suhnitted mainly  by Germany  and the United Kingdom  and,  to a  markedly 
lesser extent, by France,  Italy and Greece  .. 
They concerned the printing industryp  graphic arts, watch- and 
clock-making,  telecommunications  and the aerospace industry  .. 
Most of the operations to encourage modernisation of production and 
management in small  and medium-sized undertakings were carried out in 
Italy andp  to a  lesser extent,  Belgium, and France  .. - 52  -
Applications classified as firs·t priori·ty amounted  ·to  29  .. 5  million ECU, 
and they were  financed  in fulL, 
Of  applications classified as second level priority,,  only Italy suhnitted 
projects concerning tl)e initial implementation of new  technolo;Jies  in 
the sec'cors of solar energy,  renewable .forms of enerqy  P  special steels  f 
micro-electronics#  telema·tics and roboticsq 
Operations in expanding- sectors of act.ivity were carried out in Ge:r.:many 
in the area of protection against radioactivity and isotope technology; 
in France,  mainly in the nuclear  r  microwave and high frequency  sec·tors, 
and in the da·ta  processingp  electronics~ computerised office systems and 
energy saving sectors;  in  Italy~ in particular in the  engines~ 
automation and data processing sectors,. 
Applications classified as second level priority a~ounted to 14.700,000 ECUA 
The  weighted reduction method had to be applied - £or  ti1e first time in 
t.~is field- in line \-lith  ti1e appropriations remaining availablep  l.,,  .. 
674e266  ECU,  bringing the amount approved to 5%  of the total  sum  rela\..,_  .. 0 
to  these  operations~ 
In all, assistance granted in 1981 for  "technical progress"  therefore 
amounted to  33 million ECU .. 
Beneficiaries 
Allowing for the \veigh  ted reductionq  the number of persons benefiting frorn 
Fund  aid was estimated at  23e997~ - 53  -
B~  Groups  of £inns 
Vol~~~E£lications ar~ commitment approEriations 
The  volume of applications for assistance suhnitted in respect of this 
field of interventionp  in' accordance with Article 5(l)(c)  of Council 
Decision  71/66/EEC1,  as  amended by Council  ~ision 77/801/EEC2,  amounted 
to  19~8 million ECU  as ·against  2~65 the previous yearp  i~e~ almost a 
tenfold increase., 
This striking increase in volume is undoubtedly a  re:sul  t  of the efforts 
made  in the Mernber  States~ confron·ted by the magnitude of the economic 
crisis,  to develop new  technologies in industry  .. 
For the first time in 1981.  this field of intervention received a 
separate budgetary allocation  ..  This  amounted to 8  million ECUP 
supplemented by  0~4 million in refunds~ 
Selection cri  te.ria and characteristics of applications 
Tee selection criteria laid down  were partly cu'llended  in relation to 
t1e 1980 criteria.,  Twu  categories of opo...ration l.vere  accorded 
priority statusp  namely: 
'  (a)  those aimed at solving employment problems in sectors affected by 
serious industrial restructuring or conversion problemsp  with regard 
to which  Community policies had been adopted; 
(b)  those aimed at assisting the mobility of workers in other sectors, 
vmo  are affected by large-scale redundancies and for whom  st.able 
re-employment is assured in an expanding field of  activity~ 
Of the priority applications,  10%  were  from  Denmarkp  85%  from  Italy 
and  5%  from  the United Kingdom., 
1 
OJ  No  L  28p  4~2.,1971~  P~ 15 .. 
2 
OJ  No  L  337p  27 .. 12~1977~  P~  B~ -·  54  -
G'nly  the  Italian programmes  corresponded. to ca·tegory  (c;)  above  and 
concerned the steel industry  and  shipbuildinc;, 
TI1e  other prO<";rarmnes  fell within  the  sco]Je  of ca·teg·ory  :b)  and cor,cerned 
the training of"  workers with  the  aim of securing t.'1eir  re-ernployment in 
oi:her  sectorsp  mainly electronicsp electrical  engineering~ numerical 
control  P  precision engineerj.nq and computer aids to management~ 
An  application by ·the  United  Kingdom  concerned the transfer of 300  dockers 
from  the old Port of London  ·to  the  new docks at Tilbury which are 
equipped to handle  containers~ 
Since  t.'1e  volume of priority applications came  to 12  .. 7  million ECU#  a 
weighted reduction of  4  million ECU  (or  31%)  had to be apphed to this 
sum,  thereby bringi.'l.g· the total amount approved into line with  the 
appropriations available0  Le~ 8~4 million  ECU~ 
Assis·tance granteC:l  in respect of priority operations amounted to 
7,. 7 million ECU  in Italyp  0,4 million ECU  in the United  Kingdom~ 
0~3 rnil.lion in Derunarkp  i .. e ..  85%,  5%  and  lO".h  respectively of the volume 
of priority applicatior~~ 
The  remainder of the applications@  totalling 7.,1 million ECU,  could not 
be  met~ 
Beneficiaries 
Allowing for  t.he  weighted  reduction~  6P029 persons should benefit from 
operations in this  field~ - 55  -
Since the port installations of  a  large city had been  reloca·ted,,  t.he 
Member  State concerned requested that the Fund  should bear the cost of 
expenditure incurred in respect of aid ·to geographical mobility for the 
dockers~  The  employer  pays  them  a  resettlement allmv-ance  and reimburses 
t.'!e costs of daily travel for a  rriaxirnum  of eight months  .. 
The  problem raised was  whether the allowances paid could be financed by 
the F\.md  \.mder  the 'tese·t·tlement"  headin;9P  since the change of residence 
had not ye·t  taken place,. 
The  European Social Fund  Comrni ttee.  consul  ted on this matter~ held tha·t 
the Fund could finance  the alJ.owances  in question~  adducing the following 
arguments: 
- changes of residence usually encounter resistance on the part of 
workers for material and psychological reasons; 
- the purpose of the allowa1"1ces  paid is to encourage such transfers and 
these can only be carried out gradually; 
- the relevant Fund Regulation stipulates that the purpose of resettlement 
aid is to "facilitate the transfer of persons  u  ........  who  are obliged to 
change their place of residence in order to pursue an occupation", 
but does  not require such  tranEfer actually to have taken place when 
the assistance is granted,. 
The  Commission  approved the  application~ 
,. - 56  -
9~  The  Handicapped 
Volume  of applications and commitment appropriations 
The  volume of applications for assistance conce....'"lling  the integration or 
re--interJration of the disabled into working .life under Article 5'( 1) (d)  of 
Council  Decision  71/66/EEC
1 ~  as  amended by Decision  77/801/EEC2,  amounted 
to 154 million ECU  in 1981 compa.t"ed  with 127 in 1980  - a  22%  increase on 
tl1e previous year4 
Year after year the increase in the nuffibat"  of applications testifies to 
the concern felt by the Member  Sta_tes and the responsible bodies for one 
of the most disadvantaged categories of people in the  Community~ 
At the same  timep  ever-greater budgetary resources have been made 
available to this field of  intervention~  In 1981,  90 million ECU  were 
allocated to this sector,  to which were added another  3.,8 million derived 
from  refunds,  thus bringing the total to 93  .. 8  million., 
This sum  is  20"~ greater than the 1980 appropriation of  78  million ECU .. 
lOJ No  L  28,  4.,2  .. 1971,  p.,  15  .. 
2ocr  No  L  337,  27.,12  .. 1977,  p.,  8., ,, 
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Selection criteria and  ~eral characteristics of  a2£licat~ons 
As  in 1980  ·the Commission established b-10  levels of priority for this 
field of  intervention~ 
A,  First level priori·ty was accorded to: 
- demonstra·tion actions related to employment and  innovat.ive in 
character; 
·- programmes  for the integration of t.he handicapped into open 
employment in Greenland~ the rrench  Overseas  Departm.ent~ Northern 
Ireland~  the Mezzogiorno and Greece,. 
B..  Second level priority was  accorded to: 
- vocational  training or rehabilitation operations,  adaptation of  · 
jobsp  v~rk places or equipment and the recruitment of handicapped 
:persons in the open economy  .. 
As  in the past#  most applications were received from public authorities 
responsible for the occupational integration of handicapped people  .. 
Several private bodies also sutrnitted programmes  whj.ch~  although limited 
in scope for lack of adequa·te  resources~ were far from  lacking in 
interest on account of their innovative approach and  t.'Je  impact they could 
have on the rehabilitation of the persons concerned  .. 
Eleven demonstration projects were awarded first level priority..  They 
were suhnitted by Denmark,  Francep  Italy and the United Kingdom  .. 
TWo  operations submitted by France were carried o~t by private bodies~ 
• 
.. - 58  -
One  of these projects concerned for  the first time continuous  training~ The 
tuition given included general basic courses for persons who  have been 
totally or partially deprived of such training witl1  the idea of giving 
them  the independence essential for practical living.  Other courses 
encouraged the development of creativity and facilitated access to 
various occupations.  This project served as an example in terms of 
quantity and quality. 
The  other project applied teaching methods with a  view to pinpointing 
the human  and occupational potential of handicapped persons wishing 
to enter working life or who  were in need of retraining in the 
immediate future  .. 
The  six applications presented by Italy were also of interest as 
'  regards their novel  approach~  Operations related respectively to the 
training of handicapped people in a  normal  environment and experiments 
in their direct participation in industry;  'the long-term teaching of 
severely handicapped people;  assistc">('l  training at the work  place;  modular 
training and lastly vocationaJ_  training and ·the  integration of civilian 
disabled in economic  activities~ 
Attention should also be drawn  to  two  programmes  sub:ni  t·ted by the 
United Kingdom .. 
One  experimented with a  teachi~4 method especially adapted to young 
handicapped people intellectually ill-prepared for  employment in the open 
economy,  to help them  overcome their difficulties., 
The other focused on courses for handicapped people with a  higher 
intelligence quotient than the average mentally handicapped  person~ 
The  aim of the experiment was  to give the persons concerned a  different 
type of training, closer to the actual conditions of working life  .. - 59  -
In view of the effort to overcome  the severe difficulties encountered by 
handicapped people both  these operations deserve to be encouraged  .. 
Lastly, attention should be drawn to the efforts made  by Denmark, 
which  carried out an experiment involving the direct integration of 
handicapped people in firms  locateC! far away  from areas with special 
centres~  This  action  dP~onstrates the desire to overcome the 
misgiv·ings of tJ1e  local  population~ 
The applications relating to schemes of an experimental nature listed 
above totalled  7~1 million  ECU~  It should be stressed that many of 
them would not have been put into effect without Fund assistance., 
Most of the applications classified as first priority related to programmes 
carried out in the six absolute priority regions~ 
These programmes  included many of the demonstration projects referred 
to above as well as to other operations eligible for assis·tance  from 
the Fund  in this area of intervention  .. 
As  in the past, it was  found possible to finance in full all first 
priority applications under this headingJ'  for a  total of 36..,3 million ECU .. 
Second level priority was  accorded to vocational  training and 
rehabilitation operations that were not innovative in approach and did not 
take place in first priority regions~ 
These programmes.  amounting to 113  .. 2  million EC"J,  could only be 
approved in part;  a  weighted reduction of about  50%  therefore had 
to be applied to the  total  1mlume  applications classified at this level., 
In  1980~ application of Article 9(2j  of Cmmcil Decision 71/66/EEC1 
as  amended by Decision 77/80l/EEC2  had confined Fund financing to 
operations taking place in ERDF  regions,. 
However.  as stated on p ..  15  of this Reportp  there was  much  greater room 
for manoeuvre in 1981 as regards resources ava:ilable for programmes 
outside Regional  Fund territory  P  which obviated. the need to reject 
appli.ca·tions for financing., 
iOJ-:"Jo ~  28p  4  .. 2~J.97lp  p ..  15., 
OJ  No  L  337p  27,12,.1977p  p ..  8., - 60  -
Beneficiaries  ---------
Operations  appro~..red  i.n  J981  sho;;tld make it poss.ibl-a  ~n.1bstanti"'.llly to 
improve  the situation of 55.280 handicapped  persons in \vorking  li£e~ 
Lastly  p  \¥i th a  view  ·to making the most of FU.tid  intervention~ in 
October  1981  the Commission  org;:..nisc::d  a  seminar in Mulhouse  •  France 
on the occasion of the International  Year  for the  Disabled~ 
The  aim of the seminar  ..,,,as  ·to carry out a  joint assessment of the 
results of demon.stra.b.on  pJ~ojects previously financed.  'ny  tl1e  Social 
Fund  in  the Member  Sta  ·tes  ~ 
Viev,·s  were  exchanged on  t.he  airns  ,,  methods~ means  and rest!l ts of each 
opera·tion~ 
A suroma.ry  report of the discussions of the .se.minar  was  prepared and 
will be  forwarded  to all the aut.:horities concerned in  1982~ 
The  conclusions of the  :.;eminar  sl".<ould  assist the Corrmlission  a..t!d  t.t'1e 
Member  States to define their f.Ol:i.cies  as regards  the vocational 
reh~:~bili  t.ation of handicapped  people as well as serving as a  guide for 
responsible bodies reqarding the most appropriate 
methods  to be  applied~ 
reha.biH  ta  tion - 61  -
V.,  PILOT  SCHEMES  AND  PREPARATORY  STUDIES 
1..  I;J.tere;;·t;  in this field has been growing for  some  years now  and  1981 
saw  the volume of applications (4-56 million ECU)  exceed the 
appropriations available  (3.54 million ECU)  for  the first time. 
Scme  of the applications received in 1981 and accorded priority 
classification were  therefore put before the SOcial Fund Committee in 
J-uly  1981 as p:>ssible candidates for assistance from  the 1982  budget., 
2.,  A small proportion of the funds  available were set aside to finance 
the Commission's efforts to devise a  method of evaluating training 
programmes  financed by the Fund as contributions towards  the 
developnent of local economic potential  .. 
3..  Annex XVIII gives  a  list of preparatory studies and pilot schemes, 
broken down by field of intervention and indicating the nature of the 
study or  schemesp  the name of the promoter and the amount approved., 
The basic as:pects of the studies and pilo1: schemes  approved in 1981 
may be summarised as follows: 
(a)  in the migrants field,  an experimental  scheme was  aimed at 
training group leaders to work  on the establishment of new 
activi·ties designed to help migrant workers to return to their 
home  country; 
(b)  The  two main aims of schemes for  yolli!g  people were:  to train 
young unemployed people either to create jobs for  themselves or 
to manage  small businesses;  to train specialised technicians 
in trades with. good  job  prospects  .. 
(c)  As regards womenQ  a  scheme  involved the application of t.echniqtJ.es 
used in other sectors to  ~1e training of adult women  in rural 
areas with a  view to specialised independent jobs in agriculture., - 62  -
(d)  In the regions field,  three  s~hemes were  aimed at 
contributing to the development of backward areas via the training 
of local developnent officersp  the training of unemployed  adults 
with a  view to helping them  find jobs in an assisted area and  the 
training of shopkeepers in modern management  techniques designed 
to prevent closure of their  businesses~ likewise in an assisted 
area., 
(e)  In the field of technical  progress~ one  scheme  involved a  training 
programme  to assist firms in adapting to new  technologies,  a 
second related to the training of unemployed mature engineers in 
computer-aided design and manufacture.technology, whilst a  third 
entailed the training of operators as instructors for new  entrants 
to the data-processing profession  .. 
(f)  A further  two  schemes were approved in this field - one relating 
to the training of highly qualified maintenance technicians and 
the other to the training of supervisory staff for the meat 
industries  .. 
(g)  Four projects were approved in the field of small and medium-sized 
firms..  Two  involved training in management  techniques for the 
heads or managers of firmsp  whilst the other two  involved training 
with  a  view to the creation or management of non-traditional 
small businesses., 
(h)  Finallyp  in recognition of the International Year  of the 
Disabl~the Commission accorded priority approval  to one 
preparatory study and six pilot schemes  for the  handicapped~ 
The  study entailed a  review of vocational  training activities 
for handicapped adult workers in specialised centres in France 
in 1980  .. - 63  -
The goals of the pilot sche.rnes  were  as follows:  to train staff vJhose  role 
INOu1d  b~!  to promote greater stabili-ty of employment for the mentally 
handi.c:appeCl;  to train advisory staff with  a  view to eliminating barriers 
to the  emploj~ent of handicapped  ~~ople in firms;  to test specific 
possib:i_li  ties for the employment of handicapped people using telematics; 
to  te<-~t  2  •JUidance  ~1d help service aimed at facilitating the integration 
into open  employment of handicapped people requiring long-term  assistance~ - 64  -
VI,  REGIONAL  IMPACT'  OF  THE  SOCLZ\I,  Flll\i"D 
As  specifiad in Chapter  IV~G  Social Fund  ;;,.ssistance approved in 1981 
for programmes  in regions eligible for assistance from the European 
Regional  Developnent Fund  amounted  to 434  million  ECU4  l\f:i.th  the 
·addition of approvals in other fields of intervention,  to·tal  Social 
Fund assistance for  tJ1ese  regions  amoun-ted to  873~98 million ECU  in 1981~ 
Of  this arnow-Jt  434.,57 million ECU,  or  43.,5% of Fund commitments  we.re 
allocated to operations in the absolute priority regions4 
A breakdown by fi.eld of intervention for each of the six absolute 
priority regions is given in ffi1nex  VIII~lA 
These regions  - listed in Cm.mcil  Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  2895/77 of 
20~12Ql977  and  (EEC)  1989/81 of 13,.7  .. 19811  - are in a  special position 
compared with the other ERDF  regions.,  First priority is accorded to 
operations to be carried out in b'1ese regions regar01ess of ca·tegory,  in 
accordance with the guidelines on certain fields of intervention  (in 
particular "regions"  and  "you.11g  people")~ 
This dernonstrates  the  i..rnportance  - reflected in both rules and 
management procedures  - ascribed by The Fund to ti1e  problems of these 
regions,.  The  following table shows  the arnounts  approved for these 
regions each yearA 
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The list is drawn up pursuant to Article 8(3)  of Decision  71/66/EEC 
which  establishes the principle of a  higher ra·te of intervention for 
these reg·ions,  'Ihe following regions  \~Te.re  li.sted. in 1981:  Greenland$ 
French  Overseas DepartmentsQ  Ireland~ Norti1ern  Ireland~ the 
Mezzogiorno  and  Greece~ - 65  -
An  effort was  made  in 1981 to redress the situation of these regions, 
which  had  deterio~ated in relation to the  others~  Accordingly, 
conuni tmentn  entered into for these regio::'ls  rosa by nearly 30%  compared 
with the pj_-ev lous financial  year..  In 1980,  how~ver, the increase in 
appropriations was  out of step with  the increase in total commitments 
(about 12%  ag~inst 31%)  .. 
The  increase in appropriations corrr,,it.:ed in absoiute priority regions 
actually corr€sponded to an overall cut in real  ~erffis in 1980 if 
account is taken of the increase in prices,  which is traditionally 
higher in these regions than elsewhere  .. 
It is worth noting ti1at this decline had been largely due to a  fall-off 
in applications. for assistance..  This was  true in particular of 
applications for the Mezzogiorno  and Greenland in 1980  .. 
The  average per capita aid in the six absolute priority regions decreased 
from  42  ECU  in 1980 to  37  ECU  in 1981  (Table II).  This reduction results 
from  the inclusion of Greece in the list of absolute priority regions  .. 
Detailed information on the other regions 
The  fact that Social Fund  assistance is mainly allocated to very 
large-scale programmes  makes it difficult to compile detailed 
information regarding the impact on individual regions  (apart from 
absolute priority regions)..  It. is difficult to break down  the 
statistics by region in these cases. 
The  Commission has decided to rectify this state of affairs and is 
gradually introducing a  computerised system of regional information 
for all Community  funds.  Preliminary work begun in 1981 is under 
way .. ASSISTANCE  APPROVED,  1981 
million ECU  I  %  I  million ECU 
Agriculture  2.12  137.3  I  2.00 
~extile.s  6.53  142.2  I  6.14 
Young  people 
Migrants 
95.75  25.6  I 
223.56 
3.96  13.0  7.64 
Wor:;en 
Regions 
2.03  I 9.o  I 
11.40 
i 
291.03  !68.9  131.33 
Technical  progress  4.09  112.7  l  11.27 
0.05  0.6  I 
L98 
29.01  32.3  44.09 
I  %  1  million ECU 
-t 
I 35.2  I  L57 
I 39.7  2.81 




150.3  9.23 
31.1  !  0.00 
!35 .1  16.78 
24.4  6.08 
















75.0  I  8.11 
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TABLE  II 
COMMITMENTS  1981 
Aid ~-ill:_ad of working p:?pulation,  by re;rion 
Region  I  Active p:?pu1ation  Corrm:i. trnents  l  Aid per capita 
I  { 




G:::eenland  approx..  25  7  .. 41  296  .. 4 
French overseas I 
departments  I  291  28.,91  99.,4 
Greece  I  3,608  29 .. 87  8  .. 3  I 
I 
Ireland  I  1,208  105  .. 68  87 .. 5 
Mezzogiorno  I  5,975  209.,80  35 .. 1  I 
Northern  I  i 
Ireland  I  634  . 52 .. 90  I  83.,4  ! 
I 
0 
TCYI'AL  11,741  434 .. 57  37~0 
Source: 
For Greece:  Eurostat?  "Labour Force Sample Survey-Estimates  1981" 
For Northern Ireland:  Department of Manpower  Services statistics - 1981 
For Ireland:  Eurostat statistics - 1980 
For the Mezzogiorno:  Eurostat,  "Labour Force Sample  Survey - 1979" 
For Greenland:  "Programmes  - The  Regional developnent programmes  17" 
(1978  figures) 
For French OVerseas  Departments:  "Statistical Yearbook of France - 1978" 
(1967 figures) - 68  -
VII~  EUROPEAN  SOCil\L  FG'ND  CCMMI'I'I'EE 
:t:n  the cour.se  o:F.  1981;  ~f:#  :LJ.1  p:rev.ious  ye;?.J~S~  the  !~u.rope""n.  Social  Fund 
Committee,  an advisory body made  up of representatives of  governments~ 
trade unions  and  E-mployers set up by the Treaty  •  continued to give 
valuable assistance to  the  CC\11ffij_ss.i.on., 
'Ihe Commi·ttee met in plemary session three ti.11es  in 1981 to consider: 
two  sets of applicat.ions for assistance from  the Fund; 
- draft guidelines drawn  up b-y  ·the  Comrnissi0n for  the management of the 
European Social  Fwld :Eor  the period 1982-1984; 
- draft budget for  1982~ - 69  -
ANNEXES EUR  9 
I.  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  EMPLOYMENT  SITUATION  1974-81 
r1a j or  economic  variables 
Annual  averages  C'OOOsJ 
1979  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  <1)  l 
(2) I  I  (Z) l  n .a.- ~-~ 
r===J~~~- I  19?5  I  1976  -~77  ~  ;,-,;-1 --], ___  _,__~.'------,---+------r 
I  !  <2>  '<z) 
1  ~~  c;u I  !1.  Civilian  !  i  <  I \O"'  I  . 
;  employment  !  10U41  101.519  • 1,10  101.J2S  - O,OJ  102.025  • O,U  10Z.S52  .• O,S1 
l.rr: Coe"' p l oy"ot  I '-''"  '·"  1  ,.,  '.  s.m  .u,' '  5, )~  ••  ,5  5.97)  I· •. l I 
fli•. C1v;l1on  ''ork·-J 
1
1  I  ' 
! 
i n-3  po pu  ~-- 3 t ion l  _  .  i  ,  u  +  IIJ  !  10~.roe  1  1()().ZJ1  ,. o,r,o  100.764  • o,so  107.752  • o,9J  10n.szs 
lrv.  Inactive  and  1151.973  I  152.177  ,·0,13  152.040  -0,1CI  151.5C5  1--0,3~1  i51.2S7 
_.  o.n 
1- 0.15  j  other·s  (III)  ' 
I I  oe.wa  ~~-Iot-1L  population!'  257, 
l  ( I i I  +  I if)  . 
~I.  Gr?SS  Domestic I 
31 
I  l 
l  1,7  l 
• 0,£4 
• 1,5 
!  I 
• 0,1ll  25'l.782  25s. eo~ 
1 
.•. ,,  "'·"' 
I  I. 4,9  •  z.sl  j  Product  (a)  l 
lii .Unemployment  I  l,9 
rate  j 
l 
5,3%  1  I 
l 
%  I 
~.3%  4,9%  5,5 X 
I  \IIII.Activity  ratel 
Overall  42,0 
l  i'len  I  50,  I  Women  2S, 
I  IX.  Productivity  l 
!  per  \-JOrkedaJ  I 
I  ~ 
I  l 
L..,._  -- ~-~ -·-
I 
....  o  z,a
1 
I  I 
~2.0  42,2  42,5 
5:>,9  55,9  55,8 
28,9  £9,3  29,9 
• 1,2  • 9,:!  .  .. 
_So~  ~  E:uros:at  "Empl0yment  and  Unemployment"  1980  and  3/1982 
Cal  European  Economy. 
(1)  Provisional  figures  on  Eurostat  estimates. 
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I .2  SHARI:  o.=  UNDER-25s  IN  TOTAL  UNEMPLOYMENT  CD 
Situation at  end  October  1981 
CuNTRY  =r~  ;:E:ALE 
-
' 
MALE  TOTAL 
BELGIUM  42.4  39.8  41.3 
DENMARK  37.8  25.7  31.0 
GERMANY  ( 1 )  31.8  27.9  29.8 
FRANCE  52.9  40.3  46.9 
IRELAND  39.6  23.8  27.5 
ITALY  '  61.3  46.7  53.8 
LUXEMBOURG  65.6  39.8  51.8 
I 
NETHERLANDS  65.7  38.3  47.4  I 
I 
UNITED  KINGDOM  54.3  34.0  ~.o.o  I 
COMMUNITY  CEUR-9)  51.3  37.0  43.1 
·(1)  Situation at  end  September. 
Source:  Eurostat,  "Employment  and  Unemployment",  3-1982  :- ApriL  1982. - 72  -
· I.3  UNEMPLOYMENT  RATES  IN  THE  MEMBER  STATES 
(in %) 
-
1979  1980  1981  -
,-l.J  -r 
COUNTRY 
-,14. 5 
M  T  w  M  T  w 
Belgium  5.2  8.7  15.5  5.7  9.4  7.9  1 
Denmark 
I 
5.9  4.8  5.3 . 6.3  6.0  6.2  8.7 
Germany  4.6  2.6  3.4  4.6  2.7  3.4  4.1 
M  T 
7.7  11.6 
7.8  8.3 
6.1  4.9 
France  8.1  4,6  6.0  [L9  4.8  6.4  6.3  1  0.2  7.8 
Irelr>nd  6.1  8,0  7.4  7.1  8.3  8.3  11.1  8.7  10.5 
ItaLy  9.8  6.3  7.5  10.8  6.5  8.0  7.1  1  2.4  8.9 
Luxembourg  1.1  0.5  0.7  L2  0.5  0.7  0.7  1.5  1.0 
Netherlands  5.0  3.7  4.1  5.5  4.5  4.8,7.3 
United  l<ingdom  4.1  6Ql  5.3  5.4  7.8  6.9 . 12.3 
7.G  7.4 
7.7  10.5 
Greece  L3  0.8  0.9  1.5  0.9  1.1  Ll 
Community  CEU.~-1 Q)  6.5  4.8  5.4  7.2  5.3  6.0  7.3 ~ 
9 
Source:  Eur·ostat  "Employment  and  Unemployment"  ApriL  1982. I I .1  BUDGETARY  RESOURCES  lWAILM\f;;Ei;FGR  1981 
Commitment  appropriations 
million BCU 
r~~  - .  ITAppropriations  Appropriations 
!
!  Budget nomenclature  I  entered in 1981  released for re-use  Trans£~ 0~  TOTAL 
budget  from  1980  x)  approprlatlons 
J 
1 
1-t.  nr  l 
,~ 
I  I  I 
l  5000  Agriculture  sqoo  2 .. 40  7.40 
! 5001  Textiles  13.00  4.44  - 17  .. 44 
( 
~  ~010  Young  people- training  264.00  36.98  - 0.70  300.28 
~  bOll  Young  people.·- employment  108.00  10.23  - 118.23 
j 5020  Handicapped persons  ~  _  p  _ 
15030  IHigrant workers  30.00  0.43  +  0.70  31.13 
1 
5050  lwomen  22.00  3.50  - ·-2-s_._so-~---:  r; -- r  442.00  57.93  0.00:  ;--~99.  98.  =  l 
~~·~·0~
6 
--~  Regions  395.00  7L22  I  466.22 
! 5101 
1Groups of firms  8.00  1~12  - I  9.12 
I  . 
)  5102  !Techmcal progress  25 .. 00  10.,05  3',) .. 05 
'  ! 
1
1 :3110  Handicapped persons  90.00  4.80  - 0.33  94.47 
i  5120  Inciustrial conversion  token entry  - - -
~  -
'  51  =-t  I  518.00  87.19  - 0.33  I  604.86 
~2oo  ~~lq~  ~0emes  :  =  ~= 1  3.oo  0.21  J.  o.33  j- 3.54 
j  50  - 52  TOTAL  il  963.00  145.38  0.00  1108.38  I 
x)  Inc~udes carry-overs and alloNing for parity changes. 
.....] 
w II.2  BUDGETARY  RESOURCES  AVAILABLE  FOR  1981 
Payment appropriations 
million ECU 
~  .  .  I  A~props~  f Autornatic  Transfer ·; j  ~--]  !  Budget nomenclature . 
1
1 entered in  j carrv-overs  approps~  1  TOTAL 
1 1981 budget  I  (+  or -)  1 
!-"'". --__,~- ..  -.. -.------:.  i  ~-- .  ~-·  I  I  ~000  Agriculture  I  s.oo  I  0.00  j  + >.DO  I  7.00 
I  :ool  Textiles  l  6~00  l  L  71  1  - ,.  7.  71 
;  !JOlO  Young people- training  I  172.20  j  22.38  1  - 0.80  193.78 
5011  Ym.mg  people- employment  I  69.60  i  21.58  l  ·  9.00  !  82.18  .  .  !  I  ~ 
5020  Handlcapped persons  LOO  !  ~  !  ~  I  1.00 
5030  ~Migrant workers  I  21.00  I  0.11  I  + 14.00  f  35.11 
5050  ;  Women  I  12JJO  !  3.94  !  =  6.20  I  9.74 
~  I  . 
t  ,  =·~.~~-·  ~  k  -! 
~  50  I  I  286.30 
~~---------------------~---- ~  5100  I  :Regions  269~20 
I  5101  I  Groups of firms  3.00 
·  51.02  Technical  progress  I  14460  j  5.,00  ! 
~  5110  I  Handicapped persons  44.F1  !  2.59  L15,00  , 
~  5120  l  Indus-trial conversion  •  J'  ..  - I  - i 
151_t___  -- -- -- .. -l  33!."60"'"i-147:ol ~-·,  o.oo-- ~~~J 
Q¥0_  ~i~t-schBOes  _  - --=r- i:OOl~ 1.95  - L~  _  l  3 -:9~J 
~  TCTA:  ·- - ~·  I_  620.40  .~~.68 ._1_  0-~~  ~~-_j 
-..! 
~ '  ....  ·.;.(;:.  ~_:. 
III~l  UTILISATION  OF  BUDGETARY  RESOURCES  FOR  1981 
Canmitment appropriations 
million EC!J 
··'l:~":>.~~--1/.-~"'-'-'~~~.  • 
I 
I 
Total available  Commitments  made  Utilisation rate  Commitment  approps  .. 
Budget nomenclature  available on  I  for  1981  in 1981  (%) 
. ·~~·;·-O--r~~A-g~r-1-.  c_u_l_t_ur_e--------~-l':;·--- 7 
4 
40  l 
~2  .. 198~---_j 
SOOl  l Textiles  17.44 
!  ·• 
5010  ~  Young  people - training  300,28 
5011  I Young  people - employment  118.23 
I 
5020  ! Handicapped persons 
5030  ! Migrant workers 











l ~50-1  .  II  499.98  -I  •  447.80  I 









'  i 
Regions 
Groups  of firms 
Technical progress  !  Handicapped persons 
i i  Industrial conversion 
466 .. 22 
9.,12 
35 .. 05 
94.47 
token entry 




545.15  I 
I 
76 .. 62  1  l  73 
86 .. 64  2 .. 33 




14,23  I  ~ 
i 
98.30  0.53 
88.75  2,87 
J 
89.56  52.19 
- I 
89 .. 29 
88 .. 93  I  49 .. 94 
I  LOJ 
I 
90.93 
94.09  I 
3  .. 18 
5.58 
I  =  -
90.13  59.71  ~ ;;-;-_  •  lj  -604.86 -:n 
:_:2~0  -b~  sdmnes  I  I  3 ·54 
r------------------~·  ,--
--_,_,----1 
3. 22.  90.96  t  ~:io  -~  I  1108.38  996.17  (1)  I  89.88 
(1)  Differences in the figures for amounts  camnitted in the various  tables are accounted for by  the use of 






















I  93~14 
99 .. 74 
.  99.87 
99,90 
30.04 
1  99.47 
l 
I  s2q42 
99 .. 67 
99 .. 80 
99.98 
-
m_illion  ECU 
Approps. 
available  . 
on 31.12  .. 1981) 
0.48 








o.o4  I 




A-..-~  •  I  -.  69. 26 
-
43.88  ~  :  2.22  (2) 
-
91.06  .  73.23  {2) 
( 1)  Differences in the figures  for  amounts  paid in the various  tables are accounted for by  the use of 
the conversion rate in effect on  3Ll2~1931 in t'1e non-budgetary tables.  -.J 
en 
{2)  Of which  0~22 million ECU  were cancelledq I I I , 3  llTILISATION  OF  PAYME,!!T  APPRO.E£<-Ifl.TIONS 
Breakdown by payment appropriati9ns for the year and  amounts  carried over  million ECU 
~  J Approps~ for  - ,.Utilisation uf  appropriations---~ 
,;  dg  t 
1 
payment  Payments  carried over  from  1980 
~  Bu  e  nomenc  ature  "  · 
1  ta"ovi,dej ~y~1- made  carried oveifancBJ..e<:  Arnount  j  Pa~~ :=  ~:1 Cancelled  I  '  !for  2n  ~-.__  .  . --- . 
~  ·  1.1  u'  ~·~  •  •  1  · •  P  N  ~  budget  L_J98L.J~solu~-~--]~bsolu~___::_jabsJ~ ong  11~1  t1 na 1  iO!.bsol.~~  abs.  t_:;_J 
i  5000  ,.  Agriculture  ~  5~00 !  7.00  ~~  6~52,93~2  OQ48  ~6.8 l - 1- . - I - ~~  -·  1- l - .  I 
.  5001  !  Textiles  i  6  .. 00 i  6q00  5_98  99.7  0.02  ro.3l  - - 1.  7.l  l.  71  1-71  lOO  I.  I 
.SQJO  !  Young  people - training  1172.201171.40 ll7LldJ9 .9i  0. 24  )0.01,  - ., 2Ud 22.381  22.38  100  - - I 
5011  Youngpeople-emp1oyment  69.60j  60,60160.5ll99.9j  0.09,0.011- ~-~  21.58,21.581  21.58:1001- - I 
5020  ·Handicapped persons  1.00~  1.00!  0.3obo.o  0.70  170.01  - ,.  - ! - :  - ! - ·  - - ! 
5030  Migrant workers  21.00135·.00! 34.82199.5  0.18  0.51  -~- 0.111  0.111  O.llj10ol  - -.I 
1 
5050  I  W001en  •  12.00
1 
s.so 1 5.76199.3!  0.04  I 0.7,- (  3.9
1
3.94.  3.9l00 1  .. 
~-1-=-.  -- _  tzss.~i2:36To~ll.751  o.LJ--pG~·~2-rl~r=--r~·:: 1  !  ~100  I  REgions  ._  269.20 I  "!·201185  .. 00  72q8~69Q20  27 .. 2~-~  _- 139.42  139.,12  1139.42  100 I 
~  :1~1  ~  Groups of f2rms  3  .. 00  g  J.oo  2~99  99~  7j  0.01  0.3.  - .  - ,  - ·  ' 
~  ~hl2  I  Technical progress  14.60 i,  14.,60  :4.,56  99.,8!  0.,04  0 .. 2,  - - 5:001  5.,00 I s.oo  100 I 
ol!O  I  HandicappOO  perso~  44.80  59.80  o9.791100t0~1  - - ~- ~  i:.59  2.59,  2.59  100 I  ~  l- I 
~~120  _1-=tnal  c:~swn  - 1  _- •  U~-, ·  -~tl~--- I_  - __ _j - I.J 
I  s.l_  l  331.60 ~31.6~Jz6~:.:J79  .lj~~~  zo .sl_"_t.J 147 .oj~47  .oJ !  147 .01! 100 [J_:_l 
~~Pilot  schanes  I  2.001  2.00 I - Ll  2.00  pooJ._.:J: I 1.9SL  1.95  ~~3j'3::Jo:~2 Jll.:.J 
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I  !  I  !  TOTJJ.  NIT- 502 
'  50'  l  :  "'".o..!outc!!l  for  ~lqrUit 
workcrll 
H  1_.,.::-~ 
'WI'1..L  Nn. 50S 
I 
i 
TG!'.M.  OW"1'ill.  50 
I  Chi-1>1Ui  Sl  - SOC:TAJ.  FU'ID 
~ ~;=;;~,.D~~-fff~  1911 
510  I  1
1 
~·sur~ t.0  ll!lpt'O'I.'-e  t.he  CJI",plC')'IIIent 
llt~ut.:.on in ceru1n  :ccqion:~, 
IXCOa':\11;:  UC'tOr5  .d.JptJ ~  ta 
wchruc•l  prcq:·en or  grO<Jp:J ct 
l~t!CL'll<l~!l 
~HOO  I  Ald.'<  t.O  1mprove  the 
~10\ 
lll'>p1t.~r..o:nt  :Ut\.l.)tlOO  In 
CUtAin f"JlOIU 
'i'ot.al  SlOO 
IU(l  to l."T.provo:  the  a:r,.'l~nt 
lllnlolltJon t.n  certoun qtovps 
ot un::le:n  .•  V.u:q::~ 
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:;.}19.16},8'):  17  • .>11.?/;S,?  .. I  ~)-S'i'f. •  .<;!,,~ 
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I  1  j 
H79  lelo.LZ).OC),61o  91.1}9.)79,2<'  - ,.'1°~- 0 !0,71  S-l-Cl.Jr...,,S.,  6~o.)CZ.ii.9,1S 
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1975  I  1976 
.auL  191? 
1977 















18.367  .'JS~,  52  ?.61?,6}  - 20~ -iZ5,Iol 
16.'-20.279,}2  '9J.5H,40  766.61.~,1!.\ 
}0.7)9.7}9,}5  8.167.951o.,  .  5'J}.C7~ ,1o2 
'J.ZZ2.~79,~8  1.81}.077,59  .  lo5l..f7},~ 
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Zl6.106 ••• I  .  1o.zz9,e6 
6,16),74  .....  ~Ia 
'7lo.)5S,95  .ZZO.CJ)O,io:"  ,.:..nz.u 
29,7E  .. ,1o5  .  276,)!' 
z.;;t~~~::~ \ 
<66.121,90  lG.c:~6.  7!.o 
15-)}2,10  - &!'.'-?},'"19• 
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I  '.  }99-876. ?00, 5?  J  ~  ~  ... 9! J-:))7 ,1,,31  - )~. 706- }01 '56  I  u  6. C.ll •  .?Q(/. €&  I  >'9. 769 -::.~J. 77  J  690,4 76. j1Q. 90  L  '?'1~-166  .~02.  9!'.j  290.  ~-'1· }liZ.  e.~o i  7?5.U6.  6l'J .1 i.'  '  1. )?5· 70}.  ~ !l-"; 
l - __ _.  -,- -----=:r=  .-----L.. 
(I) 
0 XV.  RELATIONSHIP  BETiiEEN  CQ~ITMENT APPROPRIATIONS  AND  APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE  - 1981 
million ECU 
r~~-
Budget  nomenclature  Appropriations  Amount  ShortfaU  (%) 
available  requested 
5000  ! 
A..gricul ture  7~40  17466  138.6  I 
5001  Textiles  17-44  35~52  103.7 
5010  Young  people - training  300.28  524.98  74.8 
5011  Young  people - employment  118.23  167.31  41.5 
5020  Handicapped persons  - - -
5030  Migrant Workers  31.13  188.93  506.9 
5050  Women  25.50  105.46  313.6 
50 
- 499.98  1039,86  108.0  l 
5100  Regions  466  .. 22  660  .. 50  41 .. 7  I 
5101  . Groups  of f inns  9.12  19~05  108  .. 9 
5102  Technical progress 
"  35 .. 05  53~67  53  .. 1 
5110  Handicapped persons  94.47  151.13  60.0 
5120  Ir~ustrial conversion  - - -
51  604.86  884.35  46.?. 
- ~ 
5200  Pilot schemes  3.54  4.55  28.C=J  . 
j  ___  no-~3~---J  __  1928.76 ____  I 
50  - 52  ~TOTAL  74.0 
--·-----~-- ------- - - ..  --- ~----- - ---- ---------- ro 
I-' V  .1  AMOUNTS  REQUESTED JlliD  REFUSED  - 1981 
By  budget i tan 
million ECU  I  - -
-~-----------------
J  Amounts  Amotmts  I  Amounts  refused 
Budget nomenclature  requested  j Weighted  j 
I 




!=tcceptable.  eligible  priority  ! reduction  1  TOTP.L  I  . 
I 
I 
5.69  0.24  11.73  li  .97 
I  - - ; 
5001  ·Textiles  35.52  15.48  -
~  3.10  16.94  20.04  ! 
ls010  Young  people  - training  524.98 
.. 
I  269.72 
~  0.24  89.09  165.93  255.26 
!sou  Young  people- employment  167.30  103,67  - 0.21  37.84  25.59  63.64 
!  . 
5020  Handicapped.  persons  ~  - - - - - -
5030  i Migrant workers  188.94  30.55 
l  -
~  50.92  107,43  158.39 
!  I  I  5050  ·1  Women  105.46  22.66  - '  0.37  1.01  81.41  82.79 
.  - 50  I 
1039.86  447.77  I  - 0.82  182.20  1 409~os  592.09 
-
i 
1:egion;:;  "" 
.  QO---
5100  660.50  . 422.36  0.30  0.75  14.34  222.75  238.14 
~i101  Groups  of firms  19.05  8.11  -
~  6.81  4.13  10.  9L; 
5102  Technical progress  53.67  32.14  - 0.03  11.18  10.33  21.54 
I  . 
5110  Handicapped persons  151.12  89.77  -· 
~  - 3.39  57.95  61.34 
I 
'  Industrial conversion 
I 
5120 
~  ..  ...  - - - - I  """ .... 
J 
1  331.ss  51  884.34  552.38  0.30  0.78  35.72  295.16  I  '  ~-- -.  l  1.04 x)J  5200  4.55  3.52  I  0.49  I  - l Pilot schemes  - I  -
50  - 52  I  TOTP.L  11928.76  roo3.67  I  ' 
1  :~~8~.4~~  1  704.24  L925.09~.J  0.30  I 
1.60 
<r  ~  ~ 
X)  The  difference of  0~54 million  ECU  is accounted for by the applications rejected due to lack of fundsq  co 
N Member  State  Amounts 
requested 
Belgium  40.72 
Denmark  48.34 
Germany  343.45 
France  326.40 
Greece  30.25 
Ireland  106.33 
Italy  465.80 
LuxEmbourg  1.18 
Netherlands  53.41 
United Kingdorri  508.33 
TOTAL  1.924.21 















~  Member  State 
million ECU  ,...,_, 
Amounts  refused  ~ 













..  ~ 
0.30  1.61 
·I 
non-pr1or1 y  ed  ~- ~\L  r  UCLlOD  · 
4.13  ·13.86 
0.54  22.92 
9.37  I  260,00 
I  2.02  I 
183.25 
~  ~ 
0.27  0,38 
28.90  95.48 
~  0.62 
21.87 .  18.85 
150.82  108.86 













~~24.06  -~  I 
·~..-;w:;:r<'j 
co 
w VI,  ~~---:1\TIONS FOR  ASSIS'rANCE  - 1981 
1.  _J:U_f_i.:-J.sl_s>f_i!.1!~Y~rj!:-i~12-'¥:.cl.P..r_i_o_r_i_ty 
l!l.i  cu 
i- ·  t.  -- - -- •  •  1  I  ' 
·  f  Priori  ties  l non- on- 1  non- Total  l 
---------
Budget nomenclature  ......., 
1 
priority . ccept- ! eligibl~ requeste-d 
1 
4  I  5  F-ble  j  I _  i 
i 
·- ~=  ·- v  ~-
5000  !  Agriculture  .  17.42 
5001 
GClO 
20.14  I  Textiles 
;J ~- .l  .,  t::r)'l 
1  sozo 
' 
! Young  people- txaining  .I  118.78 
I  Yotmg  people  - employmenl  9.84 
...  ""  I tiandic2pped persons 
0.24 
12·.28  3.10 
95.86  221.01  89.09 




-- l:lit?. 20 
;-,J.,O  1  M1.grant  workers  138.02 
~~~-~  Women  17,05 -I  87.02  ~  j  - I  - I 
I  ~u  L.  I 32L2S r  245.75  ?.2.9.83!  - I 
s4.s3  I  14.34 
- 6.81 
- 11.18 
l '  5100  l Regions  283.85  17,6~- 62.53
1
1  27.53 lz 
1:10'  l  1  ·"  l  i  Groups of fhms  12.24  - -
'  l  j  5102  !  rec··mical progress  ,  28.69  ·  13.78  - 1 
- 3.39 
- - 17.65 
- - 35.52  I  - 0.24  524.93 
- 0.21  167.3{} 
- - -
- - 188.94 
- 0.37  105.45 
- ~.82 IJ.Q)9.[i_J 
0.30  0.75  I  6GO.Sl 
-
~  19.05 
- 0.03  53.63 
- - 151.12 
-
~  - - - l  ··--· 
I mo  j Handicapped persons  I 3 5 •  60  lnz  .13  I  .• 
!,(1:::  ~-~i ~::~:~~~s~~t~r0s 1 1  62~53-~3  h54~s3 ~:  il- o:3o l o~ 781  ss:.·~rj 
I  ~0  l  I  .---~-- ......  t  __ s:  __  :_~:J~-~~~-~L  _  1
690.16  1
383.33  1352.36 1 
27.53  .  254.53  · 218.411  0.30  rL60  .11:2~:!5 __  ..t 
I__  ------·  - .  ·-1  -=~  · -11.3  _1  0.1  ~-! 
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VI.  1-\PPLICJI.TIONS  FOR  i"'SSISTANCE  - 1981 




~ Absolute  ~  Ot.her  : Other  ~~  TOT J\L  I· 
priori"ty  .  ERDF  : Community 
1  ~ recpons  regions  1  rer.,:rlons  ,  I 
Agriculture --~  .. ::·--3-.  3-1---1·---6-.-9-1  __  , ___  7_._4_4 __  ,! __  1_7 -.  6-6---!~ 
Textiles  .  ~  7.81  16.70  11.01  35.52 
Young  people  - training 
Yotmg  people - F3 














284.20  149.34 
94.17  23.67 
24.65  17.90 
68.18  115.32 
65.39  37.86 
363.32  0;28 








5.10  19.25  29.32  53.67 
29.01  81.61  40.51  151.13 
:======:~T_-o_r~A~L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-·1~-4-4=8=.  3...:.._o_-_-~j_l_o_ze_._l_G~_  .....  I,~~4~~~-·t-7·-~·_7--~s~--l.-j  _19 24 ~  1 -J 
t 1.476,46 = 76.73  X  ~ ~  '-'··-: .. 
VI I.  ~OUNTS C0:1MI'!J1,'D .  - 1981 
_J2:cfi.'J.Ji<lQ\oll1. m~  }~- .S:t:<Jte_ aod -bJ! ...Qv.dg.e.t. J...tE'J.'l. 
~~ 
I  I 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  fF'ranca  Greece  Ireland I  Italy  Luxer:tb. 
'  l  r---r  ----------
I 
SJ)J ll>.g 
YiJl  Te 
5~11!. y_o 
I 
<r·t• l M  ::  ..  ~  i  €m 
":".llfla  I ;:o1:l  Mi 
















%  1-lECl 
.  -
1,6  . 
0,9  Z, 13 
11,5  7,59 
- -
1,8  O,J'i 
3,4  . 




l  ;~~~  ~~ 
~:o,03 
: st;o  Ha 
I  513  In 
' 
ions  ::· 4 10  .  . 
ups of firms  •  n 
hn:ical  progres  ~ 1  '~1 
dicapped  -·'1,23 
•  conversion  . 
I 
I 
1,0  8,45 
- 0,35. 
4,4  " 
1,4  5,55 
.  . 
%  MECUI  X 
.  0,13  2, J 
>  0,21  1.~ 
0,8  22,G3  s.~ 
~,3  3,15  3,0 
- - . 
1,0  10,24  33,5 
.  13,23  55,6 
z.z  1  49,64  j11.1 
2,0  16,99  14,0 
4,4  - -
1,90  5,9 
6,7.  5,15  5,B 
.  .  . 
_ · MEcq%  MECUj  % 
I 
% I  MEcq  %  !ME~J %  MEC:.U 
)],4 I . I .  14,4  Z,fJ•'  4J,9 I -I  1, Q:J  0, EZ  -
1,5}  9,9  ..  •  O,GQ  4,~1  9,35  GG,4  "'  . 
31' t1  1i,f  15,22  5,6  38.34  11,  :~  5S,G1  61,6  O,Zd  0,1 
Z:UG  2:, i  I  - - G,Od  5,~;  1,0b  1,0  0,27  0,3 
- .  t  .  - - - - .  -
6,50  21,3  0, 33  1  '1  0,35  1,2  g  ,48  31,0  - -
3,C2  13,3  .  .  0,45  2,0  3, 77  iG,6  .  -
74,52  1G,G  15,55  I 3,5  3~.93 I  e. 1  r-z.nl1s,J  0,5:  0,1 
54,90.  13,0  11.~  Z,S  49,87  11 ,S  212,41>  50,3  .  -
I  - .  - .  7,37  90,9  - . 
G:ss !  ZJ~4  O,JG  1  '1  .  - 16,4L  51,3  .  . 
s,14 I s. 1  1,63  2,0  16,!9  18, f  22.~  2~.9  0,01  . 
.  - .  - .  .  .  .  I .  -
I 
.  ... F  --..._-... ,  ,- ;,· 
I United  TOTALS  I 
Netherlal'1di Kinadom 
million  ECU 
!!-!ECQ  ..  1ECU  ,;  %  MEClJ  " 
- .  - - S,C:l  !100 
- .  3,45  zu  IS,4~ I  ;:c 
1,84  0, 7  107,2~  j'J,  ~ 
··-~  .,..,...,  L:..· .. , 72  h..1\.l 
0,93  1,0  42,74:  '•1,2  :GJ,SJ  ~c;:  ! 
.  - - .  -
1,21  4,0  1  ,59'  5,2  3),55  ~co 
0,49  Z,2  0,8] 
.~; 
3, s  22,53  lX 
' 
4,52  1,0  155.~J·  34,£  1··~7.  7·3  I•P 1 
'  ,,  I 
5,14  1,2  ~8,53  13.9  422.~  iGJ  .  ..  O.ll  4, s  e, 11  1';0 
1,37  4,3  3,ffi  i2,0  32,14  i~J 
1,64  1,8  29,97  33,4  Cl.J,7a  :co 
.  .  .  - -
I  •I 
1-51 -i---
f
~~~  _:;I  P:  ---r- 6,74  1,2  ;!~,37  2,5  2 1 1,C!l  4,4  !  C6,59  i  i2,i~  2,6  I  G6,7S  12,i  253,65\w,B  o,01  •  S,iS  1,5  92,75  ~G.<  ~52.31  i~•:: 
lot schemes  ~~0~_1~3,31  0,00  ·  2,3  0,95  Z?,O  0,67  j  ,i9,01  O,G9  l9,6  0,03 I  0,9  0.23  5,5  ~  •  •  •  0,40  ~~1.4  3,52  \ ~:,c 
1 
~~~~~~0. 
"  I  l____.! __  =t·  23,19  j_2.3j'4,4:_2J_24.~  ~~  __ [;c2J1~~~  J.~  ;~~7~_0E.s!J41,01  J~,~lo.so~~~.ili  24g,os  2:..s  ;c:;:,57 he 
•  -, 
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VI I I .1  i\LLC'CATION  OF'  ASSISTANCE  APPROVED  - 1981 
l\bsolute priority regions 
---------·----~----------
-·~-~-~=~~-- :oun~  ~~pr~:oo -r:"1 
ded.- ::~·t 
- ·  approv  per 
rP<}ion 
GreP·-_n_1_a_n_d--~~~-=--,-=- 7.41  -t 
French  Cverseas  I  Young  people  J  0. 31 J 
Departments  Handicapped  28JI8 




Young  people 
Xigrants 
. Re<Jions 



























f"ezzogiot~no  I  Agriculture  1.  30 
. 
t Textiles  5.  70 
J  Young  people  12.74 
Northern  Ireland 
Migrants  2.  9 6 
Women  1.59 
Regions  177.68 
Groups of firms  0.04 
Technical  progress  3.52 
Handicapped  ·  4.27 
Textiles 
Young  people 
Regions 








5.91  I 
TOT~-·-~  _____,.___[_ -=--~~~-J_[_=:-=-·  -~......f....--434.~-7 J \ 
1 
I 
if1Il.2  ATLOCATION  OP  ASSISTANCE  APPROVED  --------------------- ~---·----~--




UTotal  amounts  approved in  1979 
1980 
1981 
774.45  million ECU 
1 014.93 million ECU 
996.17 million ECU 
-· 88  -- 89  -
VI ll.  3  ALLOCATION  OF  .l\SSIS'rANCE  APPROVED 1  1981 
By  region and sector 
------·------------
1  ·• 
1
~--------·~------------------·~--------~--------.~------------------~ 
Absolute  Other  Other 
1  Heading  priority  ERDF  Co:.rununity  TOTAL 
'  Itf'..m  regions  regions  regions 
~~  .  ...,....,_...,..--~-,~-·-=-e-e-•:---·J-----~----l-------1~_:rl~ 
.. 
'  ~ 
J 
•'  ~ 
'  . 
·~  ., 
~ 
5000  .l\gricul  brre  2.12  2.00  1.57  5.69 
•  l  5001  Textiles  6.53  6.14  2.81  15.48 
! 






5011  Younq  people  - employ- F3  5.28  61.62 
ment  F4  1.64  19.97 
5030  Migrants  3.96  7.64 
4. 77  71.67 
10.38  31.99 
18.95  30.55 
5050  Women  2.03  11.40  9.23  22.66  ~ 
~ 
1 
5100  Regions  291.03  131.33  0.00  422.36  t 
5101  Firms  0.05  1.98  6.08  8.11 
5102  Technical progress  4.09  11.27  16.78  32.H  : , 
,j 
~- ': 
.,  j 
'  5110  Handicapped  29.01  44.09 
' 
16.68  89.78 
!' 
..  ...  I_ . 
~--
~ 
I  t  439.41  I  TOTAL  ~:1,34 . 57  -· -
126.17  1.000,15 














IX.l  CQl\fMI'I'HENTS  1973-1977 
Breakdown  by country ?f origin of promoters 
--------------------------~-~-------~-----
- million u4a4  -------
Amounts  corruni tted u9 to 1976  fo 
operations to be carried out in 
J_j,_s 1 z  L.1.<ui..l  ~ q  7  ~·  Liiz5  f  , 9 z  h  r, q-v_m_1  1  o z  z  1973  I  19~1_l975-JJ,9l.L_I~-~ 
7.20  6.5l,  8.021  7.851 
5.05  11.97  8.94  10.43. 
19.94  27.93  41.73  44.42  1 
32.19  49.95  73.83  76.60  4 
..  - - -
9.79  16.87  22.57  31.67  1 
43.70  72.33  95.53  146.46  15 
0.04  0.01  0.03  0.07 
6.77  6.71  10.94  12.58 
57.40  62.27  110.24  106.3Si  2 
I 
182.081254.53  371.831436.47126 
,  .  ~  .  .  I 
1.8~·1  9.33  3.9  2.6  2.2  1.8  0.7  1.5 
0.591  ·ll.78  2.8  4.7  2.4  2.4  0.2  2.3 
5.88  59.29  10.9  10.9  11.2  10.2  5.9  9.6 
9.801125:74 
9.631  46.97 
4.16.120.00 
0.23  0.01 
0.09  12.26 
6.14  228.25 










































IX.2  Cot-frH'INENTS  197t)-8l 
Breakdown  by country of origin of promoters 
58.131  79.69,105.68 
233.101281.23  327.15  340.77 
; 0.231  :.1.001  0.93  0.57 
9.81  19.321  18.30  12.68 
111.75  196,43  236.50  243.64 
2.5  1.9 
10.1  6.8 
15.2  17.4 
7.8  7.5 
41.0  36.3 
0.1 
1.7  2.5 
19.7  25.4 
million ECU 
1.9  2.4 
10.6  7.4 
19.2  14.1 
3.0 
7.9  110.6 
32.3  34.1 
0.1  0.1 
1.8  1.3 
23.3  24.9 
I 




.  f-' Mwber 
State  1973 
Belgium  4.23 
l Denmark  4.65 
l  Germany  16.15 
France  26.60 
Greece  - -
Ireland  8.68 
Italy.  32.48 
Luxembourg  -
Netherlands  5,96 
United Kingdor  52.95 
TOTAL  I 
151.72  I 
l
l)  at the December  1978  rate~ 
2}  at the December  1979  rate~ 
3)  at the December  1980  rate~ 
( 4)  .at the December  1981  rate4 
X.  PAYMENTS  BY  COUNTRY  AND  YEAR  OF 
CO:•lMI'IMENT,  1<;73-1981 
million u~a~ 
1974  I 
1975  1976  1977 
4.70  5.23  5.93  8.83 
11.79  8.49  9.71  12.05 
25.08  39.32  30.84  54.69 
43.33  57.04  59.54  103.47 
- - - -
13.04  16.56  25.91  44.29 
60~10  72.58  114.64  150.32 
0.01  0.04  0.04  .  0.07 
--s  ~ s  i  7.74  9.36  10.43 
58.49  93.90  99.79  204.07 
2?2.05 
I  I  3oo. 9o  I 
355.76  1 588.22 
million ECU 
1978  1979 
(1)  (2) 
6.20  9,88 
12.26  13.21 
52.21  38.62  . 
71.29  111.40 
- -
33.67  44.65 
167.40  143.74 
0.19  0.44 
6~32  ·n~·3o 
95.24  149 .6JL_J 












-:  8.36 












2. 21  . 




I XI  ~  AMOLJt>.lTS  PAID  IN 1981  BY  YEAR  OF  COMMITMENT 
r Menber  State - I 
1974  I  1975  I 
1976  1977  1978  I 
I 
i 
Belgium  -.  - - - 0.02 
Denrnark  m  '  - - ..  0.16  . 
'  I  Germany  ...  ~  0.14  2. 77  7.96 




I  1.11  2.70  I  Ireland  ..  ~  -
0;01  6.70  43.51  Italy  I  - -
Luxernl:xmrg  I  ..  ...  I  - - -
Netherlands  ...  ~  I  - 0.28  0.03 
Unite<;l_Kingdorn  I  0.39  1.48  2.26  - ... 
I 
.  ~-=--~-
TOTAL  l . 
- -,  f  14.01  -,  - 0.16  0.56  66.48 
-















1980  t  1931 
l_ 
14.97  7.21 
I  5.32  10.57 
27.37  20.77 
52.27  24.40 
..  6.64 
3.63  48.36 
54.73  74.73 
0.07  .. 
8.41  2.21 
35.33  97.34 
,  ·19~.~-r  289 .~9 
i 




13.85  i  .  I 
! i 18.56 








I  G;- 737.16  (l) 
\.() 
w 






0.03  1.21  -
0.17 
(from  1980) 
- 1 :.  75  - -
1. 21  a  - 13 '72 
4. 
4.7 
(1)  :::.-:xcludj_ng  item  5200  - Pilot Schemesq 
(2)  December  1981  exchange rate. 
-
:o  5050 




t  I 1.76 
0.97 
I 
- I  ~.a 











million ECU  {2} 
5101  1~102 1.-.-.  .---,  _-,  r-""""~oo!~ 
5110  TO I fiL  Jcxnrni ttetl 
~y counfry  - ,-~--r  ~-,  ' 
- 0.10 







- !  2  . 53  1  s. s l 
! 1.8!  ,.  9. 3 
1.48  !4.4S'  4.2 
0.60  !13.53  7.2 
'.0 
,t>. 











I~~~  Ki~doo 
I 
(1)  1976 =  0~39~ 
XI !I •  ADVANCES  PAID  IN  l981 AGAINST  COMMITMENTS  MADE  FRd-1  1976  '!D 
1981  BY  COUNTRY  AND  AS  PERCENTAGES  OF  TOJ'AL  PAYHENTS  --- ---------------
m ECU 
1977/76  1978  1979  I 
1980  1981  I Total  I%  of total 
- I advances  1  na.yments 
j 
- - 0.01  .  7.12  4.97  12.10  1.6 
- -
~  2.50  10.57  13.07  1.8 
- - 0.30  25.16  20.77  46.23  6.3 
0.07  0.05  0.09  22.21  24.40  46.82  6,4 
- -
~  - 6.64  6.64  I  O.::J 
.  - - ..  1.12  48.36  49.48  6.7 
0.20  5.31  18.37  53.02  74.73  151.63  C:0.6 
- - - - - - -
0.28  - 0.05  . 8.38  2.21  10.92  1.5 
1.01  (1)  0.07  1.79  34.92  95.57  133.36  18.1 




U1 XIV.  APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE  AND  CO\f.'!I'INENI'S  SINC..'E 
INI'RODUCI'ION  OF  THE  1'/EIGHI'ED  REDUcriON  SYST&'1 
-· 
Applications for  assi~tance 
Weighted  reduction as % of 
Commitments  available appropriations 
Indices  . lcnange  on  I  weighted  b.  I  Year  A'flaunt  in  Indices  ;Approps"  Change  on  Amount  in 




as  %of  a.  lin ECU  ln ECU 




1978  I  1,095.44  100.0  - 568.08  100.0  - 571.16  206.91  36.2 
1979  120.2  t  20.2  774.45  136.3  + 35.3  8.23. 75  299.57  36.4  I  !.316.72 
1980  1.625.55  I 148.4  + 23.5  1.014.22  178.5  + 31.0  1.021.92  234,14  22.9 
: 
I  =  1931  1.924.21  175.7  + 18.4  996.17  175.4  1.8  1.108.38  70~.23  63.5 
I  I  ------- -----
Indices  ·  i 









b  I 
l 
'  '  i 
100.0  ; 
144.8 
113.2  1 
I 




I XV  ~  CC»lMI'lMENI'S  1973-1977 
a)  Payments  millio'l u.a. 
r - - - ------·  CaPmitrnents  Payntents  I  r  .  ~  ~  I 
Year  1973  1974  19751976 1977  1973  1974  1975  19/6  j  _ 1977__j 
Hember  state  !  abs  %  I  nbs  %  nbs  %  abs  %  !  abs  I ~  j 
!  !  l  I  I 
Belgium  7.20  6.54  8.02  7.85,10.85  4.23  58.751  4.70  71.87  5.23  n5.21  5.Y3!  75.5~1  8.83  81.3-:d 
Denmark  5.05  11.97  8.94  10.43  14.34  4.6~  92.23  11.79  98.50  8.49  94.97  9.72!  93.10,12.05  £4.0.3! 
~~any  ·  19.94  27.93  41.73  44.42  74.52  16.16  81.04  25.08  89.80  39,32  94.22  30,84  69.4~  54.69  73.39: 
France  32.19  49.95  73.83  76.60  157.91  26.60  82.63  43.33  86.75  57.04  77.26  59.!>41  ~77.73 103.47  65.5/ 
I  I 
areece .  ~  - - - - ~  - I - - - - ,.  I  - - - r 
Ireland  9.79  16.87  22.57  31.67  62.53  8.68  88.66  13.04  77.30  16.56  73.37  25,91  8L81,  44.29  70.&31 
Italy  43.70  72.33  95.53  146.46  233.14  32.48  74.32  60.10  83.09  72.58  75.98  114.64!  78.~711~0.3216<\.48\ 
.  I  ,  . 
Luxembourg  0.04  0.01  0.03  0.07  0.14  - ~  0.01  100.- 0.03  100.- 0.04j  57.11',1  0.07  ~(}.- i 
Netherlands  6.77  6.71  10.94  12.58  12.35  5.96  88.04  5.51  82.12  7.74  70.74  9.36  74.40  10.43  84.451 
I 
United Kingdom  57.40  62.27  110.24  106.39  248.01  52.95  92.25  58.49  93.93  93.90  85.18  99.25  '93.29  204.07  82.281 
I  I  I  --.  +----1---
TOTAL  182.08  254.58  371.83,436.471313.79  151.72  83,32  222.05  87.22  300.89  80.92  355.22  81.32  588.221  72.21 
..  , 
1.0 
-.J ~ 
XV  ~  ca1:>1I'NENI's  1973-197"7 
b)  Amounts  released 
:~leased million u  :  I 
'  I 
- -
Commitments  Amounts 
r-----------
. 1973  1 1974  1975  1 1976  11977  I  l 
Year  1973  1974  1975. 
~ Mcmrer State  I·  I  I  I  i 
abs  l 
"'  r ebs  %  l  abs  X  h 
l 
I  I 
Belgium  7.20  6.54  8.02  7.85  10.85  2.97  41.25  1.84  28.13  2.79  34.79 
Denmark  5,05  11.97  8.94  10.43  14.34  0.39  7. 72  0.18  LSO  0.45  5.03 
Germany  . ,  19.94  27.93  4L73  44.42  74.52  3.78.  18.96  2.85,10.20  z,tn  5.78 
I 
76.60,157.91  I 
}~ranee  32.19  49.95  73.83  5.59117.37  6.62  13.25  13.53  18.46 
~  1- I  Greece  - - - - I  - - - - -
1.11111,34  Ireland  9. 79  16.87  22.57  31.671  62.53  3.83  22.70  6.01  26.63 
72.331  95.53  . 
Italy  43.70  146.461233.14  11.22  25.68,12. 23  16.91  22.54  23.59 
I 
Luxembourg  l  0.04  0.01  0.03  0,071  . 0.14  0.04  100.- - - - -
!  I 
l 
Netherlands  6. 77  6. 71  10.94  12.58112.35  0.81  1L95  1.20  17.88  3.20  29.25 
I 
6.07  15.33 114.81  United Klngdorn  57.40  62.27  110.24  106.391248.01  4.45  7.75  3.78 
'  w  I  I  I 
I 
!  i  I  I 
TOTAL  1182.081254.58  436.47,813.791  30.36  16.531  32.53  12.78  67.36  18.12  I  .l  _1  i  I  J  i 
1976  l 
abs  % ~ 
I 1 J H  J  1.921  24.4(]  A. ;):JI  .l'<. ~0 
0.72  6.9J 
13.58  30.5t 
15.28  19.9: 
- -
5. 72  18.0E 
20.89  14.26 
0.03  42.8(1 
3.22  25. 6(-
7 .12!  6.6S 
I 
2.11  14.71 
18.15  24.3f 
49.62  31.42 
- -
12.30  19.67 
42.60  18.27 
0.07  sn.-
0.92  7.45 








68.48  15.6Sll69.93l  20.1  : 
j 
"'  OJ ' 
XV  ~  COMMITMENTS  1973-1977 




L  Year  19}3  1974  1975  1976  1977  1973 
I Nember  State 
abs  I 
Belgiun  7.20  6.5 ~  8.02  7.85  10.85  -
Deruuark  5.05  11.97  8.94  10.43  14,34  -
Gennany  19.94  27.93  41.73  44.42  74.52  -
France  32.19  49.95  73.83  76.60  157.91  -
Greece  ~  M  -
~  - -
Ireland  9.79  16.87  22.57  31.67  62.53  -
Italy  43.70  72.33  95:53  146.46  233.14  -
Luxembourg  0.04  0.01  0.03  0.07  0.14  -
Netherlands  6. 77  6. 71  10.94  12.58  12.35  -
United Kingdom  57.40  fJ2. 27  110.24  106.39  2~8.01  -
TOTAL  182.08  254.58  371.83  436.47  813.79  -
~ 
Still to be paid 
'1974  1975  . 
X  abs  %  abs  % 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - 3.16  4.z8 I 
- - - - - -
- - - -
~ 
~  M  - 0~41  0.43 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - 0.01  0.01 
- - - 3.58  0.96 
n 
million t1.a. 
1976  I  l'J77 
abs  %  abs  "'  ,. 
- - I 0.47  4.3~ 
'  - - 0.18  1.2,' 
- - 1.68  2.2: 
,  . 7q  '  .,.,I  4.82  3.C:  -.. -I  :- .  ~, 
- - I  - -
I 
0.04  0.131  5.94  9.5G 
10.931  7.45  40.22117.25 
I ·  I  - - - -
. - - 1.00 
0,021  0.02  1.33 
12.77  2.931  55.64 





0/1) XVI  - e<»II'IMENTS  1978-1981 
a)  Payments 
CCxnmi tments  ----------
Year  1978  1979  1980  1981  I  1978 
Mem!:>er  State  abs 
c/ 
" 
Belyium  11.50  15.94  29.30  22.73  6.20  53.91 
Denmark  14.2E  14.70  19.43  24.40  12.26  85.85  . 
Germany  62.26  52.88  107.96  73.69  52.21  83.86 
France  103.14  134.82  194.96  141.12  71.29  69.12 
Greece  - - - 29.87  - -
Ireland  46.94  58.13  79.69  105.68  33.67  71.73 
Italy  256.22  281,23  327.15  340.77  157.40  65.33 
Luxembourg  0.36  1.00  0.93  0.57  0.19  52.78 
Netherlands  9.81  19.32  18.30  12.68  6.32  64.42 
. Uni tee}  Kingdom  115.71  195.43  236.50  243.64  95.24  82.31 
I 
TOTAL  f  62o.zzln4.45~ol4.22!l0oo.Hj  444.78171.71 
1)  Pilot schemes  only. 

















1980  1981 
%  abs  %  abs  %  I 
61.98  7.53  25.70  4.85  21.3E 
89.86  13.36  68.76  10.57  43.3( 
73.03  56.97  52.77  20.3.::  27.59 
82.63  113.89  58.42  24.16  17.12 
- - - 6.45  21.63 
76.81  45.42  57.00  48.35  45.7: 
51.11  127.89  39.09  74.67  21.91 
44.- 0.07  7.53  - -
58.49  8.36  45.63  2.21 
17.4l  76.20  124.47  52.63  96.84  38.9: 

























I XVI  ~  cx::MMI'IMENrs  1978-1980 
b)  Amoun·ts  released for re-use  ti,UCE 
I  --~  Commitments- Amounts  released for  re-use 
1 -y=-------·~  1980  1981  1978  I 
.  1979  1930  l 
1981  I 
1 
-l 
~-r  State  - I  I  % I  abs.  "  %  W_!_L_  I 
i  abs.  I>  abs.  i 
I  I 
Belgi=  111. 5(1  15. 9,;  29.30  22.73 
I 
2.411  20.961  4.081  25.601  2.561"  8.741 
~  '  -
De~ark  i 14.2,  14.7~  19.43  24.40  1.38  9.66  0.65  4.42  4.35  22.39  - '  -
German:'  1  62.2  52.8~ 107.96
1  73.69  I  6.681  10.731  0.841  1.591  4.341  4.02 1  -
I  -






Greece  I  - i  ~  - 29.87  -
a  - -
¥ 
Ireland  46.9j  58.1J  79.691105.68  6.42,12.22  15.331 
I 
9.61  20.47  . 3. 73  - I  ~ 
I  Italy  256.21 281. rl 327.151  340. Til  I  12.001  4.681  30.461  10.83!  30.641  9.371  - '  -
I  Luxembourg  0.39  LOOI  0.93!  0.571  I  ~  I  -
I  -
I  -
I  - '  -
I  - ' 
~ 
Netherlands  I  9.8~  19.39  18.301  12.681  I  0.181  1.831  5 . 431  28. 111  3.911  21.37•  -
I  - I  Unitffl Ki"Jd~•  j !15.  71196.431 236 .SCI  248.641  I  11.33\  9.791  21.511  10.951  35.621  15.06•  -
I  -





n XVI  - a:t-IMI'INENI'S  1978-1981 
C)  A.'!!Ounts  released and cancelled 
Commitments  Amounts  released and cancelled 
~----------
Year  1978  1979  1980  1981  1978  1979  198Q 
abs~- Member  State  abs  •I  abs  %  10 
Belgium  11.50  15.94  29.30  22.73  0.93  8.09  0.05  0.38  - -
Denmark  14.28  14.70  19.43  24.40  0.29  2.03  0.26  1.77  - -
Gennany  62.26  52.88  107.96  73.69  3.33  5.35  1. 81  3.42  - -
France  103.14  134.82  194.96  141.12  17.94  17.39  2.18  1.62  - -
Greece  - - - 29.87  -
.  - - - - -
. Ireland.  45.94  58.13  79.69  105.68  2.58  5.50  1.62  2.79  - -
Italy  256.22  281.23  327.15  340.77  14.63  5.71  0.96  0.34  - -
Luxembourg  0.36  1.00  0.93  0.57  0.15  41.67  - - - -
Netherlands  9.81  19.32  18.30  12.68  0.89  . 9.07  0.30  1.55  - -
United Kingdon  115.71  196.43  236.50  248.64  6.96  6.02  5.56  2.83  - -
TOTAL.  620.221774. 451L014. 22f000 .15  47.701  7.69,12.751  1.651  - -
-- -----
I  11 
I 

























'  ..: 
i 
- l 
...  I 
- I 
.  -- -
- I 









XVI  ~  CQ\IM!'INENl'S  1978-1981 
d)  still to be  pu:Ld  HUCE 
r- .  - l"  - - -·  -.  L  -~ ___ -~-- ____ L__,  Co.n.'lli~:'nts  Still to be paid 
·-
1981  ,--·-·- Yeor 
0
- - J 
0 
197B  1197911920  1981  1978  !  1979  !  1980  I 
~ember St.at.e _  ·-. = I _  '  l--- .  abs  %  I  abs  %  '  abs  %  :  ·----
1.96  17.04\  1.92  12.05\  19.21  65.561  17.87  78.6~ 










11.50,15.941  29.30,22.73 
.  14.28  14.70119.43  24.40  i  62,25  52.esi107.96l  73.69 
! 103.14! 134.821194.961141.12 
- I  - I  ~  I  29.87 
46.941  58.131  79.691105.68 
0.35  2.451  0.58  3.951  L72  8.851  13.83  56.6Fi 
0.04  0.061  11.61  21.961  46.65  43.211  53.36  72.41 
13.81  13.39!  17.25  12.791  66.56  34.14  116.96  82.81 
23.41  78.3/1 
1.08  1.30\  8.13  !3.99112.05  27.67  57.33  54.2~ 
. 256.221281.23!327.1:  340,77  62.19  24.~7 106,07  37.72  158.62  51.54  266.~0  78.01 
I 0.361  1.001  0.9~  0.57  0.02  5.:J6 I  0.56  56.- 0.86  92.471  O.c.7  100,-J 
9.811  19.321  18.30  12.58  I  2.42  24.67[.29  11.85  6.03  32.95  10.47  82.5tj 
.  I 
I- 1!5.711196.431236.50  248.54
1  2.14  0  1.85  19.68  10.02  76.41  32.31  151.80  61.01 
TOTAL  1620.22,774.45fo14.2f1100.1,1  84.01  13.55,168.09  21.70  408.11  40.24  711.70  71.19 
United Kingdom 
1  n 
..... 
0 
:...· - 104  -
XVII ..  ESTIMATED  NUMBER  OF  BENEFICIARIES 
B¥  SECTOR  OF  INTERVENTION,  1~80 AND  1981 
Sector  Beneficiaries 
1980  1981 
Agriculture  16,700  5,822 
Textiles and clothing  17,300  8,800 
Migrant workers  267,500  258,300 
Young  people  655,000  436,760 
Women  11,300  10,900 
Regions  488,000  500,000 
Technical progress  16,586  23,997 
Groups of finns  2,800  6,029 
The  handicapped  57,500  55,280 
1,532,686  1,305,888 - 105  -
XVIII.,  LIS'I'  OF  APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE  FROM  THE 
EUROPEAN  SOCIAL  FUND  CONCER!'·UNG  "PILar SCHEMES 
M'D  PREPARATORY  STUDIES"  APPROVED  BY  THE 
COMMISSION  UNDER  THE  1981  BUDGET 
WOMEN 
EP  233/81-I 
YOUNG  PEOPLE 
EP  225/81-B 
EP  226/81-B 
EP  227/81-F 
EP  243/81-D 
EP  244/82-B 
Social-cultural readjustment 
and vocational preparation/ 
r..raining of economically 
inactive women  living 
isolated from  social contact 
in rural  areas~ 
Training of young  technicians 
with diplomas  in setting up 
and managing small firms  to 
repair electronic equipnent 
and household electrical 
appliances 
Training of young  unemployed 
workers  in providing their 
own  employment  .. 
"Production training and 
integration operation" 
Vocational  training in 
building res·toration 
techniques 
Alternance training for 
young persons in the 
engineering sector 
Centro Studi  27.,750~000 Lit 





societe de  7.,060~ooo  BF 
Developpement 
des Marolles 
(S.,D~M  .. ) 
Brussels, 
Belgiun 
Association  275,000  BF 
"Le Grison" 
CUesmes,  Belgium 
-Centre interpro- 273  .. 000  FF 
fessionnel de 
Promotion de la 
Loire  (C.,I.,P .. L.,) 
-Association de 
Gestion d'Action 
Sociale des  Ensem-
bles Familiaux 
(A,.G .. A .. S .. E .. F.,) 
Association  650 .. 000  DM 
ouvriere  ''Compagnons 
du Devoir du Tour 
de la France",  Koln 
FABRIMETAL, 
Belgium 
... /  4q 
0  a EP  199/80-D 
REGIONS 
- 106  -
Vocational  training for 
young foreigners;  pilot 
scheme on  inter-fin< 
training 
EP  219/81-UK  Training programme for 
shop-keepers in rural 
communi ties of an 
assisted  area~ 
EP  221/81-UK  The  training of local 
full-time development 
officers for the 
Highlands  and Islands of 
Scotland 
EP  222/81-UK  Training of mature 
redundant workers for new 
employment in an assisted 
area 
ET  289/81  Hethod of assessing 
training prograi'Tlll1es 
financed by  the European 
Social  Fund  in ·the context 
of developnent of local 
economic potential 
EP  .217/80-ur::  Creat.ion of new  jobs in 
isolated rural  zones 
through  the mobilisation 
of local  initiatives 
SMALL  AND  MEDIUM-SIZED  UNDERTAKINGS 
EP  247/81-GR  Management  t.raining of 
responsibles in small-
and medium-sized Greek 
enterprises 




Arbeiter-- L095~307 Dl\1 
Bildungs-Zentrum 
Bremen 
Development  Board 
for Rural  Wales 
Powys-Wales 
Community  work 
North,  Aberdeen 
College,  Aberdeen 
Scotland 
12.500  UKb 
86  .. 700  U:'{b 
Dcu:tington  28.., 700  (JKb 
In.sti  tute of 
Community Studies, 
Dartingtonp  Totnes, 
Devon 
Commission  18  .. 000  ECU 
Highlands  and  49 ~500 UKb 
Islands Development 
Boi:\-rd  (H  .. I .. D~B  .. ) 
Invernessp  Scotland 
"E,.O  .. M  .. M  .. E.,X  .. "  5 .. 237  .. 000  DRA 
Organisme hellenique 
des petites et 
moyennes  industries 
et d'artisanat 
"E.,O  .. M~M  .. E  .. X.,"  9,.535.,500  DRA 
Organisme be:Uenique 
de petites et 
moyennes  industries 
et d ' artisana  t 
E.P  2?8/81-F  Creation of a  decentral-- Atelier poLX  la  1. 560.,000  FF 
ized structure for helping  creation et 1'  expe:o:i-
to sei.:  up and nm small  mentation sociales, 
nc-n-tr.ad:i..tional  undertakings  ..  Parisr- France 
Establisbment of a  neb-.ork 
of specialist instructors  .. - 107  -
EP  245/81-:C  TrainiLJ in creating dr  j 
developing activities in 
a  gen~al neighbo~~hood 
economy~ 
ET  204/80-~;>  Study on  impediments 
to the crea':ion o£  jobs 
in sma:::..l  lm,i.ertaking.s 
TRAINING  OF  IlJSTRUCTORS 
EP  241/81--~  'I'raj_ning  of' trainers 
for elec·:ronic 
data-processing 
NEW  TECHNIQUES  (Technical Progress) 
EP  218/81-IR Pilot programme to 
assist firms in adapting 
to new  technology with 
particular reference 
to training needs 
EP  220/81-UK  CADCAM  training course 
for mature engineers 
EP  246/81-GR Training of highly 
qualified maintenance 
technicians 
EP  231/81-F 
EP  215/80-I 
Training for supervisory 
jobs in the meat 
industries 
Employment  of women 
ffi!d men  in small 
horticultural nurseries 
in the province of 
Pistoia 
HANDICAPPED  PERSONS 
RP  234/81-B  Training of staff whose 
role will be to promote 
greater stability of 
employment for mentally 
handicapped  people~ 
Atelier P·::lpulaire  512~000 FF 
d'Urbanisme 
(Alma-Gare 
Ho\~ba.:!.x,  Frml')e.®) 
Association du  1'20~000 FF 
Centre d · Etedes et 
C'e  kea~isations pour 
l'Eclucation Permanente 
(ACE  REP) 
SITEA  societe 
Italienne Economie 
Appliquee 
AnCO  - The Industrial 
Training Authority 





49 .. 250  UKb 
"O.,S .. B  .. E  .. E  .. "  9 .. 000 .. 000  DRA 
Association d'entreprises 
pour la Formation 
Industrielle et Pro-
fessionnelle de leur 
personnel 
Association pour la 
formation des Cotes 
du Nord 





"Travail et Sante 
Men tale" 
746  .. 600  FF 
3  .. 265.,178  BF 
.,/  ...  4 - 108  -
EP  251/81-F  Assi.sL.ance  and advice wi·thin 
industry to  remove barriers 
to t.he  employment  of the 
handicapped6 
EP  252/81-F  Applied research on  the 
conditions for handicapped 
persons working on  a 
remote  basis~ 
ET  253/81-F  Study and assessment of 
the vocational  training of 
adult handicapped workers 
in specialised centres in 
France in 1980  .. 
EP  254/81-GR Vocational  training for 
mentally handicapped 
young  people 
EP  290/81-DK Creation of a  guidance 
service for handicapped 
persons with  a  view to 
their integration in open 
Employment 
EP  291/81-DK  Employment  of categories 
of persons that are 
especially vulnerable on 
the labour market 
EP  209/80-D  Vocational guidance 
measures for persons in 
trial employment who  were 
drug addicts 
MIGRANTS 
EP  237/81-I  Migrant workers'  cooperatives 
to facilitate their return 
to  Italy~ 





Metz,  France 
Delegation a  425.000  FF 










pour  Handicapes 
(F  .A.,G~E  .. R.,H~) 
"Protypos Viotech- 18  .. 795.,460 
niki Monas" ,  DRA 
Lakkia,  Tnessaloniki, 
Greece,. 
Social of Sunclhei ts-
forvaltningen er en 
Komm1mal  fo:r:valsking 
under Arhus  Kommune 
515.,000 
DKR 
Harsens  Kommune  112  .. 500  DKR 




am  Insti  tut fi..ir 
Rechtsund Sozial-
medizin an der F.,A., 
Berlin 
Coopconsult 
Propesca,  Rome 
70 .. 000.,000 
LIT 3 
BilAG/ANLAGE/ANNEX/ANNEXE/ALLEGATO/BIJLAGE  XIX 
LISTE  OVER  ANS¢GNINGERNE  GODKENT  I  1981 
LISTE  DER  1981  GENEHMIGI'EN  ZUSCHUSSAN'!'RXGE 
LIST  OF  APPLICATIONS  FOR  AID  APPROVED  IN 1981 
Land  Kategori  Ansvarlig myndighed 
Land  Kategorie  Trager 
country  Category.  Responsible bodies 
Pays  Categorie  organismes responsables 
Paese  Categoria  Organismi respansabiliti 
Land  Categorie  Verantwoordelijke instelling 
1  2  3 
gennemf¢relses-












LISTE  DES  DEMANDES  DE  CONCOURS  AGREEES  EN  1981 
ELENCO  DElLE  RICHIESTE  DI  CONI'RIBUI'O  NEL  1981 
LIJST  VAN  DE  IN  1981 GOEDGEKEURDE  AANVRAGEN 
Antal  Kommissionens  tilskud 
personer 
Anzahl der  Zuschuss von der Kommission 
Arbeitneh- genehmigt 
mer 
Number  of  Assistance of the Commission 
workers 
Effectifs  Concours  agree  par la 
con  cernes  Commission 
Numero  di  Contribute concesso dalla 
effectivi  Commissione 
Aantal- Door de commissie toegekende 
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l  A~TSKOMMU~EA  OG  KOM~U~ERNE  1  A,TER~E  31.1Zo81 
I  I 
I:  I  U~OERylSNl,GSMlhlSTERIET  SA~T  FY~S  AMTSCO~~UNE  0~  01.01t81-l 
;  (0~~UhER  l~DEN  fOR  fYNS  AMTSKOM~UNE  31.1.:.91 
.~ I  U~DERYlSNl~GSIIIhlSTEAlET  SAMT  (0M~U~ER OG  AMTSKOIIMUNEQ  01.01t81-,  I  ,,.,h!1 
II  AR9EJDSII1Nl$T£Al~T  FOA  ~OMMU~EA  OG  AMTS(O~MUNER  01.~1.81•j' 
31.12.91 
,  '  ,~  AR9EJDSM1NlSTERl~T  FOR  KOII~UNER  OG  AMTS~O~~UNER  01;01~~1-1 
3  .1.:.~1 















,.  i1  AR9EJDS~l~ISTERlET  SA~T  STATE~•  AARHUS  OS  STORSTROE~s  01.01,81•!  2.850. 
I  A'IT$1tDM"'U~£A  OG  w;O'l'l\l>jfA~E  1  A·~TER"'E  .  31.12.911  I 
I  I  I 
zs.2;;,574•0 















'I  i U~OERVlSNI~GSMINISTE~!ET  (~OM~UNEP)  o01.~1.81· 1  2o7bOI  1.380.000•0 
!.  .  131.Ho91j  .  •  ! 
·-·-·----------------------~-~-·-----------------------··-··--·------------------------·-------------------------····-- --·-· 

















U~DERVIS~J~~SMJ~JSTEA1ET(K0E9EN~AVNS  KO~~UNE) 
~l,JSTERI£T  FOR  G~O~~LA~D  (GROENLA~DS  HJE~MESTYRE) 
,l~ISTE~IET  FO~  GPOE~LAND 
U~DtRVl5hi~G5Ml~l5TtRl£T 
01REKT0AATET  FCa  ER~VERVSUOOA~~!LSEANE 
U~OfAYlS~l~GSMlhlST~qiET  · 
DlREKT0RAT£T  FOR  EAHVEAVSUDDA~NELSERNE 
l~STlTUTlO~  K~UO  RAS~IISSEN  HOEJSKOLE~  "DL!TEI~SBORG, 
GqOE~LANO 
!~~t~l~~~O~  SULlSARTUT  MOEJS~0Ll4T•  JULJA~E"AB; 
ARd£J0S"l~l$TERlET•OIAE~TO•ATET  fOR 
ARBEJOS~AR~EDSUOOA~~ELSER"E 
Aq9EJOS"l~lSTERltT•DI•EKTOAATET  fOR 
AR9EJDS~A~KEDSu~o·~~ELsE•NE 
. 31.12.81 
.  I 













01. o1  ~.·a, -I  , 1.,,  .IJ, I 
01.:>1.81-1 
31.0S.IJ11 

































I  !  •  1  2  .s 
.  ---~-------------------------------------------------------- ---------,----------~------------------------------------------, 
!  lDAY~A  PROSTASIAS  TYFLO~ yOqEJOY  ELLADOs  •0  MLIOS"  01.101 80• 1
1 
30,.  7.197,350•0  I  30o0¥o81 
I  .  - I 
·~  I  YPOYAGElO  ETHNlll.l$  PAIDEIAS  I(A!  THAISKEY'!ATON  15.09~81•1  601  1.65!).000•0 
j  1So1.0:o51 
1  l  .  I  '' I YPOYRGElO'l  (QI~Oidlo.O"  yDUESl01t  1S.09o81•1  265 1  35e8l3.62S•J  !I 
I  15.06.84  31.322.175•0  ~7 
I  I  i  I  u.s~ o:l:l5•,JI 
j  YPJYRGEIO  E~PORI~IS  NAVTILJAS  110!J1.81• 1 I  1o20J  10o58Q,946•J  I 
,  2)e10o51 
I  I .  !  I  , :  l  SELETE  ttPoo  o1.o1.81·1  t.oo!  c.9.ooo.oOO•:l  1 
,  31 .12. 81,  I  i 
I  •  I  . 




1  1  .  I  I  .  ,:  I  S~OLI  T0YR1$TJKON  EPAGfL'!ATON  01.01t81•j  940  52o537,000•:l  I! 
;  I  31.1.:.~1. 
I
I  .EO~I'IU  01 ,J1.81.II  100  4,922,500•::1 
31.12.81 
j  I  I  1 ELLl~'~I"O  I(E~TAO  PAUGOGJI(ornos  NPoo  01.')1.81-1  so!  9.7,i,9:JO•O  1  .  s1.12.a1  !  I 
I  I  I  .  I 
,; 
1
1  Oo4oEoDo•NO'IIKO  PROSOPO  Dl~Os!ON  Dlii:AlOy  01o07o81•j  7o0JO  82oZ93,750•J  j 
3J.06.~2.  i 
!  I  I 
I  '  •:  j  YPOYRGEIO  1(011'101'11KON  YPlqEslO~  01.:>9.61•1  1oSZ4  ~5.296.366•0  i 
.  31.06.~4  91.1Z'·Z32•l  3 
~ 48 ••  •  I  I  10  H  .....  1•::11. 




92,172.234•0  . 
31o08o84  95o910o972•0  .,~  7  I 
I  ,,  ...  ~-o~ •J 
!  I  .  .  •=  1 ~~GA~'~lS"IlS  SlDl~llo~o"o"  ELI.ADOS  A.e.(O.s.e>  01.:>7.!11-1  6:l:> 1  64.1lO.OOO•O  1 
1  3:lo06o!Z  i 
.. I ORGANISIOO$  Tli.EPIKOI~O~IO~ EI.ADO$  A,E.  01.07t81-!  1·:l'O  6.256.250•0  I 
31o1,o81  1 
01.:>7.81-1  100  6.050.000•0  II 
3::1.06.!2 I  I  I 
01.!)7,81· 1
1 






i1S.o7.81·j  30,.  4,2J5,000•0  I 
3'1.06.82;  I  I 
I  I  !  I 
'I  !  v~>ov~~>uo  erHrd .. ls  PAio:IAs  qt  r~<~ts~~:e;.~uo~  1o1.,8.e1-i  1o,.  16.oJs.2so.o  1  I  I  l:Jo06o~?!  i  j 
--------·--····-----------~--------~---------~····~---------·------------------------------~-----·-··------------------·------
E 
H  YPOYRGEIO  ET~~JI(l$  PAIDEIA$  KAl  THRISKEY~ATON 
Jt  YPOYRGEIO  ETH~lll:lS  PAIOEIAS  KAI  THRISCEy~ATON 





~  l  '  4  I  s  ---------------;··---·-----2·----------;··'  ·-:·l,.-~::::;::~:-::~:::~:~:~:-~~~:~~;-~~:;:;:;·--------------,,;~:~;:~::j--------;;/-------;:;;;:;;;:;------------------------1 
15.07.~1  I 
Jr  I  DS9E£  101.:11.81-l  2so  16.soo.ooo.o 
1  31  ,12.~1~ 
·r I  e.o.~.M.E,x.  ·o1.o1.81~l·  zool  8,368.800•0 
I  31,12.911 
·f  II  O~GAklSMOS  T"~EPI~OI~O~lON  ELL~DOS(OTE)  101.~7.81-1 
1
31.12.911 
•r I  O~GANISMOS  THLEPl~OlNO~lO~  ELL~DOStOTEl  01,J~·81-1 
I  31.12.91j 
·c  .  YPOY~GEIO  E~PO~I~HS  ~AYTlL,_S  1
1
1,,01.81·1 
1  2s.1o.9,1 
I  '  '  ·• I  YPOYRG£10  E•PO~I~"S  hAYTl~lAS  01.01.81-
31.12.~1, 
·  • l YPOVRGElO  GEO~GI4S  01,~1.81-~~ 
I 
31o12.A1 
·:  l  YPOYAGEIO  GEO~GIAS  lo1.01.81•l 
l  31.12.~1,  .. 
...  ~ 
• < 
,( 
.  : 
..  =. 
H 
.;  ~ 
YPOYRGEIO  GEORGIA$  lo1,J1 181• 
!  31.1.:.!111 
YP0YRGE10  GEORGIA$  ~~01.~1,81• 
31,12.911 
YPOYRGEio  er~~~~"s PAJoeJAs  ~·~  THRwsKE¥••ro~  c1.,1,8,.l' 
I 
]1,1Co!1 
yPOYRGElO  ET"~l~HS PAIDEIAS  KAl  T"RHSKEV~ATON  01,:)1.81•1 
31.1lo81 
ELL~Nl~H ETAlRElA  EPlCHElAHSlA~O~  EREVNO~  (EE£E) 
ELLH~lKH ETAl•ElA  Dl01KNSE0S  EPlCNEIRHSEO~ CE,EoDoEo) 
DH~OSlA  E~lCHElqHSH  HLEKTRlS~OY  CDoEoMo) 





Z40  2,860.000•~ 
sea  4.468.750•0 
,,zoo  67.005.931•0 
2.300  zo.Bo4.786•0 
140  4.327,400•0 
,,,  4ol27.400•0 
1'  759.000;0 
160  z.zoo.ooo.o 
HoOJO  ~9.loo.ooo.o 
56.~00  :!;s.7oo.ooO•O 
H:!  1.  885. 680; 0 
19:1  4o476.562•0 
64  ;1.6]9.650•0 
s.69o.ooo.o  lo,.o,!81•  246. 
31.H.~,,  I  . 
ORGANISMOS  APASC"OLSEos  ERGATIKOY  ovNA~I~OY  co.~.e.o.l  101.01.81-!  6001  77.009.511•0  I 
0RGA~l$~0S LlMENOS  PElRAlOS  (O,LoP,) 
q  .  3,. 12. !1 I  . 





~  I  ]  I  4  I  5  ,------------------------------------------· 
~~:·!,:-~;;::;;::~·:::~;:~~:;;~:-;;~:;;:~~-~~:::;:~:-;~:::;:~:;  ~~:;~:;~:,-------;;;  ----·-;;::;;:~~;:;·----·----~-----------~--! 
31oUo81. 
•c  l  ORGA~lS~OS  THLEPI~OINO~lON  ELLADOS  COoToE.)  01o01o81•1  4]
1
1  1o618o07~•0 
llo06o81 
.  I  OAGA~l$"05  THLEPIKOl~O~lON ELL4DOS  CO.T.E.)  lo1.J1o81•!  255l  ;1.615.747•0 
.  •  lJ.06.~1, 
•o  1 1
1  ELLH~I~O Kf"TAO  PARAG~GlKOTHTOS  (EL.KEoD4 0 )  101.0~.19·,  251 
.  31.12.81 
-:  1
1 
fLLHNlKO  ~E~TAO  PAAAGOGIKOTHTOS  (ELoKEo~A.)  1 01.~1181•1  ,.,,.8]1 
I  ·: I  ELL141Hit0  KE'ITAC  PUAG.:llilKOTHTOS  <ELoltE 0 PA 0 )  01o:l1t81•'j  ,.,,.8) 
•t  1 ELL"NIKO  KE'ITAO  PARAGOGIKOTHTOS  (ELoKE.PAo)  101.01.81•1 
I  31o1Zo81'l 
•" 
1
1 ELLHNIKO  ~E~TRO PAAAG0Gtrt0THTOS  CEL.KE.P&.)  1o1.J1o81• 
•  31o1Zo83 
1  I  I 
!  EI..I.H"IKO  ll:hTRO  P4RAGOG1KOTHT05  (£LoKEoPAo)  !:l1o:l1t81·1  l  I  ]1o1~o!ll 
•:  j  fi.LHNIKO  KE~TAO  PA~AGOGIKOTHTOS  (ELoKEoPA 0 )  101.:11t81•j 
1  l1o1~o~l 
I  I 
•<  !  ELLH~lKO  KE~TRO PAAAG,GlrtOTHTOS  (ELoKEo~>Ao)  I01.01.81•j 
I  I  31o12o!1
1 
·•  I,  ELI.HNlltO  ltE'ITRO  PARAGOGlKOTHTOS  (EL.KE.PA.)  01.01t81-,. 
31o1h!1 
I  I  ·• I  OAGA~lSHO$  SlDlROD~OHO~  ELLAOOS  co.s.£.)  02.01o81- l  19o12o!1 
•<  r'  )~GANISHO$  SlDlAOOAOMO'I  EI.LADOS  <O.SoEo)  r'01o:l1t81• 
]1o1h81. 
•c  I'  ORG&~Js~os  slDlRO~~o"o~  ELLADOS  <o,s.E.>  01t~1t81~1 
1'1o1il:o81 
.  I 
~t 
1
,  ORGA~l$~05  SlDl-ODRO~ON  ELLADOS  CO.SoEo)  01~01 1 81•1  I  1'1o1lo~1 
I  I  -
•:  !  l~SA~lS~OS  T~LEPlCLl~O'IlON  ELL•DOS  (0  T  E)  ~,~1.~7.81·!  110! 
I  31.12.~11  I 














1.899.333•0  1o514o3l3•0 1.514,]]3•J 
1o07t..3ll•:l  1ol74,:J33•0 
791!.000•0 
792.:100•0 




















•:  !  HGANISI'IOS  T~LEPI~OliiO"'lON  ELI..A~OS  (0  T  E)  !0~.17o81•!  316'' 
1  I  31.12.~1 1 
••••~------·--------------~----··------·~~------~---·--------------~---!----------·-------------·--····M···----------··~·-----
1::; 





2  I  3  4  5  ~---··········•••••••••••······••••·-·•••••1 
··--1-------------------------------------------~------------ -----~---1---------- ---------------
2 -----------~-----------!·-1 





·- SC~OLM  TOYAISTIKO~  EPAGEL~ATON  ($  T  £)  16o10o81·',  350  4oZSOo81Z•O  I  i  OA~ANIS~O$  APASCHOLHSEDS  £RGATI~OY  DY~A~t~Oy  (0  A E  D)  31.12.~1 
.~  , 1
~  scHOLH  rovRISTIKON  EPAGELMATO~  cs  ,  El  16.10181·1  210  z.sso.487•0  I 
DR;AhiSHO$  APASCH~LHSEOS  EAGAT1(0Y  DYNAHI(DY  (0  A E  D)  l1o1to81 
·l I  ELL~~I(H  ETAIAEIA  EPIC~EIR~SIA(O~  EREYNO~  (£  E  e  E)  .01.07.8~-1  100  1o047.600•0  I 
I 
,1.12.~1 1  1 
I  .  I 
•<  !  ORGA!!1SHI)S  SIOHAODkO'IO~  ELLAOOS  (O  s  E)  17.:!~.81-l  16  426.250•0  I 
I  17.10.81 I  I 
I  I  I  i  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I  I 
I  I  .  .  .  I 
I 
I  .  I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I 
I 
I  . 
I  I 
I  I 




















·'o  1  'll~ISTERE  DU  TRAv•IL(CELLULE  FSE>  01.01.81•1  1161  948.7SS•O  I 
POUR  DEUX  ORG~~~S~£5 PUGLICS  ~d.OZo82  12.245•0  ! 
""  1
1
.•1llf1STERE  ou  u•vuL  (CELLuLE  FSE)  01 1 01 1 81-~  39·  257.712•0  I 
~>OUR  DEUX  O~GA~IS'1ES  PRIVEs  J,,Ot.!IZ  .1  10e288•~  ~ 
I  I  l 
I  S'ICF  01.01.81-,  211  88,001•0  I 
I  31  .12~81  I 
I  .  I  I  I 
l o  ~I'IISTERE  DE  L1 AGQltULTURE  DOUR  LUI  ~E'IE.ET  D'AUTRE~  (01.01.81·1  1o08~ll  10o43~,000•0  i 
o  ~~~ISTEREs  Ou  ORGA~ISMES  PUBLICS  31.12.81.  .  ! 
I  I  I  .  .  I 
.~  I ,l~IST~RE  Du  TQAvAIL  ET  DE  LA  P•RTICIPATIO~  01.01.81•  36~  2.654.720•0  1  I CELLuLE  Fse  POUR  J~  e~se~aLE  D'ORGA"~IS~Es  PUBLICS  31.12·81  o 
.  .  I  ! 
"  • 1  ~l'llSTERE  ou  n•vAIL  tr  DE  L•  PARTltlPATIO'I  01,04.81·1  7Sj  476,000•0  1  I  CELLuLE  FSE  POuR  Uh  E~SEMSLE  D
1 0RGA'IIS~ES  PUBLICS  31.03.82
1 
!  .  o 
•t l  ~l'llST~RE  Ou  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  L•  PARTICIPATIO~  01.~1~81•1  277  2.441,805•0  ~~ 
CELLULE  F$[  PCuR  U~  E~SE~~LE  D 1 0RGAN1S~ES  PRlVES  31,1to81 
·~  I  "l'llSTERE  DU  TAAVAlL  ET  DE  LA  PAQTlCIP•TIO~  0·1.:>4 1 81·1  75  824.441•:>  ·1
1 
0  CE~LULE  FS£  POUR  u~  E~sE~9LE  o•OAG~~~s~es  PRlves  I 31.0J.g2 
''- ,I  ~I'IISTERE  ou  TqAvUL  ET  oe  L- PAHltlP-TJO"  lo1.:>1.81·jl  9921  1.101,16Z•O  I 
1  CELLULE  FSE  P~u~  ~~  Ek~E•9LE  D'ORGA'lSMES  PRiwes  l  31.12.R1  I  o 
·~ I  ~~~ISTERE  ou  T~AVAI~  ET  DE  LA  DARTICIPATl~"·CELLULE  ou  130.11.81-1  151  177.125•0  • 
i  :e~~~  SOCIAL  EUR~PE  N  POUR  U'l  ORGA~IS~E  P~8LlC.~HONE•  2S.05o8ZI 
·~  I,  ,I~ISTERE  0~  TRAVAI~  ET  DE  LA  PARTlCIP.TIO~·  CELLULE  1101.09.S1-,  147  33&.000•0 
0  FSE  POuR  u~  EhScNdLE  o•oRGANts~es  PRivEs.  RMO~E-ALPes.  os.os.~z  I 
•e  ~~  ~~~lSTERE  Du  rq&MAI~  Er  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~.CELLU~E  ou  101.07,81•!  12~, 
FO~O$  SOCIAL  EUMOPEE"  POUR  U~  E"SEM9LE  D•ORGA,IS•ES  o  3~.06.~2~ 
PUBLICS.  ILE·D~·fRAhCE.  I  . 
••  1 
~~~ISTERE ou  TRAv~lL  er· oe  LA  P•RTICIP•rlo~.CeLLULE  ou  I01.o7.81•j  1051 
FSE  POUR  U1  E~SEM9LE  0 1 0AGANIS~ES  PUBLICS,  SUO·E~To  30.06o82 




1'  1 Fse  POUR  u~  EhSE~aLE  o•o~GA~lS~fS PuBLics.  EST·CE"TR£.  30.06.82 
·~  I,  ~~~lSTER£  DU  TRA~AIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATlO~oCELL~LE  DU  01.07.81·1,  21~0 
1  FSE  POUR  u~  E~SEMbLE  D'ORG~,Is~Es PUBLics.ouesr  ET  ,o,o  3J.06.92o  I 
'  I  FE  ,
1 
~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~oCELLULE  011  01.10.81•1  1861 
FSE  POUR  U~  EhSEMBLE  0 10RGA'Il$"1ES  PUBLICS  l0.09o82  I 
o  o  I 









'~  1 1  ~~~IST~RE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  ~A  ~~AT1Cl~ATIONoCE~LULE  OU  01,J7,81•i  7Sl  416,597•0 














't< !  ~I~ISTE~E  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPAri~~.CELLULE  DE  01.07,81•1  78 1 1  626,99~•0 
1 
FSE  POUR  u~  EkSEH&LE  o•ORGA~ls~es  PRIVEs,  EST•CE~TRe,  3J.o6.821  1 
>i  1 1
1 
~~~iSTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPAr!ON,CELLULE  OU  01.07,81•  871  502.000•0 
FSE  P~UA  U~  EP•SE~bLE  D'ORGA~ISHES  PRIVES,OUEST  ET  ~OQD,  3J,06.~2~ 
~~  I FO~Ds  D'Ass.oe  fOAH,OEs  TRAVAIL~E~RS  INTELLECTuELS  POUR  01.o1.81·!  115!  125.000•0 
ll LES  SALARIES  POUR  LE  CENTRE  DIA  DE  PAR  LE  TRAVAIL  POuq  31,12,81 
1  ~-~DIC&PEs  ou  KKE~ELI~ aiCETR£  FAFTlsl  I  · 
··~  !  ~~~ISTe~E  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATI~N  01.01.81·' 
I
'  CELLuLE  FSi .POuR  u~  OR6ANIS~E  PRIVE  CGIRPE~>  I  31.12,811 
~~  ~I~ISTERE  Ou  TRAvAIL  ET  DE  A  PA~TICIPATION  01,01o81•  I CELLuLE  FSE  POuR  Uh  E~SE~BLk  D 1 0RGA~ISH[S  PUBLICS  31,12,81 
I  ..  I 












~I,ISTE~E  OU  T~-v&IL  ET  OE  ~A  P-KTICIPATIO~ 
CELLu~£  FS£  POuR  U~  £~SEMBLE  D'ORGANISMES  PUSL!CS 
~~~ISTEAE  Ou  TA&vAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~ 
CELLULE  FSE  POUR  U~  EkSE~aLE  D 1 0RG~~li•Es  PAIVES 
~l~lSTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~ 
CELLULE  FSE  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  0 1 0RGA~IS~ES  PRIVES 
OFFICE  ~ATIONAL  DES  A~CIE~S  COM9ATTA~TS 
SECRETARIAT  GEhEAAL  DE  LA  fORMATIO~  PROFESSION~E~LE 
~~~ISTER£  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~ 
~I~ISTEAE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PART!CIPATIO~ 
60  146.000•0 







~  I  l  I  4  I  5 
1 ,---···-··--···--!~~~£~!!----····----···-·· 
----1--··---------------~------------------------------------ --···----~---------- ---------------2-----------~---·-------!--
,, 1 ~~~ISTERE  DU  TqAVAlL•CELLULE  ou  FS£  POUR  uN  ORGANIS~e  l'01.01fo1•1  2o1471  6o490,2l1•0 
j·  PIIIW£~  .  .  31.1  o81 
I  .  .  .  .  , 
'' 'j  ~~~BISTEAE  DU  TRAV.\lL  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  DES  ORGA~IS~E~  101o01o81•  1,437•  3o932,021•0 
PU  LHS  .  31.1Z.~1  I 
Ji  I,  ~~~lsTER£ ou  TRAvAlL  ·cet.LULE  FSE  POUR  oes  ORGA~IS~Ei  jo1.01.81- 2.147! 
! 
I 
PU!ILICS  .  •  31.1.:.811  ! 
I 
.  I 
'll.,.ISTEAE  Du·  TAlV.\IL  01.01o81•  b~,i 
31o12o91 
lo1.01~s,-1  152 
,,.12.81
1  I 
01.!)1.81-,  7.747 
]1o141:o51  I 
01.01.81·1'  13o!)OO 
31o10:o91  I 
01.01.81·'  1.280 
11.12.a11  I 
) . 
~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  H 
J i  'IJ~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL 
'f  'll~lSTERE  Ou  TRAvAIL 
Jf  ~l,lSTERE  OU  TAAVAIL 





"'  I '"" 




l1o10:o81  I 
JO  I SG'I' 
I  .. I  SGFP 




J E  I  DEI.EGHION  A LA  FOAII.\TlON  PIIOFESS10Nij£LLE  01 ,!)9o81•  I  ]!).06.92 
l.  I 
JE I  ~~~ISTERE  DU  TAAV.\lLoCELI.ULE  fSE  POUR  DES  ORG.\~IS~E~  01.10.81•1  PU9LICS  30o0'olo82 
Ji  I  ~~~ISTERE  DU  TA.\VAIL.CELLUL£  fSE  POUII  DES  OIIGA~lS~E~  01.07.81• 






I  .  .  . 
Jt  1 ~~~1STEAE ou  TAAvAILoCELLULE  fSE  POuR  oes  OAGA~lS~Es  115.09•81-~  20I·  ,  PUSt.lCS  14o0'oloA2 












162. 719· 0 
23.774•0 
20],505•0 
2.710•0  JE  i!  ~~~lSTERE  Ou  TR4VAIL.CELLULE  FSE  ~OUR  DES  ORGA~IS~Es 
1
01.07.81•  4i 
~u3LICS  ·  3J.O!Io92.  I 
.  1  Jt  1
1 
~I~ISTERE  OU  TAAVAIL,CELLULE  FSE  POUR  DES  0AG4~1S~E~  ~~01.07.81-1  260! 
I  .  PII~LlCS  30.06oR2 
















4  I  s  j·---------------!!!~:~!!  .................  . 
>  I  3  .  i 
~~~~;~;::l·------:~~~-------:~;~:~;~!:~---------~-----------~-- ~---1·--·----·-------------------------------------·---------
J".  !  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAILoCELLULE  FSE  POUR  DES  ORGANIS~Es 
PJiLlCS  I 
i 
I 
,,  !  ~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAILoCELLUL£  FSE  POU~  DEs  ORGANIS~E$ 
30.07.921 
o1.o9.&1-'l  2101  2.11z.o5o,o  I 
I 
PUBLICS  .  10.08.~2 




~~~ISTE~E  DU  T~A~AILoCELLULE  DU  fSE  POU~  U~  O~GANISME 
P~IV£ 
~l"ilSTERE  DU  TAAVAILoCELLULE  DU  fSE  POUR  UN  ORGANIS~E 
~qlvE 
01.07.81-1  4,  47.124·0  1 
-30,06.S2I 
01.07.81-'  2601  699.800·'  1  I 
I 
,,  f  ~~~ISTE~E  DU  T~-~AIL 
3().06.8,1  I 
.a1.o1.81-l  25.58o  76.74o.ooo;o  ! 
11.u.~1l  1 
01.01.81·!  34.445  ,,,.,,7.299·0  'I 
31o1lo81 
01,01.81•1  1o20l  ]o960.000•0 
1 
31o1ZoHj 
~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PART!CIPATIO~  101.0~.81-!  8331  12.164.755•0  I 
CiLLuLE  FsE  POuR  E"SE!IBLE  O~GA~IS"ES  PUBLICS  11.12.~1!  I 
I  I  ~I~ISTE~E  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  p&qTIC!PATJO~  01.01.91-1  205  245.025•]  I  j  CELLULE  fSE  POuR  er•se-~<~LE  oqG4'~~1S~Es  PU9UCS  11.12.~11  I 
•I  !  ~~~ISTERE  DU  TUVAIL  ET  DE  LA  p&qTICli•AtlON  01,01-81•1  8,252  25o051o460•0  ! CELLUL£  fSE  POUR  E!ISE'48LE  ORGlNlS'!ES  P'll\1-£5  11 ~,12.S11  I 
I  J  'll"ilSTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  p•qTI(!PArl,'l  01.~L81•.  3~  150o81il•O  !  l  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  £r,SE'IiiLE  0RG4~15"ES  PAlvES  31,01.~21  I  ,. 
I '11~1SHRE  DU  TRA~•IL  ET  OE  LA  PHTIC!PArJ~Pl  01.01.81-!  405.  796.840•0  ! 'ELLuLE  fSE  POuR  E~SE'IiiLE  ORG1 .. 1S"B  PA!ves  31.12.911  I·  1 
I  ! ~I'USTUE  DU  TUVAJL  ET  DE  L'  PUTICIPATI:IN  01 .~7.81-1  47  77.026•0  II 
• 1  CELL~~E  FO~DS  SOC~  L  EUAOPE£~  ll.06o82J 
,  •:I~A  E~SE~ii~E  O~G  r,Js~ES  PU~LICS 
·:  ! '1I'IISTERE  ou  TUVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATI:llll  01.07.81-1  19  122.825·0  II  1 CELLuLE  fO'IDS  SOCIAL  ~IIAOPH'•  J0.06o821 
I  P~ua  E"SE~9LE  ORG~!il$'1£5  PU&LlCS  . 
!  '1l"iiSTERE  DU  TUVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PlRTlCIPATI:lN  01,07,81•  84  149.041•0  ,
1 
I  CELLULE  FOr,os  SOCIA~  EUAOPEEIII  lOo06.92' 
1  ·~JR  E~SE,~LE  ORGAhlS~ES  PU&LICS  .  I 
.,  I  ~I'IISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  I.A  P•AT!CIPATIO~  01.07.81•  13.  40.400•0  I 
!  CELLu\,E  FO~Ds  soCIAL  F.IIROPEE-.  30.06.~21  I  1  P~J~  c~SE~~LE  0AG4NIS~~s  Pu~LICS  -
!  ~1·nsTERE  DU  TU~'IL- ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~  01.07,81·~  66,  165,918•0 
1
! 
!  CoLL•J~f  f..;·,~s  SvtlAL  EotOOPH'•  l:l,06o~?~  ,,  1  ~lJ~  er,sE~iiL£  o·~~GA~ts~fs  PAI~Es 
J'  ~l~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL 
,;  ~l~lSTEAE  DU  TRAVAIL 
·1  i  ~~~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAil.  ET  DE  LA  P•ATICIPATI~N  01,~7.81•,  241  107o5Z5•0  1
1 
!  CELLULE  fO,OS  SOCIAL  EuROPE£~  3Q,06,P21 






,  __ :_ 
-----,-----------------------~--~------------------------------,---------i·---------~----------------;;;;i~i;·-----------------i 
2  1  4  I  s  !---------------------··------------------- ~~~-,~·:;~;;~;~;-;:·;~:~:;~.·;;·:;-~:·:~~~;~;;:~;~:--·---------j~~:~;:~~:l,-------;~;l,--------·;;:::;!:~---------~-----------~--,1 
CEL~ULE  Fo~os  SOCIAL  EUROPEEN  I  30.06.!2 
.  II,)IJA  E~SE'!SLE  0 10AGANIS'1t5  PRIVU  I  I 
'·1  'II~ISTE~E  DU  TRAvAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO'I  01.~7.81-~  sol  194,445•0 
c~~LuLE  FO'~)S  sociAL  euRoPee~  3o.o6.S2  I 
11 ~J~  £~SE~6LE  0 10AGANISNES  PRIVES  I 
•r  I  '1l~ISI£q£· 0~  TRAvAIL  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  U~  ENSE~BLE  01,J1.81·1  4251
1 
7o091,035•0 
D'~RG  hiS~£$  PUijLICS  31.12.~1. 














D'.:lA&A~IS~ES  PU~LICS  ·  31.12oR1 
'!l~ISTE'E  0~  TRAvAIL  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  U~  ENSE•3LE  01.01.81·1  1o329l 
D'ORGANI$'1£$  PRIVES  31.12.81 
--~I,ISTE~E  0£  L'I~DUST~IE 
~~~ISI£RE  Du  T•AYAlL•CELLULE  FSE  POUR  E~SE~BLE 
~qGA~  SMES  PUBLICS 
~A;l~Ii~~SD~U~~t~~IL·CELLUL£  FSE  POUR  E~SE~BLE 
~I~IST£q£  DU  TQlvAIL•CELLULE  FSE 
POJR  E~SE'1~LE  o•o~GANIS~£5  PRIVES 




SECRETARIAT  0 1 ETAT  AUX  OO~·TO~ 
~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATI~,  POUR  U~ 
E~SE"BLE  D'OAGANIS"ES  PUBLICS 
~l,lSTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  POUR  SECRETARIAT  D1 £TAT  AUX 
DO'I•TO" 
~l,ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  POUR  DIVERS  OQGANIS~£5  PU9LlCS 
'!l,ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  POUR  S1CA•ASS09AG 


























11 .12.a1 I 
1
01o01~81•!'  1o50~· 
l1o1lo!l1
1  I 
1
01,01r81•1  9o0551  31o1Coll1 
01.01.81•  3641 
31.12.81.  I 
01.01181-11  1.3641 
31.1c.B1 
01.01 181-l  1.1821 
_  31.1c.ll1 
I  I  I 
101,01 1 81•!  1o425
1
i 
!  31.12.!1! 
I  I 















3oJ41,280•0  .  .  I .l1. 12. !\1.  I 






1  2  I  3  4  5  ! --·······---------······---··········-----! 
----l----1-------------------------------------------------------- ---------1----------i--------------- 2 -----------~-----------~--! 
F  I  RE 
1
,  ~~~1sreqe  DU  rqAvAIL  er  DE  LA  PARtiCIPAri~N  POuR  UN  lo1.o1.81-l  4.075!  ?5.319.159·0  ! 
1  E~SE~oi.E  D'ORGA~ISMES  PUBLICS  31.1Z.811  !  1 
I RE  ,I115TERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  POUR  01o01o81•~  1o8lJ~~  13o799.705•0  I  I  L'AFPA  ET  L£  SGFP  lt.1Z.~11 
I 
~E  ~I~ISTEAE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  POUR  01.01.81-f  1.870!  3.988.171•0  ! 
\J'I  ErcsE~BLE  D'ORGAr.ISMES  PRivES  31.12.81j  i  1 
I  I  i  I  I  I  ~E  •  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  POUR  LE  !01.01.81•''  1.9~sl 1  26o095.265•0  1  '  j  SEC~tT4qUT D'ETAT  AU(  OOM  ET  POUR  LE  SGFP  131o1Zo~1  I  1 
I  I  ME  I ~~~ISTEPE  o~  TRAyAIL  er  oe  LA  PARTICIPAriON  Pouq  UN  01.a1.S1-I  6211  4.672.634•0  l 
I 
I  I 
E'.5t~·~c  D'OAGA~IS·-es  Pu!ILIC5•CC  Dt  FORr-oE·FA&NCE•  31.12.B11  1  I 
,,  •  .  C,.I•~-H  DE  'IETIEQS•CHA.,RRE  0 1 AGRICULTUqE  j 
I .  ·I  R  E  .,  ''II ·q  S T  E  H  0 U  T  Q AvAIL  E  T  DE  LA  PAR T1 C  I PAT I 0 N  01 , 01 , 81 •  4 21 1
1 
5o 01 5 • 1 3 9 • 0  I 
1  CfLLvLE  FSE  P~uR  u~  e~se~BLE  0 1 0RGA~IS~E5  PRIVES  31.12.'11  1 
•  '  I  I  I 
I
;  I  RE  •  HPA  01.01.81-1  1.H:Ji  9.147.600•0 
1  11.12.e11  1  1 
! 
f  Rf.  .H'P  01 .01,81-l  ol  5o445.000•0  1
1  1  31.12.~1!  I 
I  I  R£  I  H•A  101,~1.31•1  1oJHI  i4o094o542•0  I 
I  I  I  I'  31~1l.P11  !  I 
I
I  l  RE  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  PARTICIPATIO~  ~OUR  UN  01.01.81-l  34JI  ;0.626o3l2•0  !  I  E'ISE~BLE  D'O~GANI$1'1$  PUBLICS  31.12.~11  '  I 
i RE  ~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  POUR  U~  01.01 181•i  49)1  2o916.482•0  ! 
I 
e  .. se .... LE  D'ORGANIS"~Es  PlltvEs  31.1,,111•  1  1 
I  I  I  .  . 
I  I  ~~  I'  ~~~ISTERE  ou  TRAVAIL  ET  oe  LA  PARTICIPATION  PouR  UN  01.01.a1- 1.97J!  12.918.677,0  I  I  E••sE';!oLE  D 1 0AGAPolS~·ES  PUVES  31.12.~11  I  I 
l  RE  I '<I .. ISTER£  ou  TRAVAIL  eT  DE  LA  PARTlCIPArio~  POuR  u~  01.b1.e1-l  313  1·262.328•0  !  l  .E~SE'I!ILE  D10RGA"lS"E5  PRIYES  31 .1i!.81 1  I 
! icE  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO"~  POUR  U~  01,01 181.1  61 1  72.500•0  i  .  I  E'tSE~iii.E  0
10RGANIS'IES  PRIVES  31.1.:.1111  I  I 
I  AE  I  ~I'~ISTEAE  ou  TRAvAIL  er  oe  LA  PAATICIPArtoN  POuR  u~  01.01.81-!  144  2.9oo.ooo.o  II'  I  1  e~se~~LE  O'ORGANIS~es  PAives  11.12.~11 
I  I RE I  ~l'tiSTERE  ou  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PAATICIPATIO~ POUR  u~  01.~1.81-l  26,  1o164.942•0  'I 
I 
E't$E'ISLE  0 10AGANI$'1ES  PRIVES  31.12e811 
I  .  .  I 
f  AE  I  ,I1ISTERE  OU  TA•VAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  POuR  UN  01.01.~1-i  172  1.585.000•0  !  i  I  I  E'tSE .. ~LE  0
1 0'~G41clS"ES  PAlVES  .  31  ~12.~1 I  .  I 
I  I R£  I ,l,ISTERE  ou  TA6~AIL  ET  D•  LA  PAQt1CfPAT!O~  101.)1.81-1  1.08J  10.799.655•0  ', 
I  ~  !  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  ~~  E~SE•~LE  0
1 0QGAic  S~ES  PUBLICS  I  31.12.~1~ 
--------··~~----·------·----·-~-~-----~-----··--------------~·--------------------~------~-----·-----------------------------------·-
1-'  w 
·o -----~-----········------------------------~-·-----------------------·-··----·------------------------------------------------------ 1 I 2  3  ·  ,  I  5  ----------------!!!!5~!!  __________________ , 
-·-· ---· ·····--·-··--------------------------------------------- --------- -----··--- _______________ ! ...........  ! ...........  ~--, 
'  1  ~e  ~l<tlSTEAE  ou  TRAVAIL  n  DE  LA  PARTICIPATioN  o1.o1.81•l'  144  2.29t..080•0  1 
CELLU~E  FSE  POUR  UN  E~SE~BLE  D 1 0AGAN1S~ES  PUBLICS  31o1ZoA1 
.  I  I 
'll'tlSTEH  DU  T~AVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PUT!CIPATIO~  01 o01 o81·1  75  506,500•0  AE 
CELLULE  FsE  POUR  UN  ENSEMBLE  D 1 0RGANIS~ES  PUBLICS  31o1Zo81 
H  'll'tiSTEAE  DU  TR~VAIL  ET  0£  LA  PARTICIPAi!ON  01.01 181·  4891  i1,247,882•0 















'll~ISTE~E  DU  TRAVAIL  !T  DE  ~A  PA~TICIPATION 
CELLULE  FSE  POUR  U~  ENSE~BLE  0 1 0-GANIS~ES  PUBLICS 
·I~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  ·~RT!CIPAi!O~ 
CE~Lu~E  's£  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  0 1 0RGA~IS~es  PUBLICS 
•I,ISTER£  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATI~N 
CELLULE  FsE  POUR  U~  ENSE~BLE  D 1 0RGANIS~ES  PUBLICS 
'll,ISTERE  D~  T~lVAIL  ET  OE  ~4  PARTIC1°AT!O~ 
CELL~LE  FsE  POUR  UN  E~SE~8LE  o•ORGA~lS~ES  PUBLICS 
~i~ISTE~E  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATION 
CEL~ULE  FsE  POUR  UN  ENSE~BLE  0 1 0RGA~ISMES  PUBLICS 
•I~ISTERE  OU  T~AV~IL  ET  OE  ~l  PARTICIPATION 
CELLJLt  FSE  POUR  U~  E~SE~8LE  OIO~~A~IS~ES  PUB~!CS 
~~~ISTER£  OU  TPAV•IL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATI~~ 
CELLULE  FSE  PvUR  UN  E~SEM9LE  D 1 0RGA,IS~ES  PU9LICS 
~I~ISTERE  Du  T~AVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATION 
CELLULE  FsE  POUR  UN  E~SE~BLE  D'O~GA,ISMES  PUBLICS 
~l~ISTERE  OV  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PA~TlCIPATIO~ 




,I~ISTEtE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATION 
CE~~ULE  FSE  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  D1 0AGANISMES  PUBLICS 
~I~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION 
CELLULE  FsE  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  D'OAGANIS~ES  PUBLICS 
'II~ISTEqE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION 
CE~LULLE  FSE  POUR  UN  ENSE~BLE  D10AGANIS,ES  PRIVES 
~I~ISTEAE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATI~N 














31. 1 ".  81  . 
I 
1o1.o1 1 81·1  I 31. 1 ".51 I 
1
01.~1.81·1 
31 .12.  81  ! 
I 
i  01.01.  ~,-! 
.  31.12,  ~1 I 
',01.!)1,81-1 
31 .1 Z. ~1 I 
I 
1




























01.~1.81·  261· 
H  I  ~I~ISHRE  OV  TRAVllL  ET  OE  LA  PAR~HIPArt~N  101.:)1,81•;!  60•  I  CELLULLE  fSE  POUR  UN  ENSE~BLE  D'OqGANIS~ES  PAJvE~  31.12o81.  1 
































-:--1~:~- -:;::~~~:~-~:-~::::;~·::-~:-~:-:::;:;:::~:~:------------1~:~~::~:=,'·------:~;  ---------~:::;:;:~------------------------,, 1  I  CELLVLL_E  FSE  POUR  Ull  E~SEI'IBLE  0 10RGANIS'IES  PIUVES  31.1,.8,  I 
I HE  'll~lSTERE  Du  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01,D1o81-
1 
45·  148,500•0 
j  CELLU~LE  FS£  POUR  UN  ENSEI'IBLE  0 10RGANIS'IES  PRIVES  31,12.81 
~I,ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  L4  PARTICIPATION 
CELLULLE  fS£  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  D 1 0RGANIS~ES  PRIVES 
01.!)1.81-
31.12.81  j  H£ 
!  HE  !  ~~~ISTEqE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  loi,01,81•_ 
1  1 CELLULLE  'SE  POu~  u~  e~se~BLE  0 1 0RGAIIIS~Es  PRives  I  31.12.81! 
!  •E  ~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  L~  P4RTICIPAr!'~  01,J1,81•!  i  CELLULLE  FSE  POUR~~  ENSE~dLE  D 1 0RGAN1S~ES  PRIVES  31.12,811 
i •f  ~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01,01,81•1  i  CELLULLE  FSE  POUR  U~  E~SE~BLE  D'ORGANIS~ES  PRIVES  31,12,811 
I  I 
!  RE  ~~~ISTERE  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01,01,81•1 
~  CELLULLE  FSE  POuR  U~  E~SE~BLE  D 1 0RGANIS~ES  PRIVES  31,12.811 
I RE  ~~~ISTER£  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  101.01.81-!  !  I CELLULLE  FSE  POUR  uN  e~se~BLE  D'OAGANIS~es PRives  31,12,811 
I  I 
!  RE  I  ~I,ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPAT!O~  01,01,81•1 
-~  j  CELLV~LE  FSE  PGu~  u~  e~se~aLe  D'OR~~Nls~es  PRlves  l1.12,S11 
!  oE  I  ~I~ISTE~E  DU  TRA~AlL  ET  DE  LA  PARTl;IPA~:~~  01.~1.81-1  l  I  CELLULL•  FSE  POuR  u~  ENSE~BLE  D•~RGANIS~es PRives  31.12.811 
!  ~E  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PAR~!CIPAT!ON  01,01~&1-1  !  I  CELLULLE  FS£  POUR  u~  E~SE~BLE  D 1 0RGA~IS~Es  PRIVES  31.12.811 
I RE  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TOAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~  01,01.8~-!. 
1  1  CELLULLE  Fs£  PO~R  u~  e~sE~BLE  D'ORGANIS~es  PRivES  31.1Z,R11 












15  i  RE I  ~I~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01.~1.81-1  I  CELLVLLE  FSE  POUR  u~  E~S£~8L£  D'ORGA~IS~ES  PRIVES  31.12.811 
!  RE  'I!~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01,01  81•  64  I  CELLULLE  F$£  POUR  UN  ENSE!IBLE  D 1 0RGANU~ES PRIVU  31e1Zo81 I  I 
!  RE  ~~~ISTERE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01,01.81•1  157•  I  CELLULE  fSE  POVR  LE  SGfP  l1 .1Z.811  I 
I RE  ~~~ISTERE  ou  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  01.01.81•  110-
1  CELLULE  FSE  POUR  LE  SGFP  31.12.81 I  I 























, !  2  3  '  I,  5  ~---------------;--------···;···--------;-·! 
••••!••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••j••••••••••!••••••••••••••••••••••;•••••••••••••w•••••! 
I
.  F  i  •E  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  P~QTICIP,TIO~.  CELLULE  FSE  01.07.81•!  164
1
1  450,658•0  :  I 
,  POUR  II~  E~SEMSI.E  D 1 0RGA~l5"£S  PUiiLICS  30o06.o821  . 
'l  q.e  J  lltl~~  .DU  UAVAIL  ET  DEL~  PA,QTICIPAT!O~.  CELLULE  FSE  .  01o:J9,81·Ij  121
1  136,500•0  l 
l 
I  P~UR  UN  E~SEMOLE  D'ORGA~IS"ES  PUBLICS  31,0~.82,  I 
I 
• 1 '  ~E ·1  ~~~.  ou  TR~vAIL  ET  oe  LA  PARTICIPATION,  CELLULE  FsE  01.07.81-'l  1os
1
1  42i.750•0  I 
I  I  l 
.  POUR  UN  E~SE~BLE  D 1 0RGA~IS"ES  PU9LIC$  30.06.~2  I 
!,·  'E I  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PART!CIPATIO~.  CELLULE  FSE  101.07.81·!,  91  173,682•'  I 
.  POUR  UN  ENSEMBLE  D•ORGA~lS"ES  PUBLICS  30,06.~2. 
l  •e 
1 
~~~.  Du  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION.  CELLULE  FSE  lo1,:J7,81-I  101  99,000•0  ! 
!  "~u•  uN  E~HIISLE  o•OQGA~Is~es  Pu~ucs  n.o6.~2- 1 
!  ·E  I  "1~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  ~E  LA  PARTICIPATION.  CELLULE  FSE  01.:>7.81·1,  44  427,444•0  I 
;·  I  PO~R  U~  hSE'ISLE  D10RGANIS'IES  P·J~llCS  JO,J6.82.  •
1  !  I  ! 
1  ·~  j  "'I~.  DU  T~AvAI~  ET  DE  ~·  PA~TICI~ATION.,  CELLULE  FSE  101.09,81·• 1  1231  1o242.H2·~  1  .  PO~R  UN  ENSEMSLE  D'O~GA~lS~ES  PU~LICS  J1,Q8.~2.  · 
I  I  I  I 
!  H 
1




166,457o(l  j 
!  POUR  UN  E~S£MgLE  D 1 0RGA~lS~ES  P~~LlCS  3J,Obo821  . 
r  1  i  1 
i  •E  II  11~.  DU  TQAyAIL  ET  DE  LA  Pl~T!Cl~ATIO~.  CELLULE  FSE  101.~7.81•1  371  26i,017•'  . 
PO;J~  U~  E~SEI'IBLE  D•OAGANIS"ES  Pw6UCS  3:>.06.~2~  I 
I  I  I  ~E  I'  ~~~.  ou  TRAVAI~  ET  OE  ~·  PARTICIP•TION,  CELLULE  FSE  01.10.b1·1'  64~  686,000•0  'I 
PO;JR  U~  ENSEMSLE  D10RGANIS"ES  P~l~ES  30o09o82  .  l  I 
•E  1  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PUTICIPAT10N,  cELLULe  Fse  01.07.81·1  151 1  97,120•:l  I 
.  POUR  UN  E~SEI'IBLE  D 1 0RGA~lS~ES  PRIVES  30,06.82  I 
I  I  I  I  •E  I  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION,  CELLULE  FSE  101.~7.81- 1
1  40  54],420•~  I  I POUR  u~  E~SEPIBLE  D
1 0RGA~1S~ES  I>RIVES  lO.Obo821  I  ! 
qE  j  "1~.  ou  TRAvAIL  ET  oe  LA  ~>ARTIC!PAT!O~.  CELLULE  FSE 
1





POUR  UN  ENSEMBLE  D•ORG~~IS~ES  PAivES  J~.06o82. 
I 
~~~.  DU  TRAyAIL  ET  DE  LA  PART!ClPATIO~.  CELLULE  FSE 
POUR  UN  ENSEIISLE  O•ORGAhlS~ES  P~lvES 
~~~.  DU  TRAYAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIP~TlONo  CELLULE  FSE 
>O;JA  UN  ENSE~SLE  D•ORG-~IS~ES  PAIVES 
~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTIC!PAT!O~,  CELLULE  FSE 














.  I  I  I  ~E  I  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  CE  LA  PAAT!Cli>AT!ON,  CELLULE  FSE  101.07.81•!  39 
I  .  I  POIIR  UN  E~SEMBLE  D 1 0RGA~ISMES  P~I.ES  30.06,g2! 
!  .  .  I 
~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION,  CELLULE  FSE 







.....  w 
w 7---- ----~--------------------------------------------------------------~---7~----·----7~-----------~--·r;;~c~es·------------------l 
I ,  2  I  3  4  I  5  j---------------;-----------;-----------;--
---- ----1-------------------------------------------------------- --------- ----------:------------------------------------------! 
I '  ,  ,e  1  ~~~.  ou  TRAVAL  ET  oe  LA  PARTICIPATION•  CELLULE  Fse  01.07.81·  98~  26o.92D•O 
1
1 
,  1 POuR  I.E  sGFP  llo.o6.82  1 
.e I  ~~~.  ou  TRAVAL  ET  DE  LA  PARTtCIPATIO~,  CELLULE  FSE  !01.09,81- 12!  1o9.200•J  I 
POUII  I.E  SGFP  .  31.08.~2  I 
I  I  I 
;e  J  ~~~.  OU  TAAVAL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~•  CELlULE  FSE  101,07.81•  105·  275.000•0 
1
.  I  "~uR  LE  SGFP  la.o~o.~z  j 
•<  !  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAL  ET  0~  LA  PARTICIPATION•  CELLULE  FSE  01.10.81•  b4~·  212.000,0  !  I  PO:JR  LE  SGFP  I J0.09.S2  i 
-~  ! ~~~.  OU  TRAVAL  ET  OE  LA  PARTICIPATIOS•  CE"LULE  <se  101.10.81·'  4 7 J~ 
1  "OuR  LE  SGFP  ~0.::>9.~21  1 
•E  1li  ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTlCI•ATION•  CELLULE  FSE  io1.~7.81-i  7~i  I POuR  u~  ENSEMbLE  o•ORGA~ls~es  PRlves  j  31.01.~21  j 
,f 
1
1  ~~~.  DU  TqAvAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~•  CELLULE  FSE  101.J7o81·'  15,. 
P'JR  ~N  E~SE~S~E  D 1 0RGA~IS~ES  ~QivES  2b,02.~21 
I  ,  I 
•e  j  ~~~.  ou  Tq~vAIL  ET  ce  L~  ~Aqrltl"ATlO~•  CELLULE  FSE  j01.o7.a1-!  141l 
POUP  U~  E~SEMDLE  D'OqG&~IS~ES  PRIVES  33.06,82~  1 
•E I  ~~~.  ou  rq•v•IL  er  oe  L•  PAQTICIP4TIO~·  ceLLULE  Fse  lo1.o7.81·l  561 
!  P~u~  u~  f~SfM6~E  D'~R3A~IS~ES  pqJvES  1 JJ.Oo.!2j  !' 






,f  f  11~,  OU  TRAVAI~  ET  Of  LA  PAqtJCIPATIO~'  CELLULE  FSE  01.~7,81•1  478 
1  PO~R  uN  e~sEMBLE  o·O~GANis~es  PRives  l~.o6.~21 
I  ' 
2.872.677,0 
•E  !  ~~~.  OU  TqAVAI~  ET  Of  LA  PA~~ICIP4Tl0N•  CELLULE  FSE  01.~7.81-J 
'  ~~~~q  UN  ENSEM&LE  o•oq~A~IS~ES  P~lvES  30.06,R21 
,e I  w1~.  ou  TqAvAIL  er  oe  LA  ~tAqriClPAtlON•  ceLLULE  FsE  01.~7.81-! 
1  POJR  uN  ENSE~&LE  o•oqGANIS~Es "Rives  3~.06.~21 
I  i 
dE  't  ~~~.  OU  TRAVAIL  ET  0£  LA  PARtlCI~ATION•  CELLULE  !SE  01.~7,81-1
1 
P~~~  UN  ENSEMBLE  O'OAGANISMES  PRlvES  3~.06.52 
I 
AE  I  11N,  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  ~A  PARTltlPATION•  CELLULE  FSE  01.07.81-1  266. 
POUR  UN  ENSEMBLE  D'OAGA~ISMES  PqlvEs  3:>.06.821  1 
•  I 
KE  I ,1~.  ou  TRAvAIL  er  oe  LA  PAArlCIPAtiON•  ceLLULE  Fs£  o1.o1,81-l  871 
I 
POUR  UN  ENSE"IBLE  D
1 0RGANISM£$  PAIVES  ]j,06.821  I 
~E  .. 1~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARtiCIPATION•  CELLULE  FSE  01.07,81-1  63 
I 
POUR  UN  ENSEMBLE  D 1 0AG4"1S~ES  PAlVfS  ]1,1Z.~1~ 
.  I 
QE  I  ~~~.  OU  T~4VAIL  ET  OE  LA  PA~T1CIPATION•  CELLULE  FSE  01.~7.81-!  3,5!  I  POu~  uN  ENSEMBLE  o·o~GA~IS~Es PRivEs  ·  3J.06.82  i 
RE  I ~~~.  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  OE  LA  PARtlCIPATlON•  CELLULE  FSE  01.07.81•  8~1 

























































POuR  U~  ENSEMBLE  D 1 0R3A~IS~ES  PRIVES  30o06o82 
.  I  I 
•<  I  "11~.  DU  UAVAIL  EI  DE  LA  PARTICIPATION  CELLULE  FSC  POIIAI01,Q7,81•1'  3J 1  122,828•0 





~~~ISTEAE  DU  TRAVAIL  ET  DE  LA  PARTICIPATIO~  CELLULE  FSE 
PO~R  UN  E~SEMBLE  0 1 0RGA~ISMES  PAlvES  AT!ON  CELLULE  F~E 
"'l~ISTERE  DU  TAAVA!L·CELLU~E  FO~OS  SOCIAL  EUROPEEN 








293  2o465.500•0 



































-~  i  q£GIO~E  LO,BARDIA  101.J1o81·,1  403!  249,999.996•0  ! 
I 
I 11.12.81  I  i 
qeGIO"E  AUTONOMA  vALLE  o•AOSTA  101.o1.81·l  zo!  ;3.5oo.ooo.o  I 
I 
31.12.!1!  1 
.. ; I  ~EGIO"e veNeto  01.01.e1-l  1.3a7!  824.999,998·0  ! 
I 
1o.o9.s1 1  1  i 
I  I  I 
!  COOPSIND  fo1,J1,81·!  49;  1~2.999,998•0  ! 
I 
131.12.!1!  ,  1 
•  I  f  !  I  !  (E~TRO  ~DDESUAMEr<TO  P~ilff:SSIO~~I..E  LAVOqATOQI  E~:Ll  !Q1.:1,81-.  117,  29,990,99~,J  !  i  Dl  6RI .. DISI  I  31.12.81 i  i  i 




.  ~1.1'99,996,;  1 
1  Jo.o6.o1 J 
I .  Holo~e  c•~~AidA  !o,,J,,a,-!  45i  •9.5o~.ooa,o 
I 
30.06.81,  I 
I  I 
·o  1-REGIO~E  PuGLIA  101.~1.61-;  216
1  770o0Q0.000•C 
I  I  31 .1 z. 51 I  i 
I  I  . 
'~  I  E 0 ~TE  '0~AziO~E  M~tSTRA~ZE  EDILI  E  C•MPLE~ENTAqi  O~.OT.31·!  521  1~5,999,9?9,0 
!  I  I'IILA"O  I  3J.OI>d?l  I 
I  I  I  I  1  scuOLA  PROFEss!O.,AI.E  t:nLE  D!  CRE'IO~A  I01.J7.e1- 2J!  lJ.~o~.~IJO,:l  . 
I  I JJ.oo.a21  I  I 
!  COOP;INO  !01.10,81·'  ll!  1'C • .;-~9.999,C!  !  I  I  3:!.09.821  !  I 
.•  i  -~~~~  ,Q,,)Q,g,.!  435!  442,0')~.000•0  !  I  I  31.0il.62j  I  I 
•u  I'  e~•lP  lo1.J9l81·j  774  864.499,988.0  l 
31.0~.S21  I 
'E  .,  HG10NE  LO~!IAR01A  01.o1.81·i  55  265.0Q0.000•0  ! 
11.12.~2  s~.~oo.o~O•l  j 
~~  ,  REGIO~E  AUTO!iOMA  VALLE  0'A0STA  01.:l1o81•
1
1  501  90,4QO,OOO,Q  ! 
l1o12.B1  j 
FE  I  t\EGIO~E  LlGU~IA  !01,:>1.61•  2)1  ii2,5o:J,OOO•O  l 
11.12.81!  I 
'c  !  ClOFS·CE~TRO  ITALlA~O  OPERE  FE~~INIL1  SALESlANE  101,)3,81•  6111  1.JS4.886.000•0  .  I B.02oS21 
1  j 
~.  1 scvo"A  01  PS!tosocroLoGIA  oeLL'OqGA>ilZH•ro~e  !ol.J'  .. ~1-j  3JI  is9.ooo.ooo.o  ! 








.  1o0lo8Z  I 
I 





1  1€  I  BTE  ITALIA  SAL  FORMAZIO~E  PRO~OZIONE  115.~1.81•1  23
1
1  118,835,000•0  I  !  31.1Z.q1, 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  '' I  ~TE  ITALU  SRL  fOAMAZlONE  PAOI'I0%10~£  115,~1o81•j  231  l1Bo8J5,000•0  I 
1  1  31,12.s1 
I  I  '  I  I  I  I  ·~  II  ~I~ISTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PEA  ORGANISM!  PRIVAii  !01,,1,81-~1  150·  ~72,800,000•0  I  31o12oS1 
I 
I  .  I 
~~ I  ~'~I~ISTEAO  DEL  LAvORo  peq  ORGA~Is~l  PRIVATI  101.01.81- 1001  197.120.000•0  j 
I  31.12.1!1
1  I  '~  E'IHLA  lo1.10:.!!1·1  so  i92.soo.ooo•t~  I  i  I  . ,,,o.,.az  I 
I  '~  I  REGIO~E LAZIO  lo1,Q7z81•  300  450.000,000•0  I 
1  I  31. 1  • ~ 1 !I  I 
'  I  I  I  'E  UGIO"E  LAZIO  I01,J7.~1-.  56!  q5.17Q,89t  ..  :)  I  i  I  !  J1.1Z.g11  I  I 










,~.1;)6.!2  . 
I  .  I 
FE  I  q£GIONE  E~ILIA•ROMAGNA  01.07.81•1  235  511.527.500•0  I 
'I  JJ,06oR2  1 




..  "-. 
>0 
~EGlONE  PIE~ONTE 
REGION£  PlE~ONTE 
REGION£  PlE~ONT£ 
~EGIONE  LO~BARD14 
qEGlONE  LO~BAR0!4 
I 
I  .  I 
o1.,1.a1-~  21'  16o.z99,999,o  1 
31.1Zo~1  1 
01.J1.!11•1  171  zs.ooo.ooo.o  ,. 
l1o12o!1 
01,J1 181•1  351  3l.000,000•0  ~~ 
31o1~o81J  1 
I  .  I 
01.1)1.81-1  83  449,999,999•0  • 
I 
31.12·81  II  . .  .  I 
01.01.111·1  11s.  5sZ.999,999•:J  !  I  31o12oA1,  I  I 
OE  1  qes!ONE  LlGU~IA  I01.J1,81·l  85 1  3i3,599,999•:J  I 
j  31o12oS1!  !  j 
··-------·-·---------------------------------·--··--·------------·-----··-----·-~---------------------------------------.w·---
..... 
w  ..... •••••  ---••••••••••••••••••••••••••~·-••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••a•••••••••••••~•••••••~----••• 
I 
!  .  I  I  T~A~C~£S  I 
1  2  3  4  !  5  '----------------------------------------··1 
---- ~---1-------------------------------------------------------- ---------~----------!---------------!  .........  --~-----------~--! 
1  c~ I  IRI-ISTITuTO  PER  LA  R1CO$TRUZ10NE  l~DusiAIALE  01.01.81•  2991  1.i,3.599,990•0  I 
l1o12oS1  I 
··~  .  lU•lST1TuTO  PER  LA  R(tDSTRUZlD~E  I'IDUSTAIALE.  01,01:.81•  887!  1,356,999,991•0  · 
31o1C:o91  I  I 
,,  1  IAI•ISTlTuro  PEA  LA  AtCOSTRuZIO"IE  tNDUsi'uALE  !o1.::11!81·1  53l  2o4.ooo.ooo.o  I 
31,1co81 
I 
"E  !  AEGIO~E  PIE~O~TE  I01,J6,81•,  9491  1.719,999,977•0  J  I  31.1Z.811  I  ! 
GE  1  REGto~e  LO~BARDtA  lo1.o7.e1- 512!  938.2oo.ooo.o  I  I  3~.06.921  I  I 
.1  I  AEGIO~t  PtE~D~TE  lo1.~7,81-1  245  2i7,499,999,Q  I  I 30.06.921  I  I 
I  I  I 
1
01.~7.81-l  371!  239,999,999.0 
3o.o6.~21  1  1 
01 ,!)7.81-1  1851  92,6QQ,000•0  !  I 11.1Z.e, 1  !  1 
lo1,18.81-!  6,1  ;;7,999,999,0  I 
I 
lo.  o,q21  1 
01.J7.B1-1  211  62],999.99s,o  I 
1 3::~.o6,921  ! 
lo1.o7.81-1  657,  ~94.999,996,0  ! 
I 
30.06.821  I  I 
oz.o1.s1-!  6'  a1.o15.ooo.o  I 
31,12.911  .  I  .  I 
o1.o1.81-l  5oo  1,898,965.7so.o  I 
31,12.811  I  I 
01.01.81-!  491  1,418.372.000·0  ! 
31.1Z,911  I 
01,01,81•1  79~  1,944oli2,085•0  I  31.12.531  1,o,,.,,z.os~:s,,.,,z.oas.ol 
CO,soqzlO  PROvl~ClALE  ASS!STENtA  E  qJA81L1ToDl  GOR!ttA  !01.01 181•  67  2]1,159,958•0  1
1  31o1c:.S11  I  . 
C~~SORZlO  PROVlNClALE  PER  LIASSlST,SPEClALoDl  PORDE~o~e!01,J1,61•1  11QI  ~~6.894,234•0  ! 
.  111,12.811  .  1  I  , 
MA  ,.  CO~SDRZIO  PER  L1ASSISTENZA  MEDICO  PSICO  D£0~GO.D1  UOI~E 01.)1.81-!  1711  4~9.8~2.265·0  I 
I  31 ,12. s 1 I  !  l 
f  !  . 
-----------·R--~~·-----------------·----------~------"-~----~----M--~-·----·-~-·--·--1-~-----~·-·------R-~----·-~·-~--·----------·-
.;  ~  REGIO~E  M~RCHE 
•; ~  PRDVI~ClA  AUTO~O~A  01  BOLZANO 
., E  REGlONE  E~ILIA  RO~AGNA 
:  ~  GEPI 
.-, t  ~~~1STEAO  DEL  LAVORO  PEA  CONJO  pqlVATl 
''A  REGION£  BASILlCATA 
~· 
REGION£  E~ILlA•AOMAG~A 
UGIDNE  PUGLIA 
~· 
"' 

























----~--------------------------------------------·------------ --------- __________ ,  _______________ ! ______ ~----~-----------~--!  .  .  .  I  I  I 
•<  II  1~1  101o01o61•1j  166J  986,4)9,946•~  ! 
31.12.81  I  • 
!  I  I 
lA  I  HGlO~E "'AACHE  101.01.81•1  1021 
1  31.011.82. 
1  I  I 
··~  1 AEGJO~E  VE'lETO  1
o1.o1.B1·i  zooj 
i  I  1~.09.81 I  I' 
••  I!  HGIO~E VE'IETO 
1
o1.Q1,S1• 1 il  684 
31  .12.~1 
I  I  .  I  I 










I  11.12.a1 
-~  I  E~AlP  (ENTE  NAZIONALE  ACLl  1STAUZ10~E  P~OFES$10~ALE)  101.01.~1-
1  J1 o12oSl 
20!)  I  7oo.ooo.ooo.9,,.o:>o.ooo•ioo.ooo.~oo•JI 
351e11i',509•0  ...  :IPEA4  JUYE~TUT1S 
,  ..  AEGIO~E  P1E,ONTE 
...  AEG10NE  PIE,ONTE 
...  AEGIONE  SASILICATA 
"A  AEG1uN  FAlULl•yENEZlA  G1ULJA 
·lA  AEGIONE  LO,.SAAOIA 
~~  REGION£  TOSC4N,\ 
~- IIEGI ONE  TOSCANA 
~- IIEGlOjj£  TOSCA"tA 
~-
AEGIO~E  AUTONO~A  VALLE  D'AOSTA 
~· 












































!01.1o.e1-!  2:J:~l 
1
3::>.o<;.~z.  . 
I  I 












si.3.739.sss.o  ~- II  AEG10~E  OEL  VENETO  !01,10o81•j  3~5!  1  Jo.o9.~2.  1 


























----1-------------------------------------------------------- --------- ----------1---------------! ___________ ~-----------~-- -·  I REGION£  DEL  VENETO  01.10I81•  256j  3~2.15Q,599rO  I 
3lo0Yo!IZI  (  I 
loA  I  1Rl•JST1TUT0  PER  LA  R1COSTRUZ10~E  lNIIUSTAlALE  ~-01,07,81•
1 
21  198o840,l71•0  I 
30.06.~2  II 
·~  !  E~AJP  01o07o81•(  200  8;]0,0QQ,000r'J 
1  ll.06.s41  1.zo:~.loo.o:~o•o  1 
I  . 
1 
I  1,000e000o::l00•0. 
lo1.10.81-l  '21  1~9,980.197,,  I  I  3'l.09.~2II  .  1 
!01o18o81•  5131  1,6J8,667o253r)  I 
1  3),  o.~21  1  J 
lo1.10.81·l  7oo
1
1  Z,643.8so.ooo.o  i 
I 
3o.09.~21  I 
r  I  I 
D1.1o.81-!  ssl  2oo.6s1.797,o  I 
Jo.o9.azl  1 
01.10!81-1  100  4R6.772.442•0  I 
3),QY,B21  I  I 
I 
I  I 
01,J1,81·  20'li  ;_>21,65'),000•0  ! 
j  ]1,1ZoS2 1  I  Z67,JZSoOOO•l  I 
1
01,)1,81-1  235,  7SS,364,SOO•O  1
1  11.1z.s,1
1  1  1.11!),4oo.o::~o·o~ 
hO,OOO•OO:l•l 
01.)1,81-1  184,  1,)39,995.000•0  ! 
31.12.81'  I  i 
01.01.!1-l  110  2.~58.317.250.,  I 
11.12.~1 1  1  1 
.  I 
01,:J1 1e1-l  so1  ;sr.soo.ooo.o  I 
31.1,,e11  I  ! 
01.01.81-1  49)1  777,686.000·0  1 
31.12.~,,  I  I 
01.01.81-1  8.140  6,406.688.750•0  i 
so.o9.a1
1  1 
01.04,81·-1  o  ;so.ooo.ooo.o  I 
31.o3.~zl  1 
o1.o4.81-!  26ol  e19.o,o.ooo.o  ! 
I
.  31.0J.qz 1
1  1  l 
•  I 
qEGlONE  LIGURIA  01.01~81-1  5131  3.189,281.500·0  I  I  I l0.04.82!  !  4s.:~oo.ooo•o 
., .  E'I~JP 
''"' 
e~~JP 
"A  E'I~JP 
"A  pqOyl~ClA  AUTONO~A  DI  TAE~TO 
". 
PADRJ  TAl~lTARl  VENOSA 
J  ~  ,l~lSTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PEq  CONTO  01  9  REG!O'Il 
~~~lSTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  CO'ITO  Dl  9  REG!O"l  JE 
J c  ~I~lSTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  CONTO  Dl  9  REG%0~1 
JE  ~~~JSTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  CO~TO  Dl  9  REGtO~l 
JE  ,J~JSTERO  DEL  LAVOAO  PER  CONTO  Dl  9  PEGJO~l 
JE 
RESJONE  LOMBARDlA 
~l"lSTERO  DEL  LAVOAO  PER  (ONTO  Dl  9  REGJO"J 
H 
JE  :'!EGJOII£  MARCH£ 










.  ' 
--~-i4·--------------------------~---------------------------i---·:·---j----4;·----,::::::::::::::::!~~~£~!!::::::::::::::::::j 
__ :_1'--------------------------------------------------------l·---------·---------- ---------------2-----------~-----------~--1  .  I  I  I  J~  ,.  RE~lONE  DEL  VENETO 
1
101oJ1•81·j'  4o20~~~  3.i56ol00.000•0 
31.08·81 
~~  l qEGIO~E  PIE~ONTE  AI  SENSI  DELLA  LEGGE  845/78  101.~1l8t·!,  1201  567.600.000•~  I  I  ,~~DO  Dl  ROTAIIO~E  31.1,oS1  I 
~~  ,
1




J<  I IAI-ISTITUTO  PER  LA  RICOSTAUZIONE  lNDUSTA!ALE  01.~1.81•1  7031 
I  31.12.911 
J~  I FO-~EDIL  01.,1.81·1 
I 
l1.12oS1 
~~  fOAMEOIL  01.01.81•1  I  11.12.s1 
1E  1  CA~ERA  or  co~~ERCIO ox  aRI"Olsi  o1.~l 1 81- 1  31.1,.81 
,t 
1




'  8TE  ITALIA  FOAMAZIO~E  PRO~OZIONE  15.01.81·1 
31.1Z.S2 











!1 .977. 500•0 
2i4o830.000•0 
i30.718.500•0 
1 • ., ... 6.879.000•~ 
.  I 
Jt I  C~OS•FAP  CENRO  NAZIO~ALE  OPERE  SALESIANE  f0A~AI10NE  E  01.01.81• 1 1 
AGGIO~AMENTO  PAOFESSIO~ALE  30.12o81 
Jf  !  CO~P.lNToOELLE  CARqoLETTO  E  DEL  TURISMO•VlA  GAA01SCA  01.02.81·~· 





CE~TRO  ITALIANO  Dl  SOLlDARlTA'  01.~1.81•1 
l1.1Zo81  'E  120  401.2So.ooo.~ 
Jf 
1
• C10f$•CENTR0  ITALIANO  OPERE  FE~MlNlLI  SALESIAN£  101o03t81• 
l1o1to!l1 
JE  I  CIOF$•CENTR0  ITALIANO  OPERE  FE~MlNJLJ  SALESIAN£  01oJ3oB1•j 
28.02.82 
I 
JE I  EUSCO  01.01oB1•j 
31.03.81 
.  .  I 
Jf  'I  AZIENOA  "LA  G~ASTA"•ClLTANlSETTA" (S1ClLI•l  01.)4.81•1 
.  ]1.0J.~2, 
JE  I RESIONE  LIGURIA  101.~9.81•1  3.1341  5.594.780.800•0 











A  ..... 1-;--
--~-i------~---------------------;·-------------------------------:----------;···-i::::::::::::::::!~~~~~~!::::::::::::::::::i 
-~~-,1-:;;;~:~-~;~-:~:~~~:::::~;;:·:::;:;~:::~;~:;·-----------,~~:~;:;~:  :----~:;~~~---~:;;;::~~:~~!:~---------~-----------~--1, 
11.os.s21  ; 
I  I  .,  i  I 
Jt 
1
,  ~EGJO~E  DEL  YE~ETO·PUBBLlCA  A~~~~lSTRAZIO~E  101.~9.81•.  Z,Jool  2,596,125,000•0 
I  31.08.~21  I  I 
J:  II  REGIO~E  FRlULl  V~~EZlA GlULlA  !o1.10.81•l  1,053  1.5i9.999,997,~ 
DIREZIO~E  REGIOkALE  DELL  FOR~AZlONE  PROFESSIONAL£  I 30.09.821  I  I 
AEGIO~~  F~JULI  vE~EZlA GlULIA  lo1.10.81-l  9Bol  1,27Z.040.000•J  I 
DlqEZIOi'<E  REGtOr.ALE  DELLA  FORroiAZlONE  PROHSS10NALE  130.09,321  I  I 
REGIONE  U~BqlA  J1,J9.~1-1  445.  7~7.388.000·0  I 
l
l1,n.S21  I  i 
REGJo~e  ~ARCHE  01,)9,81-1  90JI  1,,,z,zoo.ooo.o  I 
31,08,§21  I  I 
I  I  I 




J'  qESION£  L0~9ARD1A 
J~ i  JIEGIO~E  LOIIa,UDIA 
'~ l REGIOI'<E  PJE~Or.TE 
Jj,Q6.~31  I  84.875.000•:1  I 
01.07,81-i  65Sj  2.~?1.875.000•0  I 
lJ,Q6,A21  I 
01.o1.81-l  11oj  7n5.l6z.soo.o  I 
lJ.o6.!!2l  .  1 
01.1o.e1-l  2191  1,!!19.ooo.ooo.o  1
1 
n.o9,521  1 
I  ,,  I  REGJO~E LIGURIA 
I 
Jt  I REGJONE  LIGURIA  01o18o81• 




,  q£GIO~E  E~lLJA  RO~AGNA  01,07.81• 
lJ.06.~2 





'" I  q[GlO~  TOSCA"A  01.10.81-1  315 
JJ.09.!!21  ,. 
JE  I  ~E-ION TOSCANA  01.,6.81- ZZJ 
I 
31.o5.s21  1 
,~ I  REGIO~ roscANA  a1.10.S1•II  3.z,oj 
30.09.~2  . 
I 
Je  j  CE~TRO  RICE~CHE  FIAT 
1
01.)7,B1·'  4~ 












J~ !  COFEOREGOP  ASSOCt•zlONE  LEGA  COOPEqlTIVE  lo1.d7,81-!  3,1
1 




N --~-i········--------------------;·----·--------------------·i-·--:-----,-----~----i,==::::::::::::::!~~~~~!!::::::::::::::::::-, 1 
----1---------------------·----------------------------------l---------l---------- ---------------1-----------~-----------~-- 1  .  .  .. 
H  I  PIIOTER•Plo\UA  DELLA  l.lBERTA  12  s~OLETO  101oOS.S1•1  2ZI  110o880.000•0  I 
31o07.~Z 
JE  I  EU~OSERYIZIIEUSER)  01.09,81-1  400
1 
1,773.867,500•0  li 
31,Q8,11Z. 
01.10.81- 90l  519.750.000·0  1 
30.09.~2  I  . 
01.09.81- eo''l  1,9]1.292.000.·0  I 
J1o08oA2  I 
I
!  J~  1
1 
ENT£  NAZIO~ALE  ACLl  ISTIIUZIO~E  PROFESSlO~ALE  01.09.81•  500!  1.i28,575,000•0  ! 
31.08.~2  I 








I  J~  COOP$1NO  101.10981-1  16JI  665.853,750•0 
.  30.0  .~?.1 
I  JE  I OOPSlloO  01.10.81-,1  421 
I  I 
30.QY,q21  I 




I  Jf  CA'IERA  01  COIIIIIIERCIO  Dl  PEGGIO  E"'ILIA  01.11.!'!1·1'  851, 
I  31o1Qo82 
.  I  .  I  I 
JE 
1
1  IRI•ISTITUTO  PER  LA  RICOSTRUZIO~E  II'IDUSTIItALE  01,J7,b1•1  40!  I  30o06o82j  I 
I  JE  I  fO'IIIIEOIL  01,J7.81•
1 1  8301  i  3:J.06.~1 
I  JE  fOII"EDIL  01o07oS1•
1
1  1o010
1  I 
30.06.82 
I  I  JF  1R1-IST1TUTO  PER  LA  RICOSTAUZIONE  l~jDUSTIIIALE  01.01.&1-,.  8401 
I 
.  31.12.31  I  .  . 
·  I  JF  £f1"  01o01t81~~  701  I  i  31oU.~1  ; 
I  i Jf  ~~~~~~  lo1.o7.81~ 1 ~  :so~'!  I  ~  l'o06oR2 
I  '  t  !  . 
•  fl  Jf  II  E~TE  ~AZIO~ALE  ACLI  lSTAUZIO~E  PAOFESSIO~&LE  101.07.~1-~  5:l! 
I 
lOo06.~2  II 
!  I  ! 
Jo  CIOfS·CENTRO  ITALIANO  OPERE  FE"'~I~ILI  ~ALESlANE 
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:  • 1  ~~~1SJERO  ~fFARl  ESTERl•E~TE  PU9BLICO·  1 1 01.~9.81·!  0  ,0,545,061•0  l 
1  o REZ  o~e  GENEAALE  E'IIGRAZ!Ott£  E  AFFARl  sotULI  1  31.o8.RZI  I  , 
I  I 
··t  ,,  l~TERCOASClT  BELGIO-ENTE  PRlVATO  01.00,81· 1!  01  ;4.233.167•0  I 
I  31.08.921  I 
1  i  l~TERCOASCIT  BO~~  E~TE  PRIVATO  01.09,81•1  0  2o370,972•0 
1  31,oe.s~ 1  I 
i  '  I  .  •I  ji  l"'TE~COASClT  PAR!Gl·E~TE  PRlvAO  01 .09,81•1  0  1 o00Z,6~0•0  t' 
31.0~.~2  I 
·.  1 I  COHtlT•LuSSE"BURGO•ENTE  PRlvHO  01.o9.81•jl  Ol'  1.49;,303•0  I  I  31.o8.~2 1 
.t 
1
1  INTERCOASC!T  OLANOA  ENE  PRIVATO  01,,9.~1-j  1.001  184,611•0 
31.011o~ll 
I  f 





1 ~E~TRO ALCIDE  DE  GASPER!  3&04Q  MONTE  BONOONE•TRENTO  01,Q9,81-~( 
JqSA~lSMO PRlVATO  I ]1.08.92 
I  I 
'I 
1 1 lSTlruro  DAORE  &ECCAAO•MlLA~o-vlA 'IAIICAttroNIO  COLONNA•  ! 1o1,,o,a,-l  z- E~TE  PRIVATO  31o0Do821 
I  I 
I  COLLEGIO  SoSTEFANO•JSTITUTO  FIGLIE  DEL  SACRO  CUORE  •  01.09  81-1  I  ~~  GESU  62019  RECANATIC~Cl·P.ZZA  s.sT!FAN~  ENT£  PRlv4TO  31.o8.ezl 
·;  !  ISTITuTO  SoCAIIL0•60027  OS!~O(AN)  01,j9,81-~l  I VIA  MOLINO  ~ENSA•1-ENTE  PRlVATO  31.08.~2. 
.  I 
•j  I  Ustr.N!  PUGLIA  ')1,Q9,81•1  I  31o1Zo~1 
'I  j  qEGIO~E  AUTONOMA  fRIULl•VENEZIA  GIULIA•£ttTE  PUBBLICn  01.10o81·f' 
I 
1s.oo.s2 
'1  I  q£GIO~E  DEL  VEN~TO•G!U~TA REG10N4LE·ENTE  PUBBLICO  01.09,81•1'  j  31o08o!Z 













163 I  ,,I 
1241 
215  1!  ~~  C.S.EoRoPRESSO  SCUOLA  "EOIA  COSE~ZA  VIA  OEGLI  STAOl  01.00.81·1 
!  !  !  l 










22.973. 603• 0 
i. 7 o6H  0  361•0 
I  31.0~.~2.  I' 
i  I  ! 
•J·  'I  E~TE  NAZ~O~ALE  ACLI  lSTRUliO~E  PROFESSIO~ALE(ENAIP)  I01.J9,81·'j  3881  123,781,107•0 
EHE  PAR  TETlCO  sOCIAL.£  ·  l  31.08.52
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~  I  3  ~  5  ~--·······•·•·•••·••••••••••••••••·•···••••! 
I  I  I  1  2  3  I 
··-·:-------------------------------------------------------- ---------~----------!------------------------------------------! 
1 1  E~TE  NAZIO~ALE  AC~I  l~T~UZIONE  P~OfESSlO~ALEIENAlP)  01.~9,81•!  1.1681  878,055•'  .,i 
I  E"'TE  PARlTETICO  $0t1A~E  l1.08.S2j  I 
I  I  I 
'I  ,.  E"'TE  NAZIO~ALE  AC~I  ISTPUZIO~E  P~OFESSIO~ALECENA!P)  Ot.09.81·!  223!  26,5&9•0 
!  hU PARITETICO  SOCIALE  .  )1,08.~2,  I  I 
I  .  I  I  '  •I  !  E"'TE  NAZIONALE  ACLI  tsr~uzio~e  PROFESSIONALECe~AIP>  01.09,81·!  4631  3i7,923•0  !  I  E"'TE  PARITETICO  SOCIAL£  31.08.821  I 
I  .  I  I 
1
1  E,TE  ~AZIO~ALE  ACLI  ISTRUZlONE  PROFESSlONALE(E~AIP)  f01o09o61•  91
1 
89,833•0  !  ! e~re  pARITETICO  soCIALE  I  31.08.82  1 
·I  !  E"'TE  NAZIONALE  ACL!  IST~UZIONE  PROFESSIO"'ALE(E~AIP)  01.~9,61•  100  1o17],869•0  !  I  EliTE  PARlTETlCO  SOCIAL£  '1_31.08.~2  I 
'l i  q£GION  LAZIO•I>!EZZDGIO~~O  01,18,81J  97  22,856,216•0  1
1
1 
1  I lJ.  6.s2!  • 
I  I  I 
·1  1  IAL·CisL·er~re  DI  e,.,,,z!ONE  s1NOACALE.,90LOGNA  01.07.81·1  171
1 
7,964,704•0  I 
!  3J,O&.S2j 
!  ~EGIO~E  DEL  VE~ETO•PUBBLICA  A~~I"'ISTRAZIO~E  01,10,81•t  122  159,572.875•0 
1  3~.o9,821 
! REGIONE  BASILICATA  la1,,7181·' 
i  I  31,1(.~1 I 
I  .  .  ' 
!  EF~EC  VIA  PAqAVIA  63  MILANO  01,10,81•( 
I  I  3J,06.  821 
•!  I  q£GIO~E LAZIO•FESR  01.18.81·' 
1  3).  6.s21 
I  . 
!  q£Gl0NE  LAZIO·ALTRE  01,10.81·' 
1  3J.o6.821 
·1  l ,.~.F.e.  b1.1~.81-l  i  3~.06.~11 
~r 
1
,  qEGIDNE  LO~BARDIA  01.01.81•1 
31.12.~11 
Jf  II  REGION£  PlE~ONTE  01.01.~1-! 
31.12.811 
'  Uf  !  q£GlDNE  "ARCHE  0],,4,81•1  i  31.03.~2, 
•T  !  ~EGIDNE LIGURIA  01.01.81•1  170  I  I 31.12.311  I 
PT  -~  q£GlONE  LIGURIA  101,,1.81-!  841  i05o0~0.000•~ 
1  11., z. ~ 1 ! 
•  !  t  I 
--·---------·~-----------~---~--~-----------------D--~~-~----·----------------··---------···--------------------------------~· 
97  18,1B,293•0 
9  44,6];,494•0 
195  45.712·'"•0 
73. 714,109•0  234 
I 
97  18.1S8.29l•O. 
542  1.3~B.08s.ooo.o 
215  199,375.000•0 






1  2  3  4  5  ·------------------------------------------,  1·;··1::;·1·;;;;;;::···--------------------------------------------l;;:;;:;;:l·'·····;;;l'-----::;::~::~~!:~---------!-----------~--! 
I  I  IJ1o1Zo911  ~ 
I  I 
PT  COOPSl"'D  01o01o81•  121  11o423,Z60•:J  I  31.12.!11 
I  I  PT  1~1-ISTITUTO  PER  LA  ~ICOST~UZIO~E  l~OUSTQ1ALE  01o01t81-
1
,·  zzsl  857.145,000•0  i 
I  I  31  .1.:~81  I 
I 
I 
PT  IR1•1ST1TUTO  PER  LA  R1COSTRUZ10~E  1~0USTqJALE  01.:J1,81•1  249  5,5,549,991•:J  j 
31.12.~1  .  l 
I  '  , 
1
1  PT  · IRI•lSTlTUTO  PER  LA  RICO$TRUZ10~E  l~OUSTRJALE  01,J1,81•l  45  77,00n,000•0  j  I  31.12.~1  I 
I  -- '!  PT  G£Pl  01.~1181• 1
1 
58  111,90(),000•0 
I  I  ,,.H.91  I 
I  PT I  U~IO~CA~ERE  D£q  CO~JO  DELLE  (A~ERE  01  co~~ERC!O  115.~3.81•!  25  68o750.000•:J  i 
!  L0CAL1ZZ4TE  1~  PROV  ~CE  AD  ALTA  CO~CENTRAZlO~E  DELL£  15.12.81  I  I  I~PRESE  ~EL  SETTORE  LEG~O 
I  PT  I u~lo~c•~ERE  PER  co~ro  DELLE  CA~ERE-01  co~~ERC!O  11s.oJ.81- 175! 1  437.Soo.ooO•:J  I 
I  LOCALIZZATE  1~  PROVI~CE  AD  ALTA  CO~CENTqAziONE  DELLE  ,  1So1Zo81 
1  l'!~R<H  DEL  SETTOU  LEG'IO  1  j 
1  PT  1
1 
c•~ERA ot  co~~e~Civ•t~ousrRt••'RTtGIA~Aro  Eo  j01.01.81-
1 
24'  4~4.ooo.ooo·~  1  .  A~~IC¥Lf~q·  01  !tKA~O  11.12.~1  I 
.I  I  I  I  I 
II  PT  I  ~~~ISTE~O  OEL  ~·~o~o  PEq  CO~TO  01  AZ1ENOE  P~l~ATE  ~1.~1.81• 1 1  1·100  z.~40oOO~.OO:J•:J  I 




PT  II  ~~~ISTEAO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  CO~TO  Dl  AZ!ENOE  PRIVATE  101.~1.81•1  I>OJJ  Z,HOoO:lO,OOO•'J  I 
l1o1Zo!l1.  I  1  I  I 
I 
PT I  ~~~IsrERO OEL  L'•oAO  PER  co~ro ox  AZIENOE  PRIVATE  lo1.:l1 181·j  60
1 
;a8,zso.s90•:J  1 
l1o1C:o81  j 
i  I  . 
I
I  PT I  REGIO~E  L0~9AADU  :11,07o81•1'  456  1,;23oh2.20:J•O  j 
]Q,Q6.,2  i 
I
'  PT  I  RE~IONE  L0"1B4ROIA  01,J7,81·'i  184  1.~1.679,992•~  i 
J  30o06o!l2
1  I 
I  I'  PT  QESIONE  LIGURIA  01.10.&1•1  1821  H7.7S?,000•:1  I  ]:J,Q9,,2  ., 
·  I  I  ~  ~ 1 ·  PT  l  REGIO~£  PIE,O~TE  101.07,81-,.  203




I  I  .  I  j  PT  II  AE~Jo~e  L•zto  01.J7.81-I  15!  27.o~a.ooo.,  1 
I 
I  3:l.06.•2.  I  I  .  I  I  I  .  I  . 





I i---·-,---·!·---------------------------------------------------~--------------,-----------,-·------------·-r;i;c;!;·-----------------i  I 1  .  2 I  l  4  .  5  ------------------------------·-------·---1  ,----'---- --------------------------------·-·--------------------- _________ , __________ , _______________ ! __ ; ________ ! ___________ ~--
'  1  I  ·PT  I  1~1  01o()7.81-1  2':!1'  H9.62S.OOO•O  I 
I  I  3o,oc..s2l  l 
I  .  I 
I 
!  PT  II'IIO~E  lTALIAI'IA  IIHLE  CAI'IERE  Dl  COI'I~ERCIO  01.09o81·'  14:!1  242.550,000•0 
~  I  31.08.~2,  I 
l  ~r ! IJ'•Io~e  ITALlANA  oeuE  CAI'IUE  Dl  co"'"'ERtlo  01.o9.81-1  so!  27S.4oo.ooo.o  I 
31.os.e21  1 
01,09ob1•1  16:JI  2~2.00"o000•0  I 
31.os.e21  1 
!o,,o9.~1-1  1sol  2J1.ooo.ooo.o  I  I  31.08.~21  I 
0~.09.81·1  l:J  52.7oo.OOO•O 
~T  J~IO~E  ITALlANA  DELLE  CA~ERE  Dl  CO~~ERClo 
PT  C,C,lo•ART!GJA~ATO  EO  AGRlCOLTURA  Dl  TAqA~TO 
COOPS INO  i>T 
31.08.821  I 
~T  I  ~~~ISTERO  DEL  LAvORO  PER  CO~TO  Dl  PRIVATI  !01.07.81·'  363,  Q~9.B02.000•:J  ,  I  3J.06.~21  I  I 
n  I .:'II'IISTERO  DEL  LAvoRo  PER  co~ro  o1  ~RJvAu  01.o7.81-i  2&sl  42l.S2o.ooo.o  • 
1  Jo.o6.szl  1 
~T l "'I~ISTERO  DEL  LAvORO  PER  CO~ro  01  PRIVATI  I01.:J7,81-1  2681  ~~0.4J2,000•:J  I  I  I  30.06.~2,  I 
PT 
1
1  "~l'~ISrERO  DEL  LAvoRo  PER  co  .. ro  ot  PRtv•rl  lo1.07.s1-!  424  1,1;1,199,999,o  i 
I 
Jo.o6.qzl  1 
PT  ~  ''li'IISTEqO  DEL  LAvORO  PER  CO'ITO  Dl  PRIVATI  01,07.81•1  :J  230o000o000,0  ! 
l  3o.o6.az•  1 
4~ I  "~l'~ISTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  tONTO  Dl  VARJE  I"'PRESE  01,,1;8,.1  6.006  16,6i8,63z.ooo.o  ! 
.1  31o1Zo81j  I 
I  .  ; 
R£  t'  ~~~ISTERO  OEL  L~vORO  PER  CONTO  01  VARIE  J~PRESE  01,01,81-!  509  1.2~2.680.000•0  j 
I  31.12.!11  I 
~e 
1
1  ~~~lsTERO  OEL  LAvoRo  PER  eo~To  01  v•RIE  J~PqEse  01.01.81•!  67ol  663.loo.ooo.o  ! 
31.12.81  I 
~E  II  E'l~  OJ,01o8~·  850  2,496o406.550•0 
1.12  •. 1  i 
RE  E'l~  01.o1.81•1  1zs!  2l1.D37.ooo,o  I  I  31.12.81  I 
RE  i E~EL  01.01.81•1  1,243j  3,!73,120.523,0 
I  '  31.12.611  I  I 
RE  I  E~EL  01.~1.g1-.  1191  623.559.967,:)  I 









>E I  CE,TAO  01  aooesrAA~ENro PROFessiONAL£  E  euLTU~ALE  PEA  01.o1~B1-,  140  in7.eno.ooo.o 
LAvOqATOAI  EDILI  E  AfFl~l  DELLA  PAOVINC!- Dl  BRINDisi  31o1,o81  • 
IE,TE  PAAITETICO  $0CIALE)o  l 
~E  I  CASSA  PEA  lL  MEZZOGIOANO  01.01,81•  263  4.888,379,100•0 
31.12o81 






i  ~ E 
I 
loRolo  .  I 









1  750  574o69S,OOO•O  I 
31o1lo51 
01,01181•1  80~  557o28Q,000•0  I 
I 
i  ~E 
! 
I 












E~TE  SCUOLA  EDILE  Dl  LATl~A  IE~TE  PARITETICO  SOCIALE) 
E~TE  SCUOLA  PER  Lf  ~AESTRA~ZE  EDlLl  DELLA  PROVINCIA 
Dl  REGGIO  CALADRIAo 
CE~TAO PER  LA  FOR~AZlO~E  PAOFESSIO~ALE  ~AESTAANZE 
£DILl  Dl  VlCE .. U 
,,,,,,9, 
I 
-,01o01~81•1  3,,,,,8, 
I 
01.~1.81-1  I  31o1Zo81 





I . oE  i  -~~1Nl$TRAZ10~E  PAOvl~ClALE  Dl  TEAA~O  01.01.81• 
]1ot2oSL 
I  I 
l 
AE  A~AP  LEO~E Xlll  01.01o81• 1 l 
31o12o81 
I 
AE  CO~FAATIGIA~ATO  DELEGAZIO~E  CALABRIA  01o01t81•1 
31o1Co!1 







21 o  I 
sol 
310 
I  I 
!  RE  1  RESlOIIIE  TOSCAI<A  01o01ob1•1  65
1
i 
!  I  31o1Zo81 
I  I 
.  !  ! 
I 
I  AE  I  AESlOIIIE  ~ARCHE  101.,4.81-,  3~,, 
















.  !  I  '  I  !  TH~CHES  I 
1  2  I  .  3  4  j  5  l•••••••••••••••;•••••••••••i•••••••••••;••! 
,---- ~---1-------------------------------------------------------- ---------!----------i------------------------------------------1 
I 
I  ~E  REGION£  M~RCHE  01,Q4,81•!  Zoo!  5J3,000,000•0  ! 
11.o1.sz1  !  1 
•  I  I  I 
1  qe  REGlO~E  V4LLE  o••osrA  01.01 181-l  953!  z.i19.17o.ooo.o  ! 
31,1.:.s1l  1  I  •£  REGlO~£  VALLE  o••osr•  lo1.o1.81·1  169\  J76,371,500•o  l  I  I  31.12.~1  I  I 
I 
;£  REGIO~E  PUGLIA  101.01.81-1  6201  1,669.529.400•0  I 
1
31.12.~11 
I  I 
•E  I  REGto~e  PuGLIA  a1.J1.81·1  16sll  4,2,93o.ooo.o 
.  31.12.~1 
01.Ji.81-1  3961  ~E  HGIONE  PuGLIA 
• E  qEGIOhE  PuGLIA 
q~  HGlO!tE  PuGLU 
••  ~EGlOioiE  LIGURIA 
•£  q£G10N£  S~qDEG,.A 
H  q£GJONE  B~SILICATA 
•E  REGION£  B4SJL1CATA 
•E  REGJONE  LO,BA~OIA 
•e  E~TE  CULTURA  ORlENTA"ENTO  PRO,ESSIONALE  (!COP) 
31.12.811 
01,01181-1  1201 
31., ".  81 I 
01,,1.81-1 





31 .u.s1 1 
loz.~l.a1-l 

















~E !  REGJO~E  CA,PANlA  OJ;:h~~;  301 
I  1  · 
qe  I  4SSOC1AIIONE  NA%10N4LE  s,M4RIA  DELLE  GAAZIE  .02.~1.81-1  260
1
·  I  I  H.U.~1; 
i  .  I  I 
'<t  j  C;!OPSINO  01.01.e1•  311 
I 
,,,1Z.~11  1 
~E  I  COOPSINO 
1




















SEVEL  SPA  lo1.031 B1• 1
1
.  500j  471,429.000•~ 
l1o1i:o81  I 




•E  Jo.oo.sz  . 
-I  o  1  • , 1. e1 "I  1 • a  9 o 
1  s •  .., ~·o .32 o  •  o  o  o, o 
3~.06.~2 
~1~1STERO  DEL  LA~ORO  DER  CONTO  01  VAR1E  1~PRESSE  H 
,  ~ I 
•< I  REGION£ 
I  '<E  .ll£uo  .. e 
01.;)7~81-1  1·'''1'  3'lo06o82 
, I 
01.07.81-,  2171 
30.06•82  I 
.  I 






•E  ,I.ISTERO  DEL  LAVORO  PER  CO~TO  Dl  VAR1E  I,PRESSE 
-~ 
REaiO~E  LAIIO  PER  CONTO  Ol  V-AlE  !~PRES! 
REGIO~E  CA~PA~lA  PER  CONTO  OJ  VARIE  IMPRESE 
L4Z10  PER  CO~TO Ol  STANDA  CCIVIT-VECCWlA) 
AUT0NOM4  V'LLE  D'A0STA  PER  CONTO  oELL
1 I~PRESA 
1  I  1~T£vA 
I  ·~  I  Q£alo'e  CALA&qiA  PE~  co~ro  DELLIASSOCIAito~e  1  CJOPtUTlll!  01  P~OOulJO~E  E  LAvDRO 
' 
I
.D1.o7~81-l  55 
i  31.12.81  I 
AE.IO~AL~  i01.~7.81-1  15JI 
I  3;),06•~21 
101.07.81~1  40
1  I  .  ~ 
I  \ 'E 
I  I  I  . 
I  I •  E 
I I  ~E 
I  i 
I  I 
!  ~  'E 
REGION£  CALABRIA  DER  CONTO  D~LL'ASSOCIAZJONE  •AZION&LE 
C!JSUUTTOR!  EOILI  (AtlCE) 
qEGIO~E  LO,BAROIA 
qESlONE  LO~B~ROIA  PER  CONTO  OI  VAQJE  I'1PRESE 
OUGION!  PUGLIA 
















I  I 
I  I  H  PROVhC14  AUTON0'1AD1  90LZ4NO  •  01 o10o81·j· 
l  ·  30.o9.B2 
531 
I  .I 
I  I 
I 
1
1  ~E  ISTo  AOOESTRA'1E~TO  R1C~ERC"E  ORGAN1ZZAZ10~E  SIST£'11  01.1Z.81-~  12~;  .  <1-ROS)  3:),,, ·92  I 
r  ·  I  I  !  i  •£  I  REGIO~E 9AS1L1CATA  01.~7,81•1  20'l 
I 
!  I  31.12.~1  .  I  I 
I  1 ! d  !IEG1o .. e ui'IBRl.t.  101,10.81·1 1 
54s
1
1  I  30o09oS2 
.  !  .  I  I  I 

































l  I  3  4  5  ·-·--~~······•·••••••••••••••••••••••·••••! 
----!-------------------------------------------------------- _________ ,  __________  ---------------l-----------~-----------~--1 
I 
~EGIO~E U,!IRlA  01.10.t81- 4SJ  419.479,000•0  I 
l0.0¥oA2 
.. ,  .  "~Ovi'Itl•  AUTONO""  Dl  BOLZAIIIO  101 .o9.81•  ur  946.593.633•0  I 
31.08.82  I 
·~  I  P~OVl~ClA  AUTO~OMA  Dl  TRENTO  fo1.1g181•  1,153  2,058.454.580•0 
lo.  ~~.§2  I 
.€  I  ~EGJONE  L0  ... 9AROIA  !01.J9.81-I  587  7?0.128.868•0  I 
31.os.~z 1  1 
.  I  I 
01.~9 1 81·1  963  1,,sZ.3o9:sl7.o  1 
:s1.~~.'zl  1 
01.10.tB1•II  12.946  1l,7so.ooo.ooo.o  I 
30.0¥.~2  I 
01.J9,81-1  s.lOJ  8,6,s.ooo.ooo.o 
30.08.821 
.01.18.!81-!  6.144  6,774,450.650•0  I  I  3J,  'ilo921  I 
01.10.81-1  3.7051  2,?H.6,8.050•0  I 
30.09.921  i 
01.1D.t81•.  15.4701  16.7;9,995.050·0  I 
lo.o"'.sz1  1 
I  I 
01.o9.e,-1  Z4.oJo  z~o.~,s.ooo.ooo.o  . 
I 
31.08.9ll  I  I 
01.1o~e1-l  z.o:"  z.i97,8oo.ooo.o  ll  I l0.09.sz1  I  . 
01.09~.81-l  r.zool  r.H1.423.1oo.o  I 
30o0YoS2J  I 
I 
I  I 
16.,9  .. 81·  3.156'  ~o.o2Z.93;.sso,,  I 
15.0¥o821  I 
:e  ,.  lRl  01.,7,81-1  533  1,,55.160.811•0  I  :so.o&.nl  I 
q£  lRI  01.07.81•  1,672  2.290.172.634,0  I  I  30o06oS1.  I 
>e  ! lRI  o1.~7.a1- 1.oo~!  R77.soo.ooo.o  I 
I  llJ.06.~2  I  I 
~· ! IRI  01.07.81- 1.000  965.250.000•0  I  !  1 ,.06.az  1  ! 
". 
UGlONE  VE~ETO 
•E  REGIO"£  SlClLlA 
IIEGIO~E  C~LABRIA  >E 
·E  ~EGlO~E  Sa~DEG~A 
~EGlON£  BASILIC~T~  .e 
REGlO~E  CA,PANIA 
H  REGlO~E  PUGLIA 
,£ 
H  UGlONE  MOLISE 
.... ,  RESlONE  A911UZZO 









z I  3  I  4  I  5  I  ---------------;!!!~£~!!.  •.  2····-·---··;··1 
~---~----·--------------------------------------------------- ---------j·---------J·---·~-----~-----·---------------------·--1 
'~  1  ~~SL  01o07o81•j  1871  ~:!1o003,4881~  J 
'  I  I 
30.06.821 
·~  E~EL  01.07.81•1  9721  2.571.694,627•0 
I 
3:1.06.821 
•E  E'l~  01.07o81•  6991  2o256o966.750•0 
I  I 
30.06.82 





































.  I 
CE~T~O  ~ROFESSIO~ALE  PER  LA  FO~~AZIONE  DELLE  ~AESTR&~·  101.07.81•1 
ZE  f)ILI  A PALLADIO  VICENZA  3J.06•52  .  I  I 
ENTE  SCUOLA  PER  L'I~DUSTRIA EDILIZIA  E  AFFINI  DELLA  101.07.81-i 
P-Ovi~CIA  01  ~ITERBO  3Jo06oS2I 
CE"'TRO  FOR~AZIONE  I'IAESTRA~ZE  EDILl  Dl  BAR!  01.10.81•1  3J.04.!12 













~A~LJAAI  3Jo06o82 
I  . 
~e  1  e~re  ~1sse~o c•ss•  e scuOLA  EDlLl  o1.o7.81•1  6~1 
31).06.~2 















I  31.07.92!  I 
I  I 
qf  I E~T'E  SCUOLA  EOlLE  OELLA  PROVli'ICIA  Dl  LATl~A  01.10.81-j  251  10.285,000•0  .1 






















'  .  I  1  2  3  I 
-:~-~-;~:~:~-;~-:~;~;-I:::;:;~·::~;~::~~::~~-;:~;::::;·:~:----~~::;;:~~:1,-------~~~~------;~::;~:~~~:~------------------------~ 
~avo~&TORI  EOIL  E  &FF!Nl  DELLA  PROVINCIA  Dl  BRINDisi  1 3J,06,S2
1  I 
•t I  E~TE  scuo~A  PROFEssto~•LE  EDILE  T~APA~ESE  j!01.~o.s1-l  1Dell  ~,4,5oo.ooo.o  .  ,,.06.~2 1  I 
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I  T"E  HATfiELD  POLYTEC"~IC 
I  9~40FO~D  COLLEGE 
I  C~EL~t~  INSTITuTE  OF  HIGH£~  EOUCATION 
EAST  LEEDS  ~OM~~S  WO-~SNO~ 
LEICESTERSHIRE  COU~TY  COU~CIL  EOUCATION  OEPART~E~T 
'HE~~ER  ·I~STITUTE  DP  NIGHER  EDUCATION 
•ORT  OP  LO~DO~  AUT"DAITY 
!•OTHERS  OP  CHARITY 
OEPARTME~T  Of  HEALTH  A~O SOCIAL  SERVICEs 
OEPART~ENT Of  HEALTH  A~O  SOCIAL  SERviCEs 
OEPAAT~ENT Of  HEALTH  A~D  SOCIAL  SERVICES 
SOUTHER~  HEALTH  A~D  SOCIAL  SERVICES  BOARD 
~ESTERN HEALTH  AND  SOCIAL  SERviCES  80ARO 
. ~~~~~TRIAL THERAPY  O~G~~ISATiO~  (ULSTER)  LTD 
f!DUHERN  UELA"O  COu,.,CIL  FOR  O~Tf!OPAEDIC  DEVELOP•IENT 
\27.:1~.81•1 
26.04.~2. 







I  26909.81•1 
'  .o7.~Zj 
01. :l1. !1'- i 
]1.12.~31 
'  I 
01.01.81'-1  31o1Zo91 
01.~4.81-1  31.03·':12. 







































I  . 
01.04.81- 383!  347.195·0  I 
31.03.~2  I 
304.6ZJ·~  240 
I  . 
01.01.81- 1  31,  i9.140·'  I 
]1,Qlo92.  I  76o560•0  · 
01.~J.o1-!l  Qol  s.no.o  I 
I
.  11.o1.~2  1  z1.56o•o 
I  I 
"~~PowER SERVICEs  co~~tssto~  <EsOl  o1.01.81-1  s.619j  4.8~o.o~o.o  1 
1  31.1Zo81!  f 
•  !  I 
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II•  ,.,;  "1A~POWER  SERVICES  COMMISSIO~  CESOl  01.01.81·.  877!  712,500•:!  I  I  31.12.~1 I  I  I 
~~ I 'IA'4POIIE:R  SUYICES  COHMISSIO'j  CE$0)  01o:l1od1•1  29]1  237,500•0  I 
31,12.811  I 
""  I  'IA~POWER  SUVICES  COMIS$10~ CE$0)  01o:l1tB1•i  2351  227,500•0  I 
I 
31.1~.~, 1  I  , 
I  I 
...  1 "U'4PO•ER  SERvices  coH .. tsuo~ ceso>  01.:)1.81·'  437  422,500•0  ! 
I  I  31,12.~1  I  i 
-•  I 'IA'IPOw£R  SERVICES  COMMlSSIO'I  ceso>  01 .J1,81·  5851  zs.ZOO•!l  I 
I 














'IAIIIPOwER  snvxces  COH,.ISSIO"  CESOl  01.'11.81- 715  JQ,BOO•:l  I 
I 
31,03.~2  I  165.000•:1 
'  I 
~·~-o~ER  SERVICES  CO~~I5110~  CTSO) 
'IA~POwER  SERVICES  CO~"ISSION  CTSOl 
~A~POwEA  SERVICES  COM~ISSIO~  CT$0) 
"1A~POwER  SERVICES  CO""ISSIO~  CT$0) 
CITY  OF  BRAOFCRO  METRO•OLITAN  COU~CIL 
COU~CIL OF  THE  BOROUGH  OF  SOUTH  Ty~E$10! 
~ORT"EAN  AEG10~AL  HEALTH  AUTHORITY 
DEPART~ENT OF  MANPOwER  SERVICES 
~-~PO~EA  SAE\IICES  COH,.l$SION  •  E~PLOY~ENT sERVICES 
Dl Vl SlOho 
DEPAqT~ENT OF  HEALTH  A~D $0,1AL  SERVICEs 
90ARO  FOR  T~O PU6Ll'  BODIES 
01.j4,81- 1,92::~!  2.887.289·0  ! 
31.03.82  I  I 
01 .J4t81- 524  788.636·0  'I  31,0.s.82 
1
01.~4,81•  5241  1o09J,978•0  . 
,,o1.~z  1  1 
lo1.:14a81-1  48:Sj  1.009.826•0  j 
I
. 31.o:s.a21  1 
I  I 
l
'o1.J4,81·1  zoo  u.21o.o  ! 




28.70S•!l  ! 
H,o:s.ezl  l 
I  l 
01.J41 b.1•1  910
1
1  274.600•0  I 
31oOJ,!l  I 
01a:l4o.81•l  561 I  646,121•0  I 
31.03.82J  I 
.01.!l7.H-1  72:1  91.777•0  II 
,lt.O:S.!Zj 
31.o.s.~2~  I 
1
01o07t81·'  1o850  1o076o272•0  I 
07.:19.!!1•.  171  ;4.560•:!  !  .  I  31.07.~2!  I  .  ! 
9AR"5LEY  LOCAL  £0uCAT!O~ .AUTHORITY  101,:19,81•!  251  17,238•0  1
1 
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I  .  I 
I 
J ~  I  ~-~POWER  $£~VICES CO""ISSION 
J<  I  ~~·PO~ER  SERVICES  CO""lSSION 
J <  I  ~~•POWER SEAVJ(ES  CO""ISSION 
J-:  !  DEPART"ENT  0'  EDUCATION  'OR  NOAT"ERN  J·E~AND 
J ~  I  NO~TMERN  IAE~AND TRAINING  EXECUTIVE 
J  ~  I  ?A,POw~A SEAVICEl  COMMJSflO~ 
TRAI~  ~G  SERVIC  S  DIVIS  0~) 
J  ~  I  ~EPT 0,  "ANPOwEA  SERVICES 
':  I  DEPT  0'  "A~POwER  SERVICES 
I 
;  ~  I  DISTRJIUTJVE  l~DUSTAY  TRAINING  80ARD 
I 
J  t  I DISTRIBUTIVE  INDUSTRY  TAAINJ~G BOARD 
J  ~  !  JEST  CU"BRIA  TRAI~lNG  ASSOCJATlO~ 
JE  I  ~ANPOWER SERVICES  CO""lSSION 
'~  I  ~A,POWER  SE~VJCES  CO""ISSION 
J.  I  ~l,POwER SERVICES  CO""lSSJON 
JE  I  ~A,POwEA SERVICES  CO""ISSION 
31.1.:."1 











ov)7!8l-1  1.0  •  21 
I 
01.()7.8,·1 
31.03~  21 
0Jo07o8l•i 
:>.06.  21 
0Jo07o8~-
OoO&o  21 
17.08;81-1 
16.0  •  21 
0 1~~~6~lil 
















25:>  01e09o81•1  H  .oe.~~ 
'"  j  ~A,PO•ER SERVICES  CO~MISSJON  101ol9o81•  25~ 
s1.oe.~2  1 
J£ I  ~A,PO~ER  SEqVICES  CO~MlSSION  (TSD)  01.07.81•  2.226' 




























2  l  :s  4  1  s  j------··-·-······-·--·····----·········-·-• 
----~-------------------------------------------------------- --------·j··--------~---------------2-----------!-----------~--1. 
J;  I  ,4~POwER SERVICEs  co~~l$510~  (TSD)  01.07.81•1  1oZ481'  1o173.063.o 
I 
lo.o~.gzo 
·I  . 
JF  1 DEPART"ENT  OP  "ANPOwER  sERVICES  01.041 81-j  ,.~oo- 115.919•0 
1  31.0~.~2 1  j 
I  .  I 
Jf  II  ~OATHERN  IRELAND  TRAJNl~G  ExECUTIVE  01o04o81•1  60• 
I 
31.0loS2.  I 
.  I  I 
,F  1
1 
COUP,CJL  OF  TME  BOAOUGII  OF  SOuTH  TY'IESJO!.  01o04.!i·',  SOl 
]1.03.9( 
I  I 
Jf 
1
1  ,_~PO~ER SERViCEs  co"~ISSIOif  01.,1,~1-•l  51o50j• 
31.1c.91  I 
I  0 
JF  1 ~A,POwER SERVICEs  CO~HISSlO~  •o1.o1.~1-~  27.415• 
31.12.81  I 
Jf I  OE•T  OF  ~A~PO~ER  SERVICES  01.07l81·1°  600• 
31o0lo!IZ 
JF  j
1  ~10  GLA~OR~AN  COUNTY  COUNCIL  01.,7.81-1 
J:>oo6.~2  0 






43  9.051•0 
•' I  CLEvELAND  COUNTY  COuNCIL  101.10~61•!! 
]j.QY.~2 
I  .  ! 
,F 
1
,  ROC~OALE "ETROPOLlTAN  BOROUGM  COUifClL  101.07.~1·1 
30o011o!2 





JF I  ,AifPO~ER SERVICEs  COM~JssiON  <Tso>  01.o7.&1·j  :so.oo.u 1 
I 
J~  1 "A"PoweR  seRvicEs  co"~tssJo~  ~1.01.81-,~  I  11.12.s1 
J~ I  "ANPOWER  SERVICES  COM~JSSION  01.~1181•! 
31o1CoS1 
J~ I  DEPA~T~ENT  OF  MA~PO~£~ SERVICES  01.041~1-,l  951 1 ,. 
l1o0Jo!l2 
J~ !  SU~DERL~ND  BOROUGH  COUNCIL  01.~1.81•1
1 
100• 
,  11.u.~1  1 
I  !  I 
J~  I  qAifPOWER  SERVICES  CO~MISSJO~  01.~1.61·!  1'o000~ 
I  31.12.  ~,I  I 
I  !  o 
J~  j  ,A~PO•ER SERVICES  CO~~JSSJO~  01.01.81•1  13ol9'•  2.4,9,280•0 








2991  1;4.773•0 
21.050•0 
809•0 
4o790  1o 531 • 50l•O 
1o035  330.919•0 
207.141•0 
31 .487•0· 














2 I  l  I  4  I  5  1----------------!~~~=~!~--~---------------1 
----~-------------------------------------------------------- ---------l----------~---------------1-----------~-----------!--l  •  I  -.-~POwER  sHvtces  COM"'ISSION  o1.o1.81•l  s.oo::~  773.724•0  j 
31.H.811  I  I 
J.  "'A~POWER  SERVICES  COMMISSION  01.~1,81-1  4,01~- 733.503·0  I 
I  31o1co81j  I 
l 
I  I 
'·  I  OEPT  OF  MANPOWER  SERVICES  01o07,81·!  1001  17,811•0  ! 
I  31 .o,.u,  I  I 
j  "'A~POwEA  SERVICEs  COM•USSION  01.07.&1•1  325!  68,413•0  I 
I  31.12.81 I  I 
1'  I ,.A'IPOdR  SERVICES  CO"'HI$510'4  101,07,81•,  1501  31,575o0  I  I  31,12.~1,  I 
11  I  ~Q'IE  oFFICE  A'4D  LOCAL  AUTHORITIES  lo1.01 1 ~1-l  10o839  357,525•0  I  ,,. 1 ,.~ 11  I 
•J  I "Q .. £  QFFICE  FOR  ITSELF,  SCOTTI$~  OFfiCE  4'10  LOCAL  01.01.~1-1  909 
I  AUTHORITIES  1.12,811 
, 61 .356•0 
'l  ! THE  ~&TIO,.&L  CENTRE  FOR  I'IOUSTRIAL  LANGU4GE  TRAINING  01.~1 1 81-1  I  31o1"o811 
10~  46.500•0 
'!  I .. &~POwER  sERVICEs  COM"'ISSIO,.  CTSO)  01.,1.81-1  1.190!  151.809,, 
1  11.12.~11  1 
11.o3.s11  9.ooo•o  1  I 
BRADFORD  METROPOLITAN  DISTRICT  cOuNCIL  01.04,g1-l  10~  ;2.000•0  I 
i  ; 
•1  !  9R40FORD  METROPOLITArj  DISTRICT  COUNCIL.  01o04oS1·1  30  6o600•0  !  I  31.03.!121  I 
'l  !  HO .. E  OHI(E  01o07o81•,  15:)  22o000oO  I 
1  11.12.~11  1 
'I I  CLEvELAND  COUNTY  COUNCIL(PUBLIC  AUi140RITY)  01o~9.81-1  114  ;7.075•0  ! 
I 
·  31oOISoS2j  j 
··t  LOTHlliN  AEGIO'IAL  COUNCIL•PUBL.IC  AuTHOqlry  21 1 0'ilod1•J  40  21o7SO•O  I 





CA,DE~  CO,~ITTEE  FOR  COMMUNITY  AELATIO'IS 
CqiilSTERED  'HARITYJ 
HEPwORTH  A~D  GRANDAGE  LI"'ITED 
E'IGINEERI~G  IUOUSTAY  TqAINI'I~  BOARD 




96  94.498,0 
























!  1 ·  ,  ,  ,  1-----------------------·------------------
-·-·i··------------------------------------------------------ ---------,----·-----j-------·-------!  ___________ !-----------~--1  .  .  - I 
,,  !  (£,_1C(  A~D  JEFFER$0~  Ll~lTED  IDJ;~t~~~;l  251  1.160•0  I 
•T  l  S~OTTISWODDE  IALLA~TI~E LIMITED  lo1.01.81•i  336!  7.623•0 
l1a1~o81 
Pf  Ro.oHOURD  A~D  SON  LlHlTED 
<f  ~.AC<AILL LIMlT£0 
O>f  ••lo8111AY  L.lHlTED 
gy  A,.HEATON  A,D  CO~PA~y  LTD 
;>f  THE  IIRHI~GHA~ POST  AND  ~AIL LlMlTfD 
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